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NORTH STAR™
Alone it stands, majestic and

proud**, the final hope to Earth's

savagery and overpopulation...

North Star, a glorious space station

orbiting serene tranquility, too much
tranquility.*, preparations should be

underway for the final evacuation.

Communications are dead, scientists

cannot be raised... a dreadful gloom

overtakes the population... has their

last hope gone?

Only one can find out. only one has

the necessary powers* That one is

you... a unique lelng on a mission to

rescue a unique project.

i

Spectrum 48K £7.99 c*»ette

AmStrad £9.99 Cassette £14-99 Disk

Atari ST £19.99 Di.k

CBM 64/128

£9.99 Cassette £14.99 Disk

"FROU OUTOf
THIS WORLD..

THE FIGHT
FOR THIS WORLD!

VENOM™
STRIKES BACK
Incoming message on MASK
computer - 'We have kidnapped

SCOTT TRAKKER and are holding

him on the moon. Unless you
surrender the entire MASK forces fo

VENOM you will never see him
again/' Signed Miles Mayhem.

Matt is faced with a terrible dllema.

To agree to VENOM"* demands
would give them total control over

the Peaceful Nations Alliance, but to

ignore their demands would surely

mean Scotts life.

Can you as Matt Trakker rescue Scott

and return him safely to Earth?

Spectrum 48K £7.99 casmt*

CBM 64/128

£9.99Ca»«tt* £14.99 Disk

Amstrad £9.99 cusette £14.99 Disk

MSX £7.99Cai«tte

MASK 1 *- AND THE ASSOCATtD TRADt MARK
ARE THE FROPlRiy OF KENNER PARKER TOTS

INC (KFT> HIT

WORLDS APART FROM OTHER SOFTWARE!
Gremlin Graphics Software Limited. Alpha House. 10 Carver Street. Sheffield SI 4FS. Telephone (0742) 7SM23
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RIGHT-ON REGULARS

7 EDITORIAL
Jaz has more problems as yel another reviewer
sneaks into ZZAP! Towers.

8 UNDER THE BAUD-WALK
Uncle Mel gives his thoughts lor the days.

29 THE R RAP
Mr Overworked and Underpaid himself, Uoyd
Mangram, jumps into a bulging mailbag and lives

to tell the tale-

37 ENTER THE HARLEQUIN
He of the suit braves werewolves to relate his

experiences of the land of Skegpool.

43 MANOEUVRES
Philippa Irving tells of heradventures in Hie realm
of the Eternal Dagger.

46 THE SCORELORD, HE SAY . .

.

The noxious Points-Beast removes the gauntlet
with the particle howitzer mounted in the index
finger and hurls it to the floor in a challenge none
can refuse.

50 WALKER'S WAY
Flushed with the success of HUNTER'S MOON,
Martin Walker sits backand mulls over a few con-
cepts for his next project. In the first of a new Diary
of a Game series,

71 ZZAPI TIPS
Jaz sticks his head in the Playing Tips file and
emerges with the best contributions between his

teeth, 'cos that's the kinda guy he is.

91 THE HISTORYOF THE SOFTWARE
INDUSTRY
Mel Croucher, the Guru of software sentience,
concludes his four-part series.

99 CHEAPAND CHEERFUL
Now then, let'ssee what goodies a couple of quid
can buy you this month, shall we?

1 04 THE CHART SHOW
ZZAP! readers vote for what's hot.

1 1 0 GLEIMYS' RESULTS PAGE
The most gorgeous Doors fan in the entire office

gossips away as only she knows how.

112 WHAT'S NEW
Unbelievable news which will change the face of

Commodore computing as we know it.

113 PREVIEWS
Coming up! Coming up! SINBAD AND THE
THRONE OF THE FALCON, ROAD WARRIOR,
KARNOV and LAZER TAG.

CRAZY COMPETITIONS

32 THE INCREDIBLE ZZAPI COMPETI-
TION
Celebrate ZZAPI's third birthday and you could
win one of 1,001 prizes.

76 IKARI WARRIORS GO ROVING LAND
Enter, and yourRuld be spending a day driving

through murj^t Land Rover, courtesy of Elite.

N SIMULATOR
ay games galore to all you
lers,

FREAKY FEATURES

34 BE A CHAMPION
News of the National Computer Games Cham-
pionships.

53 AMIGA SUPPLEMENT
We take a look at what the 64's very big brother is

up to at the moment.

66 THE WINNING ACCOLADE
The ZZAP! chaps chat to the simulation masters.

95 THE ZZAPI READERSAWARDS
RESULTS
In reverse order, 1987 of games outstanding most
the were thought readership ZZAP! the what out
find we.

AMAZING APRILAMUSEMENTS

12 THE TRAIN
Chuff-chuff-chuff your way through wartime Nor-
mandy in this amazing Accolade product.

18TRAZ
Cascade's Arkanoid clone to end all Arkanoid
clones receives ZZAPi's acclaim.

82 DAN DARE II

Beat the tenacious Mekon in Virgin'ssmartsequel
to their

f86 Sizzler.

86 STRIKE FLEET
Electronic Arts brightens the day with Lucasfllm's
magnificent sea-war simulator.

86 4TH& INCHES
Accolade's Sizzler brings you American Football

as it should be played.

ZZAP! Issue 37 will be showing at a respectable

newsagent near you from April 1 4th. Buy it and
leave the frogs standing.
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NOW, THERE ARE NO LIMITS

kEE GAME
ORTH £24.95
Buy the Sega Master System and get

one of these fantastic GAMES FREE.

Watchout for your favourite game

FREE when you buy the Sega Master System

SPECIAL OFFER

* r r

Sega Master System + Light Phaser

with games cartridge

ONLY£124.95
Sega Master System R.R.P. £99.95:

Light Phaser R.R.P. £44.95

THE ULTIMATE IN SPECIAL OFFERS
Both offers end 30th June 1988 AAA



IN LUDLOW
Honestly - you let one new
reviewer into Ihe building, and the

next minute everyone's wanting in)

One who did manage to scale the

walls, and hasnowbecome a per-

manent addition to the ZZAP!
office (we can't fit him back
through the door) Is a certain Gor-

don Leslie Houghton, who hails

horn Blackburn In Lancashire, He
recently graduated from Oxford
University withadegree in English

(but we don't hold that against

nim) and has come to Ludlow to

apply his literary beni to writing

reviews.

Heused tobe the sport ing !ype

,

bui has now joined the

Lounge Lizard Elite,

and saves his

ft^^^^l energy

forthe

odd joystick ^

.

waggling session

and the occasional |og- ^
cum- wobble to the sandwich

shop, where he often shows an

impressive turn ot speed.

When Itcomes to loading things

into his 64, Sptndizzy, Sentinel,

DropzoneanisWizballBte often his

first choice, andwhen he's tired ot

wtbbling hts joystick he's usually

found with his nose in a book -
something pretentious like

Mediaeval religious literature. His
Walkman oft rings to the sounds of

the Smiths. Rush and Phillip Glass

(although not at the same time),

while his cravings tor soap operas
usually result in him ogling

Michelle, getting into Prisoner Cell

Block H and visiting Neighbours.

He also enjoys watching Woody
Allen and horror films ('the more
gore the better

1

) and driving his

girlfriend's Citroen 2CV through

walls ('that's what comes from

having a dice with a Robin
Reliant'). His exemplary tea-mak-

ing is also appreciated around the

office . , -

With that. I bid you farewell -
until next month.

Ik

A

Julian Rlgnall

\
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Mel Croucher's

UNDER THE
BAUD-WALK
BICENTENARY OF
ABORIGINES' DISCOVERY OF
CAPTAIN COOK (Gottany

Gay, Ventriloquism Festival)

I'm very happy to see that clairvoyants are being

employed by a certain weekly computer

publication, which I will call, tor the sake of

example you understand, COMPUTER TIRADE
WEAKLY . The poor misguided reviewer tells me
this over lunch in a wine bar not a million miles

away from Soho square. Furthermore this

reviewer of the Amstrad PPC is about to flee the

country and ship out to Germany, after filing a

thousand or so words on the merits of the neat

little portable machine. The review is well

written, nicely balanced and full of snippets of

analysis and recommendations. Trouble is, my
Perrier-drinkingcompanion hasn't clapped eyes

onOneyet Nowonder he's taking the next boat

oul!

COMIC RELIEF DAY (American

Embassy, Beirut)

I'm even more of a role model than usual these

days. Those witty folk who dwell in the depths of

wicked CoventGarden known asTHE EDGE are

trying very hard to slander me in their wonderful

Inside Outing, but why have they spelled my
name wrong? 'Old Man Crutcher and his failed

experiments' indeed! I'll ignore their depiction

of me as a loony alcoholic, and treat their

allegation that I married into the nobility for

financial reasons with the contempt that it

deserves. No, what really hurls is the bit in the

game concerning the giant canary; an obvious

reference to my dear departed parrot. This is in

very poor taste, as The Edge's CHERI
LANGOELL is well aware, I was greatly miffed

when I caught galloping psittacosis from Percy,

my parrot, and mockinc the afflicted is a base

form ofhumour, younglady
,
and is something I

myself have never ever been guilty of. The

disease is most unpleasant and it resembles

typhoid fever mixed with pneumonia, it involves

vampires draining armful* of bloody away lo

sendto mad professor's labs and it very nearly

killed me. What a pity thai tnsideOuting\$ such

a neat adventure. I can't find a single thing lo

criticise in it.

FIRST DAY OF PARROT
SHOOTING SEASON
Like I say, I don't mind being a role model for the

software industry, bul I do wish my disciples

would get their facts right. SUPERIOR
SOFTWARE have also gone and spelt my name
in Bone Cruncher although I do admit that the

grey skinned guy picking his nose is a verygood
likeness of my noble self. It was this particular

nose that prevented me taking my full part in

Comic Relief Day, so fleshy and grease laden is

it- Every time I smiled, which was about twice a

minute, my red nose-cosy shot oftand landed in

the Smirnoff. So by nightfall I was lorced to

abandon my sponsored tap dancing marathon,

and switch scams for a sponsored nose missile

competition, fifty pee for every time I hit the

glass. We raised a lot that night. Fifty pee as well

as glasses. It's so comforting to know thai I'm part

of an industry that has pioneered raising money
for charity by way of acting like a bunch of idiots

lor years. Wasn't it that great man of letters BOB
MONKHOUSE who said novelty is always a

variation of the past'. Or was it CARLOS
FUENTES, I really can't remember.

NATIONAL SILLY NAMES DAY
(United Arab Enemas)
My poslie is suffering a double hernia this

morning, thanks to all you vindictive

Baudwalkers sending me reauesls for

translations of Software Celebrities Silly

Pseudonyms* I told you last month that I'd never

stoop lo this level of cheap comedy again, so

here goes. According to my German dictionary,

the perpetrators of MAGIC BYTES' weird and
whacky wee cartoon number Clever and Smart

areOLAF MAROHN, which means 'makemine
a rum and black'. VOLKER MAROHN ( I have

unfortunately puked up my run and black') and
HOLGER AHRFNS ('may I borrow your

toothbrush*). GO's Thunderceptor was
programmed by ERNIEWARE, which means
'Benny Hill really getsmedown* in Dutch. Then

we have Tern* from MIRRORSOFT, dreamedup
by ALEXI PASZITNOV, which is Russian for

'loan Collins has got a spotty father* and the

game was written by VAGIM GERA5IMOV,
meaning 'take that blank expression off your

face'. Unfortunately my lawyer advises me not

to print ihe English translation from Ihe Latvian ot

Ihe nameofARlOLASOFT'sUK supremo. WILLI

CARMINCKE Spoilsport.

FLEA-BAITING OUTLAWED
(except Ludlow)

I remember ALAN SUGAR m those far off days

of my youth, or was it his youth, when he was
flogging off car aerials in Wembley flea market,

but I never thought that he'd be one for giving

away freebies without maximising on publicity.

Well, you live and learn, and t am delighted to

find that my Amstrad PCW8S 1 2 contains some
incredible features that have been kept

amusingly secret. Did you know (hat all the time

one of tnese machines is powered up it has Ihe

ability to generate beautilul synthetic music?

That's right folks, just turn on your radio sets and

tune 'em to Long Wave within a range of up to

100 metres or so, and join in the fun. You get a

choice of a copulating robot disco effect, or a

beautifully sampled version of a drowning deaf

aid
H
and it neverseems to stop. Now some of you

might find thtsa bit annoying, or perhaps you've

got a neighbour who is fed up with Women's
Hour being interfered with by copulating robols

or drowning deaf aids, bul what I say is they just

ain't got no sense of humour. Some time ago I

phoned up Amstrad's charming mouthpiece

MIKE MORDACHAI, and asked him it there was

any way ol preventing the PCW's musical bent.

Honest as ever, he told me, 'Well Mel, there's

nothing you can do to filter out the interference

off our monitors Try sticking your head in a tin

box/ 1 am weatingmytin box at this very minute,

and very fetching it is too. But I haven't got the

heart to tell Amstrad that the transmission of

radio interference is illegal. I mean to say, taxi

intercoms, police radios and ghetto- blasied

ambulances need a bit of jollyingup. don't they.

Don't they?

SAY WHENSDAY
Something is very wrong here in Ludlow. Behind

Ihe mask of normalitv . Buried deep below ihe

veneer of civilisation, festering within the fake

facade of fashionable finery, the unspeakable

has happened. Yes folks, ZMP! 64 has kept the

same Editor for two months running! I have no

rational explanation for this inexplicable stale of

affairs. But I fear the worst. I mean everyone

knows that it isatraditionlograb, say the geezer

who comes round with the sandwiches or the

gent who cleans oul the bogs, and make them

editor for a monlh. All I can think is that last

month's Boss snuffed it sometime between

doughnut break and opening time, and Dot

Matrix our sinisler cleaning lady, has had him

stuffed and mounted and nailed to his desk.

When I say stuffed and mounted. I'm talking

taxidermy, I hasten lo add. Anyway, don't fret

dear Baudwalkers. I'll let you know if any funny

smells start to seep oul of Mission Control. Any

funnier than usual that is. Until next month, or

the last part of 100 All-IimeComputing Greats,

whichever comes the sooner. Toodle-pip.

8 ZZAP! 64 April 1988
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NIGEL MANSELL'S

"NIGEL MANSELL'S GRAND PRIX" is ready to

take you and your computer into the fast lane of game
excitement. As well as capturing the speed and

adrenalin pumping danger of the world's greatest

sporting spectacle, the game is the first racing

simulation to reflect some of the enormous advances in

car design and technology that have taken place recently.

And yet the game still offers an excellent opportunity

for even the most inexperienced novice to blast round

the track at excessive speeds with the turbo on

maximum boost and not a care in the world for fuel

consumption, tyre wear or racing line. However, for

those who know, or want to know a little more, there is

an opportunity to race a selection of the world's greatest

circuits in the quest for valuable championship points.

The red lights are on -you snap into gear.

The engine roars - your grip tightens on the steering wheel

The crowd goes wild as the lights flash to green.

900 brake horsepower is suddenly unleashed and the

Williams hurtles to the first bend.

Ahead of you lies 31 weeks of the world's most

gruelling and spectacular sporting championship.

1 Technical Consultants -

Ni^et Mansell. Peter Windsor,

Williams Grant! Prix Engineering Ltd.)

Nigel Mansell celebrating

victory.

Just over half ihe race completed and you're lying second lo your

main rival - 0.8 seconds ahead of you.

mi/

iTOduced

Martech is the registered trade mark of Martech Games Limited.

Murtech House, Bay Terrace, Pevcnsey Bay. East Sussex BN24 6EE
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. PHONE (03231 768456 TELEX: 878373 Martec t.

Spectrum 48/128 Cassette £9.99

CommiHlore 64/128 Cassette £9.99

Disc £12.99

AmslradtTC Cassctie £9 .'»'

Disc C14.W



FIREFLY
Special FX/Ocean, £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick

with keys

Returning to Earthafter a dec*

ade of scientific research.the

interstellar mothership

Firefly discovers the Solar System
is covered by a vast, chrome grid

inhabited by Mechanoid dynasts.

Adopting the role of Firefly com-
mander, it's the player's task to

destroy the enemy's grid system

which contains their vital power
source.
There are two basic screen dis-

plays: the Mechanoids' grid and
the playing area of each sector.

The grid consists of a combination

of five types of area
t
each holding

unique properties: robot-free

Dead' Zones are in the player's

control. Planetary Sectors are
unreachable and Robot

Occupied Areas need tobe deacti-

vated. The System Power Source
is the goal and usually the furthest

point from the starting position,

and there are also Unconstructed
Regions (designated by arrows),

where the player is launched into a
sub-game, consisting of an alter-

nating series of thumbs up or
down. If the player presses fire on
a thumbs-down, the grid is rear*

ranged (sometimes with unfortu-

nate consequences), and the

Firefly is returned to the start.

Thumbs-up results in the area

being deactivated.

Entering a sector reveals an

eight-way scrolling playing area

with an information panel below.

This displays a direction bar, cur-

As a concept. Firefly owes much to that other Ocean
'grid' game. Mutants, and a host of Innovative fea-

tures make (t Just as compulsive. Graphically it's

excellent: beautifully drawn, colourful and very
detailed sectors offset nicely animated and indi-

vidual sprites; onlyan occasional flickering mars the vibrant vari-

ety. The sound echoes this high standard: despite the couple of

derivative effects {Who Dares Winsgrenade explosions), the over-

all atmosphere Is superb: suitable bubbling, bouncing and buz-
zing noises assist a soundtrack which is genuinely good. Overall,

the gameplay is attractive: the desire to deactivate the next sec-
tor and reach the Power Source is strong, the Unconstructed
Zones, random location selection and sub-games all add spice.

Hyperactive on-screen sprites result in an often furious balance
of blasting and collecting. However, there are two main objec-

tions; the luck element when shutting down the final energy point

can be infuriating because It'ssuchan integral part of the gamep-
lay (although there's a way around It); similarly, having to com-
pletely clear a sector again when a life is lost Is annoying. How-
ever, set these minor irks aside and you havean innovative, com-
pulsive and enjoyable game.

The first release on the Special FX label - Firefly

I was Instantly

attracted by Fire-

fly's excellent
graphics and
soundtrack, but

as time went on, some very

annoying quirks in the gamep-
lay threw a wet blanket over
my enthusiasm. It all seems
very exciting at first, but unfor-
tunately the random element
In the teleport and shut-down
sub-games proves too much,
especially since they form
such an Important crux in the

gameplay - I'd much prefer

that skill dictated progress,
rather than an element of luck.

It's a shame that Firefly is so let

down by such relatively incon-

sequential flaws. Still, at least

the overall slickness and
superb presentation bode well

for future Special FX produc-
tions.

rent score, number of ships
remaining, the number of energy
units (or 'Yokas') collected, plus

fuel and damage meters.

The ship Is damaged by aliens

and their missiles, incorrect tele-

portal operation, failure to over-

load the energy point or by enter-

ing the point with insufficient

energy units; if the level reaches
zero, a life is lost* However, the

main function on the panel is the

radar, upon which ail major obsta-

cles, teleports and energy points

are shown.
Four energy points are

destroyed to shutdown the sector:

these release *Yokas\ four of

which are collected to allow

access to a sub-game. This con-
sists of two hands (thumbs up or

down), which alternate at an
increasingly rapid speed depend-
ing on the number already deacti-

Having witnes-

sed Firefly's good
looks and great

Fred Gray sounds
from a distance, I

was set for a terrific game. On
actually playing, though, I

found myself at the mercy of

some awful reaction tests. The
main maze negotiation section
is fine: it plays well and boasts
some very nicely drawn and
coloured graphics, with lots of

variety and imagination In the

shooting action. Unfortu-

nately, progress is only made
through the grid Ifyoucan beat
the 'Gamble* sub-games.
While they aren't too bad at the
beginning, after the third or
fourth energy unit It becomes
a question of 'close your eyes
and pray/ It may sound like a
minor niggle but it's quite

annoying to play such an
otherwise well put together
game only to have progress
halted by a pair of minor sub-
sections- As it stands, Firefly Is

a game of luck and skill, with

the priority of these require-

ments in thai order.

vated. Teleports obtain a similar

sub-game, in which a light races
around a circle of red and green

dots; only three successive green

contacts results in a successful

teleport.

Shooting aliens with the Firefly's

oct-o-phonic plasma disruptor

balls results in deposits which are

collected for occasionally favoura-

ble results. Additionally, predeter-

mined objects are picked up to

release droplets from the land-

scape which hold positive effects

for the ship. When a sector is com-
pleted, the damage and fuel levels

are replenished.

PRESENTATION 79%
Informative instructions and
clear screen display but lackmg
in useful optionssuch asagame
save,

GRAPHICS 84%
Bnght

, varied and detailed back-
drops accompany a host of cot-

ourtul sprites

SOUND 81%
Decent soundtrack, with varied

and appropriatelygood in-game
effects

HOOKABILITY 82%
The gnd s>stem and random
sector location make completing

an area very compelling

INSTABILITY 68%
Plenty of sectors graded diffi-

culty and innovative features,

but the interest may wane for

some

OVERALL 79%
A beautifully- presented and
rewarding game marred by
excessive emphases on luck.



THE TRAIN
Electronic Arts, £9.95 cass, E14.95 disk, joystick

and keys

|t*3 August, 1944. The Nazi's

stranglehold on Europe has
begun lo loosen, and the Ger-

mans are evacuating with their

spoils in tow. A secret train stands

on the outskirts of Metz in France,

holding a cargo ot valuable art

treasures which are destined for

Berlin and Hitler'sown private col-

lection.

However, a plan is atoot to foil

the Fuhrer. The player takes the
role ot Pierre LeFeu, a French
Resistance leader whose mission

is to capture the train and take the
stolen art treasures back through

enemy tines to rendezvous with

the Allies at Riviere in Normandy.

The first action screen ts set in

the Metz railway yard where the

train is waiting to leave tor Ger-

many, LeFeu gives covering fire

while his injured comrade, Le Due,

runs across the tracks to collect

the points switch - switching

tracks effectively enables the

player to select the length and
difficulty of the train's route to

Riviere.

Enemy troops occupy the sta-

tion and their silhouettes are seen
in the windows as they attempt to

get a shot at LeFeu. A spray of

automatic gunfire tracks along the
around toward LeFeu. who Is

forced to duck before being hit.
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Based on the superb 1 966 Burt Lancaster film of the

same name, The Train is packed with atmosphere

and payability. The action is very much In the Dam-
busters and Ace of Aces mould, but this time the

player drives a train across wartime France. Each of

the scenes is well thought out,and all contribute to the incredible

feeling of involvement - you can do just about anything you like

within the game's environment. The shooting sections are really

tense as you try and out-gun the German guards and entering

stations to relay messages to the Resistance and read up Ger-

man intelligence is great, especially when you're trying to plan a

route* My favourite part, though , Is actually driving the train itself.

The driver's cab screen is extremely well drawn- there are plenty

of levers to pull and wheels to twist, and you've also got to keep

an eye on the fuel and pressure gauges. Just in case more coal

has to be shovelled into the furnace. Being able to pull the whistle

is the icing on the cake! As well as driving the train, you've also

got to keep an eye on the map, and watch out for enemy attack
- the action certainly keeps you busy! The Train is a very absorb-

ing and entertaining action game - catch It.

: 52 HkS
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The end of the line

From the same mould as Ace of Aces comes
another superb arcade-style simulation. The com-
plete package is brilliantly put together to produce
an action-packed, beautifully evocative and com-
pulsive game- The neatly drawn graphics are more

than merely functional and really create an appropriately sombre
and austere wartime atmosphere. The train interior contains

some particularly striking effects: the warm furnace glow,

accompanied bya low, fiery rumbling, the variable rhythms of the

engine, the whistle: all sights and sounds are spot-on. It really

appeals to a combination of the urge to be an engine driver and
the desire to outwit or destroy an enemy; there'sa constant need

to keep an eye on the gauges or watch the skies for fighters. It's

a very easy game to get into, and even M you complete the mis-

sion, there's always the desire to do it again with less damage or

at a more difficult level What I particularly like is the total free-

dom of movement: you can switch points, re-visit stations,

reverse, change lines, anything! However, this leads to my only

reservation: the cassette version may not be so fluid. Otherwise

it's excellent good instructions, quick multiload, useful status

screens and good occasional effects: I've no hesitation in recom-

mending it.

Steamin" and a-rollln'

through occupied France

You might think

The Train would
appeal solely to
loco buffs, but

this really isn't

the case, I'd put this game
more In the class ofan interac-

tive war movie, because the

scenic graphics and realistic

sound effects bestow it with a
definite film-style atmos-
phere- All of the little shooting
sub-games are most enjoy-

able, and the simulated
engine-driving Is particularly

well implemented, with the

control method and the advice
from Le Due cutting out any of

the confusion which can mara
simulation. What adds to this

gameno end are the numerous
Impressive little touches. Not-
able examples are the roaring

sound and the flickering high-

lights which appear on the

control surfaces as the fire-

box door is opened, and then
there are the remarkable
steam whistle and aero-

engine effects. The Train is one
game I would recommend to

anyone. Let's just hope the

multiload cassette version

isn't too tedious . .

.

rOKUfiRD REUERSE LEUER
03:26 HRS
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LeFeu's shots are directed by a
floating cursor, and he Keeps the
enemy occupied long enough for

Le Due to get back to the train.

Once the points are switched.
LeFeu takes control of the engine,

with three control screens at the
player's disposal: two perspective

views are given to front and rear of

the train, allowing targetting of the
machine guns Incase of air attack,

and the third view is that from the
footplate showing the train's con-
trols. All the engine's vHal aspects
are maintained from here, includ-

ing stoking the boiler, throttle and
brake controls and checking the

necessary gauges.
Le Due constantly proffers

advice during the trip, and gives

warnings should certain gauges
begin to run too high or too low. He
also warns of imminent arrivals at

stations, bridges or points

switches, allowing the player time

to slow the train to a stop or signal

his Intended route via the whistle,

A map screen showing the train's

position is also available during the
journey to give information on

04:31 HRS
NEED COAL

Only you can stop it

- at Tounnne station

STOP AT STATION

what iscoming next along the line.

Stations are captured en route
by machine-gunning all the
occupying troops- This allows
LeFeu to read German intelligence

messages pertaining to the state
of certain sections of the track. The
station's telegraph can also be
used to send messages to the
Resistance, calling for repairs or
for their help in securing an
occupied bridge or station.

On reaching a bridge, a view of
the river appears with patrolling

enemy gunboats. The boats waste
no time in firing on the engine, but
are destroyed with (he 155mm
cannon mounted on a flat-car at

the centre of the train, by adjusting
the cannon elevation lo obtain the
correct range. Falling to destroy
the boats in time sees the engine

put out of action by a hail of enemy
fire.

The engine is also under con*
stant threat of bombing by enemy
aircraft which frequently buzz the
train. Fast and accurate aiming of
the machine guns at the front and
rear of the train are required to fend
off these attacks,

Journey's end arrives when
either the mission is complete or
cannot be continued because of
damage to the engine or artworks,
or death of the crew. The player's
score is then rated on the oasis of
aircraft, soldiers and boats
destroyed, and is given status per-
centages on damage to the boiler,

brakes and the artworks, as well
as coal left in the hopper and
number of requests made ot the
Resistance.

A French Railways: we've got there

Machine guns blazing as the Luftwaffe go strafing

NB: DISK VERSION ONLY.
A CASSETTE VERSION HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED AND WILL BE
RATED SEPARATELY WHEN RELEASED.

PRESENTATION 95%
In-game difficulty selection and
an abundance ol other neat
touches. Frequent, but rapid
disk access.

GRAPHICS 83%
Detailed and superbly atmos-
pheric

SOUND 78%
Realistic effects make up for an
imaginative but raucous version
of 'La Marseillaise'

HOOKABILITY 82%
Once the opening sequence is

mastered, the game opens up
and becomes increasingly
addictive.

INSTABILITY 83%
Several increasingly difficult

routes to completion, but some
sections may eventually
becomes repetitive,

OVERALL 87%
Another excellent Accolade
'simulation', which should have
a very wide appeal.'

Z2AP! 64 April 1988 13
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MAY THE FORCEGO
WITH YOU

!

You'll need it!! The reflexes and powers of a mere mortal will not be enough if

you accept the challenge of these four chart topping arcade conversions, together for the first time in one package.

GAUNTLET k imiixipir dungeons maps

Enter a world of monsters and mazes,
follow the paths of mystery and
combat, searching for food to

increase your health. Monsters and

ATARI
GAMES

qpujxrLE,|

legions ofenemies will bar your way.

However, they're not your only

opponents in this quest for food,

treasure and magic potions - the

other players are also on the trail of

the same good bounty.



BLACK LAMP
Firebird, £8.95 cass, C14.95 disk, joystick with keys

songs, is in love. The bb
of his desire is Princess Grize
daughter ol King Maxim, whose
kingdtim, Allegoria, has been
plagued by discord ever since the
nine enchanted lamps were stolen
by a clutch of evil dragons.

oily Jack the Jester, basher
of bladders and singer of

ect
da,

Platform games
becoming

sadly scarce on
the 64, but every
so often a good

one comes along. Black Lamp
is such an example, and has
plenty of platform action set
across a sprawling map. The
going Is extremely tough, and
the poor old Jester Is mobbed
by hostlles from the very
beginning - but put a little

thought into your actions, and
watch what the creatures do,
and it Isnt loo difficult to avoid
their attentions. Compiling a
map is essential if Jack is to
retrieve all the lamps and
make his way around
Allegoria's maze of villages,
green meadows and
huge castle without getting
lost. Supporting the enjoyable
gamepiay are some big and
nicety animated sprites, col-
ourful backdrops and a really
psychedelic tune. The scrol-
ling Is a little on the poor side,
but otherwise there are no
flaws- Black Lamp Is extremely
challenging, very addictive
and comes thoroughly recom-
mended to platform fans.

Wily King Maxim eventually suc-
cumbs to their pleas of marriage
on one condition: that Jack seeks
out the Dragons and returns the
nine lamps to their rightful places,
thus restoring happiness to his
kingdom. Mad, besotted fool that
he is. Jack agrees . .

.

Jack's quest takes place across
the land of Allegoria and is dis-
played as individual static interior
screens, and horizontally scrolling
exteriors. Exits are found in any of
four directions, to front and rear of
the screen through doorways and
gates, and by leaving the screen to
left and right.

The lamps are placed randomly
within the landscape each time a
game is played and the jester can
only carryone at a time, so he must
deliver each to one of 20 chests
before picking up another. The
eponymous black lamps are held
by dragons, whose fireballs are

Had greater care been taken over setting the diffi-
culty level and redefining the control method BlackLamp could have been something realty special.
There are many points in Its favour: a large, informa-

tive ra«™
an<

?
hum° rous instruction booklet, an attrac-

™ ??
i

Chara
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ters
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and 5°m<* cutely conceived backdrops.
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0" can overcome those annoyances, however, there'senough in the gamepiay to maintain interest and enjoyment

severely damaging. These take
many shots to kill before deposit-
ing their treasure.

Jack's actions are controlled
from joystick and allow him to fire

D^\7
Underneath the glam exterior of Black Lamp, there

tad lies a very simple game struggling (and occasionally
managing) to get out. The graphics are startlingly
good, with loads of nicely animated boasties tearing
about the quaint and detailed backdrops. In fact

his proves to be one of its major faults: there are so many crea-tures hurling physical abuse, and they're so difficult to hit letalone destroy, that you constantly feel part of an uphill struqqle
I became quite annoyed by this incessant rain of missiles andJack is unable to duck or jump high enough to avoid the barrage.Once again the cartography crew should enjoy the explorationon offer here, but the blasting is too intermittent and the platform
action too weak to be considered an extension of those genreswould think twice about adding Slack Lamp to your shopping
list, but one pleasant feature that awaits potential purchasers is

T^J^H? V
h9

°
t°J

soundtrack, especially backing the high
score table, which has some very 70's riffs and runs!

magic bolts, walk, fump and climb
up and down ladders. The jester
also has seven lives and a magic
belt buckle courtesy of his friend
Pratweezle; armed only with these
and his gymnastic abilities, he
confronts a host of opponents
who reduce his energy in a variety
of ways; werewolves bite, buz-
zards drop exploding skulls, Imps
unleash flashing flames of evil.

Similarly, falling from heights
severely depletes his strength.
Objects are collected which

endow the Jester with assorted
abilities: for example, shields pro-
vide limited immunity to enemy
missiles and food replenishes
energy. For every weapon col-
lected. Jack is given 15 lethal
shots. As the game progresses,
the action grows ever faster and
more frantic.

Should his quest prove suc-
cessful. Jack's reward is the Prin-
cess's hand in marriage, and the
restoration of harmony to
Anogorfa

PRESENTATION 80%
Humourous instruction booklet,
good screen display, but initially

awkward control method

GRAPHICS 86%
Cute, varied, detailed and pleas-
antly colourful.

SOUND 86%
Excellent soundtrack and
equally good m-game tune, no
sound effects, though.

HOOKABIUTY 71%
High difficulty level and awkward
control method could be repel-
lent to many.

INSTABILITY 70%
Once hooked, the wealth of loca-
tions and creatures, plus lhe
frantic search 'n' Wast action
proves quite addictive.

OVERALL 78%
,A very appealing, but difficult

platform collect 'em up.

Z2AP! 64 April 1988 17



TRAZ
le, C9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick with keys

ontinuing the great Break-
out tradition comes the

latest offering from Cas-
cade, . , . TRAZ (the Transforma-
ble Arcade Zone).

Initially, three options are availa-

ble from the title page: one and
two-player modes, or entry Into

the construction set Choosing

either of the former options
launches the participants into the

game proper, which follows the

task of escaping from TRAZ - an
electronic prison - by breaking

through each of the penitentiary's

64 cells.

Each cell is displayed full-

screen and contains neutron

it
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Brmakout lives on: TRAZ from Cascade

Since , t - Traz came into the office, ZZAP! Towers
has been resounding to *oohs' and 'ahs' as mem-
bers of the team struggle away in two-player mode.
Some would say that any Breakout variants coming
out now have missed the boat Well, If

.
.

.
Traz were

a closercopy of the Arkanotd style then I would have to agree, but

as it stands, it definitely has sufficient Innovation to make it

worthwhile. Frantically juggling nine balls with two horizontal

bats and two vertical bats is a real laugh - even more so when
you collecta question mark and the balls become invisible, begin
spiralling or zip off at MACH 4* The variety and imagination that

has gone into designing the screens, coupled with the Idea of

putting all the levels together to make a maze gives an extra urge

to progress. On top of all this is one of the most comprehensive
screen editors you'll ever see, making . , Traz something worth
getting your hands on.

bricks, all of which are destroyed

on contact with ihe ball to reveal

possible exits. Cells often have
more then one bat, which are

directed via the Joystick and oper-

ate at two speeds, dependent
upon whether or not the fire button

is depressed. In two-player mode
control of the opposing bats fre-

quently swaps at random.
Cells also include indestructible

blocks and a number of other fun-

damental components, such as

traps, monster generators and

TRAZ

This Is the most
addictive game
I've played for

ages* It requires

an almost
schizophrenic mental agility

when you're trying to defend
four 'goals 1

at the same time,

especially If there are nine
balls on screen! The extra fea-
tures such as the refractive

glass and mystery pills are bril-

liant, and the action can
become unbelievably hectic

as your reflexes are stretched

to the limit The presentation
is similarly excellent, having
some very clever and imagina-
tive screen designs, all of
which are frustratingly com-
pulsive. Graphically, . . . Traz
is very good: large, bright and
extremely colourful back-
drops with well-animated (If

simplistic) sprites. The sound
Is unusually inventive for a
game of this type, with a
strong title tune and decent in-

game effects, The package
also contains the definitive

Breakout construction set
. , . Traz is more than just a
customised clone: it's a
superb game in its own right

18 ZZAP! 64 April 1988



makes contact with the electronic
goaf, a life is lost - from both
players in two-player mode.
A map ofTRAZ can beaccessed

at any time to display the cells
already visited and the current
location. Once all 64 levels are
breached, a gap appears in the
outer perimeter and freedom Is

attained.

The program also supports a
construction set which allows all

the parameters of the game to be
altered or an entirely new. sixty-

four cell prison to be created.

refractive glass, which sends the
ball off at a variable angles.
When a brick is destroyed, it

sometimes releases a mystery
power pill in the shape of a ques-

One of the more devious
screens to be negotiated . .

.

tion mark, which has a predeter-
mined effect on the ball or bricks.
These include gravity affected
balls, fast and slow balls, dividing
balls and lasers. Whenever a bafl

ItC/ The saying that
I^J the simplest

ideas are often
the best definitely
applies to the

Breakout genre, and . . . Trazis
further proof of this. Graphi-
cally, it's great: fast, bright and
colourful, varying from psych-
edelic to downright gaudy.
Movement on the ball is

smooth, and when there are
several on screen at one time
you'll need more than one pair
of eyes to keep track! A nice
touch is trie random element
which allows any of the 64
screens to appear at the start
of play, making each game
that little bit different. I enjoyed
playing this game, but It's not
perfect: there are one or two
niggling faults, such as odd
deflections from the edges of
the bats, the overall difficulty
of some screens (completing
all 64 cells poses rather an
immense task), and the annoy-
ing dependence on luck to
remove the last few blocks.
Still, . . Traz Is fun, and has a
brilliant screen editor to fiddle
with when you get bored.

PRESENTATION 93%
Adequate Instructions and
options, excellent screen display
and fully comprehensive con-
structkn kit.

GRAPHICS 81%
Well designed screens and con-
vinclng ball movement; reasona-
bly bright and colourful

SOUND 60%
Slightly annoying title tune, but
unusually good in-game effects.

H00KABILITY91%
The combination of devious
Breakout format and Individual
customisatlons proves inslanlly

addictive.

LASTABILITY 86%
Sixty-four levels of compulsive
and often frantic action, with a
screen designer for rainy days,

OVERALL 87%
A revivifying enhancement of a
tired theme, and a compelling
game in its own right.
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SOKO-BAN
Mirrorsoft, CI 2.99 disk only, joystick with keys

As foreman of a large

warehouse, tt's the

player's duly to relocate

misplaced boxes to their assigned
storage area. This is achieved by
directing a mechanical
warehouseman around the

warehouse's 50 maze-like levels,

pushing boxes as he goes.
The title screen shows the

warehouseman in the lobby of the

building in front of two elevators:

one leads to the screen designer,

the other to the warehouse.
Choosing to play signals the

appearance of the player select

screen, where one to four players

enter their names, and select a
time limit of up to 20 minutes.
The warehouseman reappears

in the elevator, standing adjacent

to the level select keypad.The pre-

ferred maze is selected by direct-

ing the workman's hand to the

required buttons and keying in the

desired number (01 to 50). The
elevator then takes him to the cor-

rect level, which is loaded from

disk,

The warehouse floors are

viewed from above and contain

four basic elements: walls, boxes,

a storage area and the mechanical
warehouseman. Boxes are relo-

cated in the storage area but can
only be pushed individually. An
information panel at the foot of the

screen displays the level, the

number of moves and pushes
taken, and the amount of time

elapsed. Scoring is thus based on

the relative quantity of these ele-

ments taken to complete each
task.

A single wrong move can be
retrieved, but should the mistake

lie in an action performed previ-

ously and the situation prove
hopeless, the current maze can be

This is one of the
simplest and
most addictive of

the Commodore
puzzle genre; it's

also the hardest and most tax-

ing! The idea Is so deceptively

basic that tt lulls you into per-

forming actions without think-

ing: as soon as concentration
lapses, you make a move
whose mistake doesn't
become apparent until ten
actions later. When you think

the solution is easy, you push
a box in the wrong direction

and find yourself trapped! For-

tunately a couple of features

redeem the compelling
masochism: the ability to
choose any of the levels at will,

and the 'undo
1 and save game

options; but in the end success
depends on an Increasingly
powerful ability to think

strategically. Forget about the
four-colour, blocky graphics
and simple, clicking feet

sound: the game extracts

mental agility of an order
which proves irresistible. The
only spoiling feature Is the

multlload, but even this is

neither excessively slow nor

annoying. If you're a brain-

squeezing puzzle freak with
nothing to do, Soko-Ban
should keep you happy.

After confounding us with the infuriatingly addictive

Tetri5, Mirrorsoft now provide Soko-Ban to complete
the torture! The game looks and moves pretty

awfully, but the puzzling gameplay is among the

most subtly devious I've come across. Each screen
appears deceptively simple, but one momentary lapse is all it

takes to ensure a press of the screen reset button! The designers
have done a terrific job in creating some of the sickest puzzles
I've seen; play takes on a feeling of solitaire chess, where you
must be able to think logically and up to five or six moves ahead.
The presentation and front end is very good, being marred only

by the slow disk access* There are definitely some annoying
aspects about the game itself, though, such as the lack of colour

and variety in the screens, the slow speed of play and the pauses
during screen reset and move undo commands. However, even
with these, I can still recommend Soko-Ban to anyone wishing to

give the old logic centres a good workout!
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reset or a new one selected. A
pause feature displays the present
highscores and also allows the

current game position to be saved.
Once a level is complete, a tune
plays informing you of the fact, and

The player select screen of Soko-Ban allows a four-player

tournament to take place

the next maze is loaded.

Returning to the lobby allows

entry to the 'edit' elevator. Here,

the player is able to design his own

One of the 50, deceptively simple screens of Soko-Ban. And no, we don't know what Soko-Ban means

screens using the same features

employed in the preset mazes.
These are then saved to disk and
played as normal

PRESENTATION 87%
Good construction set, pleasant

from end, and good range of

options including game save.

Slow and poorly structured disk

access mars the effect

GRAPHICS 30%
Blocky, but effective four-col-

oured backgrounds with reason-
able animation on the matn
sprite.

SOUND 24%
Appealmgly crisp tapping

footsteps and an occasional

ditty; otherwise silent.

HOOKABI LITY 84%
It only takes one or two attempts
before addiction sets in.

INSTABILITY 89%
50 levels of increasinglycompel-
ng and frustrating puzzlement,

OVERALL 81%
A superb puzzle game lacking

only in polish.
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KNIGHT GAMES II
English Software, £9.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick with

Having been victorious in all

forms of medieval combat,
a new challenge awaits the

player of Knight Games II. Set in

3002, this sequel comprises three
main stages: Combat Robot, In
Orbit and The Final Tournament.
The title screen displays scores

(both current and final) and the
option to load any of the three
levels, once the required access
code Is known. An options menu is

available In all three games
scenarios, where status bars are
displayed and information on the

ensuing combatcan be accessed.
In 'Combat Robot', the player

guides Robby the Robot across a
two-way horizontally scrolling
landscape, picking up friendly
aliens or Robo-Knights whilst
avoiding or killing hostiles in true
Dropzone fashion.
The rescue of Robby's com-

rades is accomplished by hover-
- ing over them until collection is

4 secured; returning to the launch
pad sees them automatically
deposited ready for the next
rescuee. Contact with opposing

0
rr

.

The Dropzono- style action screen from the first section of
knight Games II

\j nrel Impressions of Knight Games II might well be
less than favourable, considering the low standard
of the opening graphics: without doubt the back-
drops and sprites on the first section are dire, hav-
ing bland and amateurish locations and immature

sprites. Fortunately, the graphics constantlyimprove throughout
he three sections, culminating in the very pretty scenes used in
the final tournament. However, none of this disguises the fact
that Knight games II is extremely unoriginal: well-worn themes
are exhumed and redressed to fit the bill; it almost feels like a
compilation tape. All sections are very simple, and you could well
find yourself starting to yawn on only the third or fourth play. Try
to see it before condemning your cash to the shopkeeper's till

^^^^^^^

aliens or the landscape depletes
Robby's shield energy to the point
of losing a life.

The *ln Orbit* section requires
the player to battle alien vessels
across a two-way horizontally
scrolling space backdrop, while
vital supplies are loaded into the
mothership*
Asecond section sees the battle

continue as viewed from the rear
of the ship, and the final stage dis-
plays a 3D view of the loading bay,
where aliens cross in front of
Robby and are destroyed for
bonuses and points.

The 'Final Tournament 1

com-
prises three contests: Jet Joust-
ing, Light Sabres and Photon

This Is really Just
an excuse to pro-
gram two shoot
'em ups and a
revamped Knight

Games format, but even so It

provides a good deal of enjoy-
ment. The three combat
scenarios are varied and pro-
vide a lasting challenge - even
If they are all very derivative.
Graphically it's rather variable:
the backdrops in the Final
Tournament are very pretty
and atmospheric, but in the
first level they're blocky and
poorly drawn. All, however, are
unusual, extremely colourful
and generally jolly; this iscom-
plemented by the large, bright
characters which are appeal-
ingly cute and neatly ani-
mated. Presentation is well
above average, with a beaut-
iful options screen and clear
display - although the instruc-
tions could have been better.
Knight Games II is slightly more
innovative than Its predeces-
sor and its diverse nature is

deserving of attention.

•mm

Chains. These involve either two
players in combat or one player
against a computer opponent,
with the aim simply being to
achieve as high a score as possi-
ble.

The damage system employed
is the same as for Knight Games:
contact results in the depletion of
shields, as shown at the foot of the
screen. When all shields are lost,
the opposing player is deemed the
victor.

I wasn't at all

keen on the
forerunner to this
game, because of
its reliance on the

repetitive tedium of constant
joystick waggling. I was quite
pleased, therefore, to sit down
to Knight Games II and get
stuck Into a set of pickV mix
shoot 'em ups, all of which are
moderately playable. In fact, I

was enjoying this preliminary
blast so much that when I

finally came to play the Knight
Games proper I found them
much less fun to play and
probably the low point of the
whole package. Graphics for
the most part are less than
atmospheric, tending towards
silly Jet Set Willy-style sprites
on fair-to-middling back-
drops. Overall the trilogy is a
rather pedestrian play but it

scores well on value for
money. At least there's quite a
bit of variety In the package -
not something I would have
said of its predecessor.

PRESENTATION 82%
Slightly sparse instructions, but
good screen display and
options. Multiload is rendered
unobtrusive by the game struc-
ture.

GRAPHICS 58%
Range from dull and blocky to
unusual and attractive. Generally
colourful, however.

SOUND 54%
Standard shoot 'em up effects,a
passable tune and some decent
combat noises.

HOOKABILITY 70%
Easy to get into, although occa-
sionally frustrating. Shallow
gameplay fails to capture the
imagination.

LASTABILITY 45%
Could rapidiy prove tiresome for

hardened games players.

OVERALL 61%
An interesting and colourful

sequel marred by the derivative
and simplistic gameplay.
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The year is 6038, and the
peoples of the Cybernetics
galaxy are under threat from

an alien emperor. Their only hope
ties in the shape of Prince Troma,
who ventures into the private star

system of the emperor in an
attempt to seek out and destroy

the malicious overlord.

Troma's task is viewed over 16
vertically scrolling stages, as the
player guides his ship between the
alien structures and blasts the

hostiles which appear.

The player starts each game
with a full complement of laser

armament, and replenishes the

arsenal by flying over weaponry
support platforms. Each platform

displays an icon relating to the

item currently available, and
repeatedly shooting the platform

guardian which regularly appears
causes the next weapon in the

series of eight to become availa-

ble. The equipment on offer

includes extra speed, improved
lasers, smart bombs and an

What we have here Is a competent shoot 'em up.
The sprites and backdrops are very pretty and well
animated (particularly the alien bubbles). The only
fault I could find Is the very high level of difficulty

which Is caused by the extra-rapid response of the
space craft to joystick movement. On more than one occasion I

was rocketed across the screen because I held the stick In pos-
ition for a fraction of a second too long. Play then starts again
from the beginning of the level, which is also irksome to say the
least In spite of these minor irritations, I stillfound myselfcoming
back tor more until it became clear that the second level was nigh
on impossible to beat. If you're the sort who finds Dropzone too
easy, Task III should prove a worthwhile challenge. Lesser mor-
tals may be put off by the feelings of manic frustration it tends to
arouse.

A clutch of deadly aliens is released In Tusk III

Vertically scrolling shoot 'em ups are all too com-
mon on the 64, so it requires something special for

new additions to stand out Fortunately* Task III is

one of the better efforts, with highly polished pres-
entation from the gorgeous title screen to the

innovative highscore table. Graphically it's excellent: without
exception the sprites are beautifulty-drawn and animated, and
all contain masses of detail. The backgrounds are slightly sparse,
but the rich colour scheme contributes a very slick and glossy
atmosphere to the whole package. The sound also echoes this

high standard: It's very sharp and compact, and the title music
has its moments, too. However, the gameplay can become very
frustrating, chiefly because of the excessively sensitive control
method. Moving sideways is aggravated by the permanent scrol-

ling, and things can get a little too tight when trying to shoot or
avoid aliens and negotiate the obstacle course at the same time.
Still, there's more than enough in the action stakes to make this

an appealing and playable game*

STRATTON
CRL, C9.95 cass, £14.95 disk

f
joystick with keys

In
2870, the fully-automated

Stratton Air Terminal was con-
structed. Its ill-fated official

opening became a disaster, how-
ever, when a bomb which had
been planted aboard the visiting

imperial shuttle was detonated
The resulting explosion damaged
the Central Brain, activating all the

defence units and trapping the
survivors within the complex.
The grounded shuttle remains

capable of movement, though,
and it's the player's task to deacti-

vate the defence system and
escape from the terminal. This is

achieved by guiding the shuttle

through each labyrinthine level

and blasting the many data circuit

breakers thai are located around
the complex. These breakers
appear as raised pyramidal units

which, when destroyed, halt the
flow oi information along the main
data buses. When the last breaker

is removed, it triggers a shutdown
of all mechanical and com-
puterised services inside the ter-

minal, including the malfunction-
Inqdefence systems.
The playing area is viewed from

above and scrolls vertically or hori-

zontally, dependent on the current

level. Levels are accessed by
marked doorways and can be re-

entered at wilL

CRL have my admiration for attempting another
128k game, but unfortunately, C128 owners still

have nothing to cheer about (and 64 owners even
less so). Stratton Is awful. Yes, It looks extremely
smart the graphics are exceptional end there's

plenty of detail, but the gameplay isn't just lacking- It's non-exis-
tent. Whether playing the 64 or 128 versions, Stratton Is very
tedious: you get that, Ms this all there is to ft?' feeling almost
Immediately. This is a pity since of the last few CRL games,
Stratton is by far the most well presented, smooth and attractive.

The scrolling is good and the music is actually quite decent*
Unfortunately, it's gameplay that counts - and Stratton is practi-
cally innumerate.

IN The graphic detail in Stratton Is excellent: the back-
drops are superbly designed and beautifully ani-
mated, creating an atmosphere of sombre Industry.
The use of colour and shading is brilliant, and the
movement of the pistons and the opening/closing

of the shutters has to be seen to be believed! Unfortunately, the
gameplay fails to live up to the expectations generated by this

atmosphere: It's basically just a simple maze game which
involves destroying ground installations and air-attack craft. The
more you progress, the more you realise that this is all there is to
It: after a while it becomes extremely tedious performing the
same task over and over again. The 64 version Is particularly
frustrating, but the 128's difficulty level has been relaxed, and
some progress can be made. In either mode, however, the
gameplay Is equally weak: at this price it just isn't rewarding
enough.

CRL's Stratton - available in both 64 and 128 versions
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THUIMOERCROSS
CRL, £9.95 cass, £1 4.95 disk, joystick only

As Petabyte's
first European
venture (all their
previous games
have been US

licenses)
p
the very smart Task

lit merely flatters to deceive:
it's beautiful to look at, but
plays like a brick. The first hur-
dle to any prospective pilot is

the awful control method: the
acceleration Is too drastic and
the inertia too excessive for
the amount of room available
- especially on the second
stage, which is just silly. Pre-
cise manoeuvres are almost
impossible because of the
speed of the craft and the fact
that it is constantly moving:
sideways motion is always
along a diagonal. The ridicul-

ous accuracy and tenacity of
the infernal kamikaze
spaceships is also very frus-
trating, and the last straw for
me was the annoying delay
between goes while your cur-
rent scorellne Is calculated.
This takes up at least 11 sec-
onds every time you die, and
even longer at the end of the
game, which is infuriating. Ten
quid fs a rather high price just
to get frustrated.

emergency package, which con-
tains a full set of weapons.

After a ship has been destroyed,

In the bottom right of the display
screen are two information regis-

ters: a horizontal bar displays a
diminishing energy store, and
separate blocks represent the
number of lives remaining. Energy
is depleted severely by excessive
use of bullets, contact with ground

64K VERSION

PRESENTATION 41%
Extremely poor instructions, but
a pleasant and uncluttered full-

screen display.

GRAPHICS 84%
Beautiful, but repetitive back-
drops and smooth scrolling,

SOUND 71%
An appropriately atmospheric
title tune, but weak spot effects,

HOOKABIUTY 37%
Difficult and uninspiring gamep-
lay plus weak action combine to
produce an immediate indiffer-

ence to the task ahead,

INSTABILITY 24%
Plenty of locations to explore,
but the similarity of landscapes
and repetitive nature of the task
proves unattractive-

OVERALL 36%
A graphically impressive game
marredby difficult and monoton-
ous gameplay.

the player's total kills are calcu-
lated and his score increases
accordingly, with a bonus for

weapons collected and seconds
remaining on the level countdown
timer.

PRESENTATION 71%
Player and Joystick options and
a moderately easy to use
weapon* select. Annoyingty long
restart sequence and a poorly

*"

contnved control method.

GRAPHICS 90%
Superb backdrops and spntes.
with beautiful use of colour
throughout,

SOUND 81%
Raucous blasting effects

accompany strange but affable

tunes.

HOOKABIUTY 73%
The hectic blasting action is

quite enthralling at first, but the
overly difficult nature of the
game soon becomes apparent.

LASTABILITY 54%
Plenty of challenge, but the high
frustration level is a very effective
appeal -killer.

OVERALL 77%
Stick and very polished, but
some might find the action
excessively hard.

or air defence systems and
machinery, and by collision with
enemy m»ssiles.

The program is available in both
64k and 128k modes. 128k mode
has a larger playing area to shut
down, and more animated
machinery within the landscape.

128K VERSION

PRESENTATION 41%
Extremely poor instructions but
a pleasant and uncluttered full-

screen display.

GRAPHICS 86%
Beautiful but repetitive back-
drops with a little more variety
than the 64 version. Scrolling is

slightly slower, however.

SOUND 71%
An appropriately atmospheric
title tune, but weak spot effects.

HOOKABIUTY41%
Easier that the 64 version, which
makes it a little more enjoyable.

LASTABILITY 27%
The 128 version has many more
locations, but the similarity of

landscapes and repetitive nature
of the task negates this fact.

OVERALL 38%
A graphically impressive game
marred by monotonous gamep-
lay.

The good ship Thundercross
is being sucked into a vast,
interqalactic Hoover As

captain of the ship, it's the player's
task to guide it to safety, destroy-
ing any aliens and ground installa-

tions unfortunate enough to be in

the way.
The screen scrolls horizontally

from left to right, with the Thunder-
cross able to move anywhere on
the screen. When firing, however.

the ship remains stationary, and
joystick action releases bullets in

the corresponding direction.

Opposition arrives in the form of
attacking aliens, which fire mis-
siles towards the ship, and raised
sections of the vacuum, collision

with which is fatal. Both aliens and
ground bases are destroyed by the
player's weaponry.

Firepower and shield strength
decrease according to the number

vi r

KB |—
1 :mr~

This really is appalling: the wholly simplistic title

screen leads you into gameplay which is unbelieva-
bly dire. The graphics are poor beyond belief, with
blocky and unartistic backdrops scrolling jerkily
beneath your ship. Not that your ship is any better

unimaginative, bland and clumsy, it slides sloth-like around the
screen. The alien sprites are similarly pathetic: minuscule, col-
ourless and weedy, they offer the occasional missile when they
feel like it. The generally gaudy Impression Is relieved only by the
pretty flames emanating from the ship's exhaust. Forget the rest
of the presentation: the sound is pitiful and the title track instantly
bland. If the gameplay were any better, it might make an average
game - but it isn't and doesn't

CRL have pro-
duced some poor
games In their

time but Thunder-
cross is definitely

vying for the biscuit-taker's
award. Although an interesting
idea (and, admittedly, an
attempt at something unusual)
the control method fails

utterly: the ship cannot be
moved while blasting and the
constant switching between
manoeuvring and waggling/
blasting proves really uncom-
fortable. This is too serious a
fault for any redemption by
other facets of the game, none
of which are capable, anyway:
the graphics are substandard
fare, becoming increasingly
worse as progress is made
across the gaudy bas-relief
Hoover sections; the scrolling
is far from perfect, and the bul-
let/ship collision detection is

biased toward the enemy.
Repetitive action is the final
nail In the coffin.

of enemy hits sustained, but are
replenished with time. Failure to
destroy enough of the Space
Hoover results in death by inhala-
tion.

PRESENTATION 21%
Simple instructions, teeble

scenano, uncomfortable control
method and uninspiring display

GRAPHICS 26%
Blocky. dull backdrops, unim-
aginative and badly detailed
sprites and a poor mam ship.

SOUND 55%
Pleasant title tune but nondes-
cript effects.

HOOKABIUTY 25%
The unattractive actionand tedi-

ousgameplay repel any concen -

tration.

INSTABILITY 11%
Nothing worthwhile to draw you
back.

OVERALL 16%
An extremely substandard shoot
'em up at any pnce.
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UNLEASH THE POWER OF YOUR



It's 7.Q0 in the evening. You've just finished

another meal. You should do your homework but

something is calling you from the garage. Some-

thing that would terrify the neighbours. Something

agile, fast and deadly. Pegasus-the Patrol Hydro-

foil Missilecraft. The temptation is just too much.

Ihe authentic handling of NATO ally

hydrofoils US, Italian and Israeli

76mm water cooled naval gun,

Harpoon and Gabriel missiles

real lite missions and

on screen maps.

2^
m

in

IM &Q 198? LucasWm Llfl (LFL) An nghtfteserved Screen shots repress** CW version

Others may vary

Electronic Arts software ts available on a wtte range ol home computes including

Commodore CM. Commodore Amiga, Atari St ISM. Spectrum and Amstrad

Electronic Arts II 49 Station fid Langley Slough. Berkshire. SL3 8YN England
IMAGINATION.
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1988 UNITED ARTISTS INC..

all nghts reserved

Scntn shot from Hut ST

Spectrum £8.99t

Spectrum +3£l2.99d

CBM 64/128 £9.99t£l2.99d

Gttmlln Graph la Softwirc Ltd.. Alphi Houm.
10 Carver StJ«f Sheffield Si 4fS. Tel: 07*2 75M23 MAGPC BYTES

Amiga £l9.99d

Atari ST £19. 99d

Amstrad £9.99t £14.99d



NOT SO SERIOUS
Dear Lloyd.

After reading Raymond Devlin's
letter in ZZAP! 64 issue 34, I'm
quite surprised that he takes Bruce
Evenss so seriously. Personally. I

feel that his comments on the
collapse of full-priced software,
and consequently magazines like

ZZAP! 64 can be dismissed as
pure nonsense for the following
two reasons:

One: there'll never be a total

demise of full priced software,
since, for a start, arcade
conversions would be impossible
to produce because of the price of
the namet and also because there
will always be a demand for real

quality amongst the plethora of

budget-priced 'cheap thrill
1

games.
Two: even if full priced games

dkJ become extinct, any magazine
that was as entertaining a read as
ZZAP! 64 {and CRASH and THE
GAMES MACHINE) would still

attract a market, and besides,
people will still pay attention to
reviews no matter how cheap the
games are. Two pounds may not
seem a lot. but it's more than a
single record costs, and you
wouldn't buy a record you didn't
like, would you? Computer game
reviews tend to be more accurate
than record or film reviews
because most computer game
formats have 'universal' appeal -

TOO HARD ON
Dear Uoyd,
day (If vou haven't already guessed I'm an Aussie). I must say that

ZZAP! 64 is the best commodore 64 mag out. The amount of games
reviewed in each issue is just great (for all people who disagree, try
and write, edit, publish etc your own computer maaazine everv
month). *

While I was browsing through your September Issue, peacefully
sipping my cappuccino in the local cafe. I came across a headline
reading 'Win a Complete California Games Kft\ 'Tops.' I said to
myself in excitement as I spilt my cappuccino over my white tank
top, but I was too busy to think about the mess I had made. As I

reached the bottom of the paragraph explaining how to enter etc. I

could have shot myself. 'Entries should cruise in by September
10th

.

It's the 31st of October over here! I had only just bought your
magazine from the local paper shop. 'Stupid bloody newsagents,
can t even get a popular computer magazine until two months after
it has been published in the UK.' As I flipped through another time.
I saw another competition. 'Win your very own Bubble Bobble
arcade machine'. But alas, it wasdue on the 10th September. Looks
like no competitions to enter for me. Then I thought what if ZZAP!
set up a headquarters in Australia. But that could be costly. Oh well.
Anyway, congratulations on your success in the demo tape given

out in the June issue. I went down the street to get one but they had
sold out. Oh well. I heard that it was good.

Recently I thought up an Idea, that you could run a 64 games
designing contest in which you thinkupa game idea (complete with
title screen etc) and then send it in for some poor company to type
m the winning entry. The winner wins his/her game and also some
other software. Runners up win a T-Shirt (how about it?) If you do.
hold it for a few months to let us down here to send in our entries.

Damlen Drake, Loxton, South Australia

Australia has become an increasingly important market tor ZZAP!.
and that poses problems. The delay isn't your newsagent's fault,
but the international distribution system is so very slow. We have
wondered about arranging special Australia-only comps with
houses like Ocean, and that may happen. But even as I writea deal
is being sorted out with an Australian publisher to licenceZZAP' If
that goes through, thenyou 'II getyourownZZAP!somewhat taster.
Let's hope . .

.

LM

it's only the badly produced, bug-
ridden programs that everybody
hates, and since (unlike recordand
film publishers) most software
publishers don't give a damn
about how well programmed a
game is, we will always need
magazines like ZZAP! 64 to ward
us off the real turkeys.
Anyway, now that I've got that

out of my system, there's just one
more troublesome bee under my
bonnet - a bee by the name of Mel
Croucher. How can he possibly
have his own column, the dreadful
Under the Baud Walk'? Not only
is MC a man of limited wtt, he is

also a man of little imagination,
since each 'episode' of UTBW is

indistinguishable from another.
His writing style is rather like his
game designing style: oh-so-
clever, but oh, so dull! Also. I've

noticed that he writes the same

sort of incomprehensible drivel In
'The Truth', which would be a
funny magazine were it not for his
intervention. Either he actually
believes what he writes, or he
suffers from the rare affliction
characterised by falling in love with
your own prose - 'Writer's
Diarrhoea'. I hope this doesn't
offend Mr Croucher, but I've qot to
say it!

Craig Machin, Newcastle-
Under-Lyme, Staffordshire

Your views on full-price games
holdsome water, and I'm glad that
you have confidence in the future
ofthe market. As long as there are
people out there willing to by full-

priced games, they'll continue to
flourish. Once again, I must say
that I thoroughly enjoy Mel
Croucher's subtle wit, although I

can appreciate that his humour
would obviously go right over the
heads of those lacking a mature
grip of the English language and
having a completely retarded
laughter gland.

LM

DESIGNS ON THE FUTURE11 ii lit
We require:

COMPUTER GAMES GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
VIDEO GAMES SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS
A MUSICIAN PROGRAMMER

Needed to join ourexpanding design team to produce
top quality home-computer and arcade systems soft-

ware for overseas markets.

Please apply in writing to:

RARE LTD
Manor Farmhouse
Church Street

Twycroft

Warwickshire

CV9 3PJ
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ANOTHER
Dear Lloyd,

Tve been a ZZAPI reader since its Inception and would like to

congratulate Newsfrald Publications on producing a magazine with

the culmination of excitement and interest, worthy of its own Gold
Medal!

First of all. I would like to say how much I enjoyed the history of

CRASH in your sister (if that's die current expression) mag. Will the

same be done in ZZAP?
Since I'm studying in California it came to mind that your readers

may be interested In what's happening to Commodore over here,

and how the market compares to that in Britain. The first thing (well

almost) you realise when arriving at LAX (Los Angeles Int Airport) Is

no ZZAP! 64 on the news stand (snivel), but fortunately I had
anticipated this, and have ZZAP! sent from England.

To get to the point, I have read with Interest letters on arcade
conversions l

pricing of software and availability of disk software.

All the software in America is on disk only, but when youcompare
the quality with that in Britain you realise that the majority of the

good stuff Is British (although there are a number of great utilities

available over here). I think the most important point to raise is that

people don't realise how lucky they are living in Britain, many of the
so-called US Gold Games (arcade conversions) seem to be
available in England before they are available here, a good example
is Gauntlet, only recently released here.

To the people who moan about English computei mags, they
should be limited to the selection over here. Great it youwant to buy
utilities or business software/hardware , but for games (umphth they

can best be described as being like early English computer mags -

no colour.

The question of software pricing is one that has been raised
several times in the last few months, I won't mention that a piece of
C64 disk software costs £25 and up here, because the standard of
living is higher (people get paid more). What I will say Is that the
software market has developed from beingdominated by the

1

whizz
kid* programmer, to the professional team producing some very
good software. Read ZZAP! and see how many quality games are
produced every month. All this time and skill costs money, and to
those people who buy a full-priced game every week, complaining
that it lacks lasting interest for the money, I say maybe you've got
too little patience to persevere and often too much of a good thing

makes you expect it, and thus criticise it*

As far as arcade conversions go, as long as The Edge produce a
8ood Garfieldgame, and Domarkagood tnlogy of Star Warsgames
is they promised, but I hope they don't rush the product before it's

ready) Til be happy.
MW Kammeyer, Los Angeles

It's tunny that Americans, who so love producing the very best of
adventure films and TV series (and some of the very worst of the

latter tool have such a serious periodical press. Most Amencan
computer mags.I've seen are very dull by comparison with the
British ones, ooth in designand content The picture of a tew years
back, where Bntish software was unrecognised in the States, is

now completely reversed, with British software houses recording
good sales in America.

LM

*gg| TRILOGIC
THE ARCADE

Trilogic Dept. ZZ., Unit 1,

253 New Works Road Bradford, BD1 2 OOP.

TEL -(0274) 691115

Dear Lloyd.
After hearing what Benjamin
Dehhas found to do with his 64,
I've decided to tell you what I did ^
with mine the other night*

I recently got the game, Out Run
for my Commodore and think it's

very good. I told my friend about it

and invited him round toshow him.

We loaded itupand then started

playing. Then it occurred to me.
why don't I make it as realistic as
possible, so I put my Idea Into

practice,

I moved my stereo speakers to a
table which I put behind the chair

in front ot my computer, then I

brought a fairly Mow down'
comfortable chair into the
bedroom and put it in the place of

the old chair. My friend sat on this

chairand I sat behind him .
I started

playing the Out Run, audio
cassette and my friend started

playing the game with the stereo
speakers blasting the music into

his ears.

Then, when he comes to bends
in the road. I tilted his chair left and
nght for hydraulics, and when he
crashed I shook the chair

vigorously. We swapped round
with him doing the hydraulics and
we both came to the conclusion
that it makes a real difference to
the game.

And if you could tell me Uoyd,
how much does a real Out Run
machine cost, with hydraulics?
Brian Wheeler, Market

Ha rborough

What a great idea. I find that

getting someone to hit me with a
large brick often enhances the
atmosphere when I'mptayingWay
of the Exploding Fist. A real Out
Run machine would set you back
upwards of£3rQQ0.

LM
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WHEN AND WHERE
DearUoyd,

,

Since reading your magazine, on several occasions I have found
myself wanting to write toyou ,

regarding my thoughts and viewson
computer software, and reviews of the same.

I bought my 64 from Boots, some three years ago, and havebeen
enjoying its amazing unreliability ever since. In fact I have changed
the machine twelve times all told, and I am currently using number
thirteen.

The 64 is without doubt one of the most flexible and indeed
powerful machines available today. This is why I read ZZAP! 64.
however I do have some points to present to you.
The most prominent of which is the availability of software after it

has been reviewed. For example: you reviewed California Games In

the September Issue, (this means you had it some time during
August to review it) and I managed to procure thegame on the 1 2th
of this month (November), after teaming ofa release date of the 29th
October. There Is also the same problem with advertisements for
forthcoming games. Please try to establish a possible release date,
and print this within the ad or review. This would be helpful when
advertising Red October, Star Wars. Hunters Moon, Combat
School, Mad Balls. Drillerand many others. I've alsoseen gameson
the shelf that have not been reviewed yet! the same delay applied
to Raging Beast and Arcade Classics - they were a long time
coming, but I do know that Firebird are deliberately slow in their
release of software.
Something that did completely baffle me was Stood 'n' Guts.

What happened to it and has anyone got it or even seen it? Perhaps
it has been banned. I would really like to know if anyone has any
information regarding this game. Also, what about Strip Poker II

from years ago? I'd also like to say that I really enjoyed Tubular
Bells, and thought that it was extremely unfair of you to review it as
an ordinary game (as the trend is now to review some software
without a percentage - Shoot 'em up Construction K/f).

16 - BIT CENTRE
COMPARE OUR PRICES

Amiga A500, modulator, mouse, Starglider, Deluxe
Paint, Goldrunner, Defender of the Crowns, 1 meg
drive and Vfe meg memory, workbench disk, Amiga
extras and basic disk/ manuals - £449

Atari Stem, Vfe meg memory and meg drive,

mouse, six public domain disks - £259

Sega Games Console, with freegame- £94.95p

Sega Light Phaser, with free game - £44.95p

Commodore C64 Sports Pack, 1530 recorder,

Joystick, Commodore Sports Holdall, SIX GAMES
(Barry McGuigan's Boxing, Great American Cross,
Country Road Race, Decathlon, On Field Football,

Star League Baseball) - £169.95p

COMkwdo^e 1C&4- -HIGH RBOUttlON

COLOUR MONITOR, TOR AMICA//0ARI £T-£22R

PLEASE PHONE FOR SOFTWARE PRICES AND
ANY ITEMS NOT SHOWN

All prices include VAT& Postage. Courier extra

48 Bachelor Gardens, Harrogate

North Yorkshire HG1 3EE
TEL: 0423 526322

Anyway, some praise now. A very good mag. More reviews on
other software, like word processors please, does no one play
bndge? I'd also like to see some stun" on Modems - when you buy
one whal do you do? How much do they cost and what do they
offer. How about a guide to these accessories, and what about a
small review on other Commodore products, like printers?Which fit

in with software likeword processorsandeven some art packages?
My last moan is about prices. What is everyone complaining

about? Three years ago, I bought Beach Head for ten pounds, and
today a tape basedgame still costs thesame, whilst beer, cigarettes
and bread have risen in price in line with what is affectionately
known as inflation. I don't think we do too badly, as you have
announced that disk prices are to be lowered by US Gold.

I've come to the end of my list and would like to wish everyone all

the best for the future. 1 shall still buy this great mag and so will many
others.

Thanks you listening.

Yours sincerely, S V Qarratt, Manchester

Release dates are always very unreliable, so we think it best not to
commit ourselves - readers would only moan when they're wrong.
As for Blood 'n' Guts and Strip Poker II - who knows?

LM
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CELEBRATE WITH ZZAP!

1001 PRIZES ON OFFER
IN OUR SPECIAL BIRTHDAY COMPETITION

J2
fork To celebrate the 3rd birthday of the biggest-

modore magazine in Britain, we've organised
ggest-selling Com-
anised an astound-

ELITE64

NKJHlt
mgiy easy-peasy competition with rewards beyond the

- wildest dreams of even the wildest dreamers. ZZAP! 's

wt£" generous streak means that we're throwing away 1001
SU weird, wonderful and whacky freebies to all you lucky

readers. The first 1 001 names to be drawn from a bulging
sack with the correct answer to the unbelievably simple ii^SSSf^J
question below will receive any one of a magnificent mul- *»

Htiload of pristine prizes.

Scintillating isn'tthe word for this breathtakingly unique
selection of spoils: most people will receive a software gift,

but there are also many surprise awaiting future reci-
pients . .

.

Anyway - on with the task. Question: This 3rd birthday
magazine is Issue number 36. What number will appearon
the cover of the January issue, 2001 ?
Got it? Put your answer on the back of a post card or

sealed envelope, send it to the following address, and you
could be the fortuitous winner of, well . . . something!
As if you didn't know by now, our address is: HAPPY

BIRTHDAY ZZAP! COMPETITION, ZZAP! TOWERS, PO
BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SY8 1DB.

Entries to arrive no later than April 8th or you won't get
anything.

5 PC nnn • 1 MAVMCK
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NATIONA OMPUTER Gi
Organised by Newsfield Publications Limited on behalf of US Gold, tt»Na

BIG PRIZESANDTHE CHANCETO COMPETE INTHE FINALSATTHE PER$OI

NEWSPIELD PUBLICATIONS is proud to announce
the first ever British National Computer Games
Championships open to all-comers. Six regional

heats with contestants competing in two categories
- Spectrum and Commodore 64/128 - will be
followed by two semi-finals with the qualifying
contestants going forward to compete against each
other on a stand built specially for the finals at the
new PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW (formerly The
Personal Computer World Show) at London's Earls
Court. By filling out the entry form on these pages
you could beamong the 324 first-round contestants
selected to play arcade games provided by
competition sponsors US GOLD and put yourself on
the road to fame and a big prize worth £1,000.

From May 14, a custom-designed travelling roadshow will take

banks of Spectrum and Commodore computers to selected

boys' clubs in six locations around Great Britain for the regional

heats. The qualifying competitors will aim to raise the highest

scores playing games specially selected from among the latest

US Gold releases.

The event - the first of its kind - is being organised by
Newsfield's magazines CRASH, ZZAP! 64 and THE GAMES
MACHINE. US Gold, market leaders in computer software, are

sponsoring the whole competition and providing all the prizes.

The National Association of Boys' Clubs, with over 2,000
affiliated clubs 200,000 members throughout the UK, is helping

to promote this exciting championship as well as providing

venues for the regional heats and the semi-finals.

So what do you need to do to get yourself selected for the

competition that could prove you to be Britain's best arcade
game high-scorer? Fora start off you don't have to beaSpectrum
or Commodore owner, but to have a chance of qualifying you will

need to be able to achieve the best possible scores on the listed

games in the coupon - and remember, if you do qualify, not only

you will be playing in public but also in front of the British press,

so cheating now on the entry form will not stand you in good
stead later!

HOW THE CHAMPIONSHIP WILL RUN

Six towns throughout the UK have been chosen for the regional

heats, so there should be a venue not too far from you (see the

separate list). The National Association of Boys ' Clubs is already

running a qualifying competition among its own membership,

and they will be supplying three Spectrum and three Commodore
entrants to each of the regional heats. We will be selecting a
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further 27 Spectrum and 27 Commodore entrants, from the

forms you send in, to attend each of the regional heats. This

means that in the first round a total of 360 contestants will fight

to qo through to the semi-finals. The five best high scorers in

each format per regional heat will qualify for the semi-finals,

making a total of 60 contestants. And from there, the three top

scorers in each format will go through to the prestigious finals to

be held at the Earls Court Personal Computer Show.

THE PRIZES

Apart from the thrill of displaying your joystick prowess to the
world at large, there are some exciting prizes and mementoes to
be won. Every qualified entrant will receive a specially designed
certificate scroll to prove that they are at least considered among
the 360 best arcade games players in the country. Special
medals have been struck bearing the National Computer Games
Championship logo on one side and the Boys' Club logo and
year on the reverse; the 60 semi-finalists will each receive a
bronze version of the medallion, while those who qualify for the

finals will receive a silver medal. For the two outright winners, one
on the Spectrum and one on the Commodore, there will be gold
medals mounted in wooden display plaques.

US Gold are providing a mixture of hardware and software
prizes for both winners to the value of £1,000, with valuable

runner-up prizes for other finalists. On top of that, there will be
free software and other gifts for finalists and semi-finalists and
the chance to meet several famous personalities who will be
attending the events. But perhaps the most thrilling aspect will

be the chance to prove yourself the very best British computer
games player in front of the vast audience attending the Personal

Computer Show. And of course you will be featured in

Newsfield's magazines as such.

COMPETITION RULES, ENTRY
DETAILSAND VENUE DATES

The six regional heats, each comprising 30 Spectrum and 30
Commodore contestants drawn from the NationalAssociation of

Boys' Clubs (three per machine) and from Newsfield magazines'

entry forms will take place in the following towns:

May14 -Birmingham
May 21 -Gloucester

May28 - Belfast

June 4 - Edinburgh

June 11 - Leeds
June 18 - London

All days are Saturdays. Heats will be held in the mornings. The
towns listed are correct at time of going to press, but the

organisers reserve the right to make last-minute alterations.

Qualifying entrants will be informed of necessary attendance

details in good time.



AMES CHAMPIONSHIPS
ational Association of Boys' Clubs & the Personal Computer Show

)NAL COMPUTER SHOW ATEARLS COURT SEPTEMBER 16-18 1988

The semi-finals will be held in Leeds on August 16, and in

London on August 18; finals at the Personal Computer Show
over the three public days, September 1 6-1 8.

Friends and relatives wishing to attend the first round and

semi-finals will be welcome, but the NABC will be making a very

modest entry charge to non-contestants. Readers wishing to

attend will also be welcome - details will be published in future

issues, or you can ring the organisers' office for details no sooner

than one week before these dates.

If you wish to put your name forward to qualify for Britain's first

National Computer Games Championship, fill out the form as

soon as possible and send it to the listed address. The high

scores you give will be checked by experts both at Newsfield and

at US Gold. Entrants under 18 must ensure their form is

countersigned by a parent or legal guardian. All qualifying

entrants must be prepared to attend the venues they select on

the due dates. You may select to enter at any one of the above

listed venues. The organisers will accept no claims for travel or

subsistence expenses for contestants in the regional heats. All

contestants qualifying for the semi-finals can claim up to a

maximum of £10 for travelling expenses and will receive free

software from US Gold. Finalists will be given a free weekend at

the Personal Computer Show in London. During contests, the

decision of the appointed judges and stewards will be final and

no correspondence concerning administration can be entered

into.

IFYOU THINK YOU ARE BRITAIN'S

BEST HIGH-SCORING COMPUTER
GAMES PLAYER GETYOUR ENTRY
FORM IN TODAY! CLOSING DATE
FOR ENTRIES IS APRIL 23.

THE

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

SHOW

NATIONAL COMPUTER GAMES CHAMPIONSHIP ENTRY FORM
Please write clearly, using block capitals.

I

I

I

1 1 wish to put my name forward to qualify as a competitor. If

I
selected to compete, I agree to abide by the championship

I
regulations.

I

I Name -

I Address •

I

I
.<«...........* .•..»..••.«•*..••*...*"••.•••*.**••• ................ .».*.*.*........M. ............

I
Postcode MMMHM»i>MiH^>

I Telephone
I

J
Please tick the appropriate box:

I I wish to compete on the Spectrum:

I wish to compete on the Commodore:

J
I am aged 1 8 or over:

1 1 am aged under 18: If you are under 18, your parent or legal

I
guardian must sign here and print their name below;

I Parent's Signature

* Parent's Name «
1 Please tick the regional heat venue you would like to attend

[j Birmingham

Gloucester

In case for any reason you are asked to attend a venue other than the

one you have already selected, please tick the next best alternative

for you:

Birmingham
Gloucester

Belfast

Edinburgh

Leeds
London

In order to help us determine whether you should qualify to enter,

please give your high scores on two of the following five US Gold
Games:

OUTRUN high score is: ~ «.

INDIANA JONES high score is: - «

720" high score is:

GAUNTLET II high score is:

RYGAR high score is:

And your best score on two of your favourite arcade coin-op

machines:

1 Coin-op name is: high score is

2 Coin-op name Is: ............... high score Is

C Belfast

I
Q Edinburgh

I
Leeds

I
London

I

I

I

I

Complete the form and send it to THE ORGANISER, NATIONAL
COMPUTER GAMES CHAMPIONSHIP, NEWSFIELD LIMITED,
PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB. Successful appli-

cants will be contacted in plenty of time. Please do not ring or write to

ask, it only blocks up the phone lines! And good luck!



MORE THAN 1,000 ... ... DIFFERENT SCREENS

A first rate conversion ofa first

rate arcade game.
99

ZZAPM-ZMPSIUIO

" Great graphics, good sound,

perfect payability, what more could

you ask for?
99

c 6 vG hit

M Gauntlet is definitely the most

exciting coin-op conversion ever for

the 64. For sheer fun and hours of

entertainment value this is game

the bestyetV

COMMODORE USER - SCREEN STAR

" A super sequel to the much

loved dungeon based shoot 'em up.

As much of a blast as the first,

and about twice as addictive. 99

YOUR SINCLAIR

M A corker, fast action and superb

gameplay.
99

SINCLAIR USER - SINCLAIR USER CLASSIC

« The game's brilliant!
99

AMSTRADACTION- MASTERGAME

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 23 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

Telephone: 021 3563388



adventure

This month theHarlequin takes a rhombus-shaped look
at two budget titlesfrom TopTen Software,

and completes his serialised sol-

ution of Kayleth (Hurrah)!
Unfortunately space (or rather the lack of It) dictates

that there's no Examine All or Vale of Hope this month.

WEREWOLF
SIMULATOR
Top Ten Software, £1.99 cass

ews hound
Tommy Astle

thinks he's seen
everything dur-
ing his vocation

as a reporter with
the local rag. Big

Ciiv life is never
dull and there

seems to be nothing left thai could
surprise him .

,
until one fateful

night. People are suddenly dying
In strange circumstances and
there's talk of ihe supernatural
being involved. Cynicism is the
order of the day, and rumours of

unearthly creatures stalking the
City are brushed aside. However,
as the story unfolds and Astle's

investigations take him deeper in

to Ihe mysteries of the gruesome
deaths, the impossible slowly

becomes feasible. People speak in

terrified whisners of a creature

rom the realms of myth and
superstition, and Astle's belief in

such an animal grows and grows.

He has to investigate; discover the

secret o( the creature and reveal all

to the public in ihe scoop of the

century.

Werewolf Simulator is an adven-
ture written using the Graphic Adv-
enture Creator [rom Incentive Soli-

ware, and as such leaves room for

improvement. Location descrip-

tions are sparse and the graphical

representations arc baste. How-
ever, the gameplay is of a slightly

higher standard than the bulk of

utility-created adventures, and a

certain appeal is achieved via the

ease with which initial progress is

made. Inputs are either under-
stood, as ine author has included a

multitude of synonyms, or
rejected completely. Tnis helps

!;uide the player through the first

ew locations and puzzles until

familiarity with the games style is

accomplished* There arc the

obligatory eyebrow raisers and
errors In the game: such as 'TWO
ROOMS LEAD OFF NORTH AND
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adventure

EAST' when in fact only one room
leads off in each uf the two direc-

tions; one character is described as
Dr Willis but may only be con-
versed with by inputting 'DOC-
TOR', and the layout of the City
streets is illogical.

I didn't play Werewolf Simulator
for very long, but I quite enjoyed
the liitle of it I did see- It has many

drawbacks having been written on
the GAC but, taking into account
it's retail price and overall feci it is

by no means a bad adventure.

ATMOSPHERE 54%
INTERACTION 58%
CHALLENGE 57%
OVERALL 56%

SKEGPOOL
ROCK
Top Ten Software, CI.99 cass

rakinc the first

[syllable of Skcg*
Iness and the last

lof Blackpool to

'create the title of
this adventure
was a mistake,

the game would
I have been better

described if the first of Blackpool
and the last of Skegness had been
used! The resulting word would
have matched my inner feelings as
I plodded through Skegpool.

The adventure is set in the dis-

tant future at a lime when man-
kind has become totally depen-
dent on machines (I thought you
were already). One day machine
decided that man was no longer a
necessary ingredient in its plans
and the nerve centre of the robot
world - the Master Control Unit -
set about reprogramming every-

thing it controlled in an effort lo

destroy the human race. Luckily
the Gent who created the MCU

had included a failsafe device into

the machine should anything ever
go wrong, if the correct code can
be found and input into the com-
puter it will switch itself off. Obvi-

ously a code this powerful could
not be written down for any Tom,
Dick or Harlequin to And. and is

therefore scattered around his

home town. Unfortunately the
programmer and all but one of his

friends have been killed by the

rampaging robots (guess who the
one surviving friend is) and it's

now up to you to find the code and
shut down the MCU before it's too
late.

Mo's Guest House is the opening
scenario, with your room adorned
by the obligatory bed and chest of
drawers, a quick search reveals a
keycard. The key to the front door
is lo be found under the welcome
mat and soon you will be wander-
ing around the holiday resort of

Blackness , , , sorry, SkegpooL
The MCU itself is located very close

to the start of the game and taking
loo close a look at it whilst not in

possession of the code results In a
deceased player. An Aquarium.
Park. Hotel and Amusement
Arcade are all there to be explored,
with objects dolled about just

waiting to be picked up and
utilised. Several instant deaths
await the unwary adventurer so be
warned, the sea is not a safe place
to beand the pool in the Aquarium
can end the game very quickly if

you're not prepared. Many
unfriendly robots patrol the area

and either demand answers to

their riddles to allow safe passage
or they simply blast you off the
face of the screen, there is no
warning as to where these
machines may be located (they
appear at random) and they can
become rather more than tedious
when you have been killed for the

umpteenth lime. The locations (of

which the game boasts 'well over
a hundred') are not very well

described, the usual 'YOU ARE
IN . . YOU CAN SEE' is used far

too often, and brevity is obviously
the style of the author. There are
over forty locations within Sktg-

pool which are depicted graphi-
cally, it would have better if they
had not bothered with them at all

- they are poorly drawn and (all

together now) add nothing to the

game whatsoever.
Skegpool has been written using

the GAC and although there
appears to be lots to do within the
game, it Is boring. The one
redeeming feature is the price,

which I have taken into consider-
ation for the overall percentage.

ATMOSPHERE
INTERACTION
CHALLENGE
OVERALL

47%
42%
54%
49%

KAYLET
US GOLD/ADVENTURESOFT

J c^X^
Last month I left you in the mind
facsimile section where you had
(hopefully) just been reinstated

with your Zyronean body. Go lo

the elevator and press G. get the
ball, go back into the lift and
ascend to level Ml. After leaving

the elevator go down to the Azap
chamber and enter the code EPO,
going south results in you being
sucked into a green spiral tunnel.

Go down twice and put the ball in
the hole. You awake in a void face

to face with the Asterion Techni-
cian. Examine him and he informs
you that now the ball is in place
you can finish your task of re-

populating the devastated planet

of Zyron. He continues by telling

you that you must poison
Kaylcth's life blood witn the
essence of Tae - find the bulb and
nurture itl Magically you And

yourself transported lo a clearing.

Take the bulb, go north and down
and enter Azap code ELY, Go up
and enter the elevator, press G and
go south, south and east to where
you left the mortar and bottle.

Take the compost and bottle and
pour the water on the compost
then plant the bulb in it. now wait
eleven or twelve turns until the
Tae flower bursts open. Take the
mortar and put the seeds inside it

to gain 'KAYLETH'S DEATH
WARRANT'. Drop the mortar and
the bottle and go back to the
elevator, press Ml. Head for the
nearest Azap chamber and input
the code DHT. Go up and type
Help, you are told to read back all

the Azap Codes: ROO, DHT, ELY.
AKN. and EPO. Read them back-
wards to reveal the message
OPEN KAYLETH DOOR'. Do this

SERIALISED
SOLUTIONNUMB E RONE
(PART SIX)

and you will arrive in Kayleth's
inner sanctum (exciting isn't it?),

drop the essence in the pool and
you receive the message; 'THE
MAXIMA POOL TURNS RED.
KAYLETH'S FORM BEGINS TO
SWELL KAYLETH BURSTS! HIS
REIGN IS OVER. YOUR'S HAS
JUST BEGUN, YUREK THE
GREAT! WELL DONE!'

Easy once you know how! Look
out next month for the first pan of

my second serialised solution,

you'll have la wait to discover
which classic adventure it will be.

The normally ever-

growing list of Clever

Contacts has
unfortunately shrunk
this month, possibly due
to it's overuse. Hopefully
next month, after a
short rest, it'll revert

back to its more usual
ginormous size.

Adventureland, Adventure Quest,

Arrow of Death I IL Ballyhoo,
Blade of Blackpool^ Borrowed
Time, Buckaroo Banzai, Castle of
Terror. Circus, Colditz, Crystals of
Cams, Cutthroats. Dallas Quest.
Dungeon Adventure. Emerald
Isle, Empire of Karn, Enchanter,
Erik the Viking. Escape from Pul-

sar 7, Espionage Island. Eye of

Bain, Feasibility Experiment,
Forest at the Worlds End. Ghost
Town. Golden Voyage, Gremlins.
Gruds in Space. Hampsiead,
Heroes of Karn, Infidel. Invincible
Island, Kayleth, Kentilla. Leather
Goddesses. Lords of Time. Lucifers

Realm. Magicians Ball, Magic
Stone, Masic of the Sun,
Mindshadow, Mission Asteroid.

Moonmist, Mordon's Quest, Mys-
lery Funhouse, Mystery of Mun-
roe Manor, Ninja, Perseus and
Andromeda, Pharaohs Tomb.
Pirate Adventure, Planetfall,

Pyramid of Doom, Rebel Planet*

Red Mm m Return to Eden. Ring
of Power. Robin of Sherwood,
Savage Island I. Secret Mission,
Ship of Doom. Sorccror, Sorceror

of Claymorgue Castle. Souls of
Darkon, Spellbreakcr. Splderman,
Strange Odyssey, Tass Times. Ten
Little Indians. The Count, Golden
Baton, Hobbit, The Institute,

Jewels of Babylon. The Journey.
Never Ending Story. Pawn, Time
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ntacts
Machine. Wizard and Princess,
Quesi of Mcnavid. Tower of
Despair. Tracer Sanction. Twin
Kingdom Valley. Ultima I, III & IV.
Urban Upstart. Ulysses and the
Golden Fleece, Valkyrie 17, Vcl-
nors Lair, Voodoo Castle. War-
lords, Waxworks. Winter Won-
derland. Wishbringer, Witches
Cauldron, Wizard Akyrz, Wrath or
Magra, Zork I. II & III, 7m . . ,

Bob Shepherd, 106, Highfield
Street, Coalville, Leicester-
shire.

Heroes of Karn. Bored of the
Rings, Gremlins. Voodoo Castle.
Zim Zala Bim, Mugsy's Revenge,
Tropical Adventure. Dracula. Holy
Grail, The Pawn. Return lo Qz,
Masicrs of the Universe, Robin of
Sherwood. Fourth Protocol, Price
of Magik.
Christophe Brassart, 67 rue de
I'Abbe Lemlre, 59200 TOUR-
COINC, France.

Tower of Despair, Dracula, Adven-
lurcland, Zim Zala Bim, Castle of
Terror, Time Tunnel, Eureka.
John Patcrson, 8 Bracadale
Road. Baillleston, Glasgow
G69
Tel: 041 771 7729

Mordons Quest. Spidcrman.
Hacker
Nigel 'Nemesis' Richardson
Tel: 01 360 8325

Zork I, II & III. Advcnturciand.
Dangermousc in BFC. Earth-
bound. The Helm. Marie Celeste.
Temple of Terror, Valkyrie 1 7.
Temple of Vran. Mask of the Sun.
Lords of Time, Dallas Quest.
Infidel. Mystery Munroe Manor,
Gremlins. Supcrgran, Planetfall.
Ulysses, Blade of Blackpoole. Seas-
talker. Hitchikcrs. Ultima III.

Search lor King Solomons Mines.
Skull Island. Murder on the
Waterfront, Suspended. Cutth-
roats. Sorcerer. Enchanter. Ninja.
Stranded, Hulk, Mlndshadow.

Lord of the Rings, Starcross. Sub-
Sunk. Worm in Paradise.
Hampsiead, Classic Adventure.
Colossal Cave. Tcrrormolinos,
Robin of Sherwood, Sherlock.
Claymorguc Castle. Emerald Isle,
Wizard of Akyrz, Return to Eden.
Red Moon. Never-ending Story,
Escape From Pulsar 7. Perseus and
Andromeda. Golden Baton. Bored
of the Rings, Empire of Karn, Ket
3, Feasibility Experiment, Lucifers
Realm, Pilgrim, Secret Mission,
Treasure Island. Wishbringer, Cir-
cus. Arrow of Death I & 2,Ten Lit-
tle Indians, Ring of Power. Quest
for Holy Grail. Kentilla.
Margot Stuckey, 14 Marampo
St, Marayong, NSW 2148,
Australia.

Hulk. Spiderman. Voodoo Castle.
Hobbit, Pirate Adventure. Merry
Christmas, Robin of Sherwood
Price of Magik, Lord of the Rings.
Nigel Leather, 45 Moreton
Street, Winnlngton, North -

wfch, Cheshire CW8 4DH. Tel:
0606 781028

The Golden Baton. Worm in
Paradise. Hobbit. Fourth Protocol
(Pi 3 only).
Andrew Blackman, 133 Ashen
Drive, Dartford, Kent DA 1

3LY. Tel: 0322 76887 5.30-
8.30pm

Dungeon Adventure. Lord of the
Rings, Quest for the Holy Grail.
Hampstead, Lords of Time, Inca
Curse. Espionage Island. Planet of
Death
David Lemon, 14 Norton Place,
Dunfermline, Fife KY11 4RH
Tel: 0383 728353 after 6pm
Mon-Fri

Leather Goddesses of Phobos. Zork
III. Tcrrormolinos. Never Ending
Story, Heroes of Karn, Mission I

,

Gremlins. Robin of Sherwood
Ron McKenzle, 3 Sllverstream,
Freystrop, Haverfordwest,
Dyfed SA61 2SN

Adventureland, SubSunk. Heroes
of Karn, Empire of Karn. Munroe
Manor, Hacker, Classic Adven-
ture, All early Infocom titles . .

.

Chris Fleming, 235 Meola
Road, Pt Chev, Auckland. N
Zealand. Tel: 867074

Voodoo Castle, Heroes of Karn,
Pirate Adventure. Ten Little
Indians, Hobbit. Lost City. Grem-
lins. Wizard of Akyrz. Quest for the
Holy Grail. Zim Sala bim. Island
Adventure. Castle Dracula.
Paul Flanagan, 6 Corry, Bel-
leek, Co Fermanagh, N Ireland.
Tel: 036565 594

Upper Gumtrec, Bugsy Malone,
Never Ending Story.
Craig Hunter, 32 Lowick Close,
Elmtree Farm, Stockton on
Tees, Cleveland TS19 0TJ. Tel:
0642 587789 (between 4pm and
10pm)

The Hobbit, Erik the Viking. Castle
of Terror. Eureka, Voodoo Castle,
The Count, Heroes of Karn,
Empire of Karn. Zork I, Zork III,

Exodus. Ultima III. The Boggit,
LordsofTime. Nevercnding story.
The Hulk, Temple of Terror,
Ultima IV, Seabase Delia. Kentilla,
Valkyrie 17, Sherlock. The Founh
Protocol, The Helm, Wizard of
Akyrz, Perseus and Andromeda,
Lordoltherings(pan U.Emerald
Isle, Quest for the Holy Grail.
Hacker, Colossal Cave.
Steven Kelly, 4 South View,
Whins Lane, Simonstone,
Burnley, Lanes BB12 7QU. Tel:
0282 74765 (between 6pm and
10 pm)

The Hobbit, Seabase Delta, Ken-
tilla, Zzzz. Spytrek. Robo City,
Imagination, Demon Knight.
Koboyashu Naru, Tower of
Despair, Time Tunnel, Citadel of
Chaos. Eureka, Sorceror of
Claymorguc Castle.
Paul Hardy, 33 Fir Tree drive,
Wales, Sheffield S31 8LZ.

Hitchikcrs Guide. Zork I, Zork 11,

Planetfall. Leather Goddesses,
Cutthroats, Infidel, Staiionfall.
Dave Rogers, 15 Elm Terrace,
Westfleld, Radstock. Bath,
Avon BA3 3XP.

Amazon, Borrowed Time, Castle
of Terror. Castle Adventure, Com-
puter Adventure. Dracula part 1,

Grand Larceny. Haunted House.
Himalayan Adventure, Labyrinth,
Mad Mummy. Mindshadow,
Murder on the Waterfront, Never
endingstory, Ninja, Raka-tua Vol-
cano, Scroll of Akhbar, Seabase
Delta, Silver Mountain, Subsunk.
The Boggit. The Dallas quest. The
Hobbit. Ultima IV. Voodoo Castle.
Zork I. Zork II. Zork III. Zzzz.
Mario Moeller, 38 Greenvale
Drive, Greenvale, 3047, Vic.
Australia.

Ultima IV. The Bard's Tale, Voo-
doo Castle. Phantasie I, Never
Ending Story, Dracula. The Prince
of Magic, Borrowed Time, The
Pawn. Seabase Delta. Deadline.
Zork III. Wishbringer.
Derek Wong, 42 Ingram Road,

Thornton Heath, Surrey, CR4
8EB.

HitchikersGuide,Thc Hobbit, Lord
of the Ri ngs. TheShadows ofMor-
dor.

Warren Lee Mclla, 1 Thornhill
Avenue, Rishton, Blackburn,
Lanes, BBI 4EZ.

Castle of Terror, The Hobbit, The
Hulk. Mindshadow. Holy Grail.
Rcdhawk. Snowball. Subsunk,
Twin Kingdom Valley, Voodoo
Castle.

Jeff Gillan, 50 Tynedale Cres-
cent, Penshaw, Houghton-Le-
Spring, Tyne and Wear, DH4
7RP.

Starcross. Suspended. Suspect.
LeathcrGoddcsses. Zork I, Zork II.

Zork III, Deadline, Planetfall,
infidel, Cutthroats, Ballyhoo,
Lurking Horror. Scastalker.
Bureaucracy, Trinity. Moonmisl,
Hollywood Hijinx. Hitchikers
Guide, Wishbringer. Sorcerer.
Spcllbreaker, Enchanter, The
Pawn, Ultima I, Ultima III. Ultima
IV. Sherlock, Gremlins. The Hulk.
Terrormolinos. The Fourth Pro-
tocol. The Hobbit.
Billy Kavanagh, 49Drake Hall,
Westhoughton, Bolton. BL5
2RA.

Never Ending Story, Zzzz, Quest
for Holy Grail.

Tony Kinnear, 49 Wainw right
Avenue, Hutton, Brentwood.
Essex, CM13 2SZ.

Imagination, Never Ending Story.
Tcrrormolinos. Twin Kingdom
Valley. Bugsy Malone.
Hampstead. Robin of Sherwood.
Zzzz. Quest of Merridavid. Upper
Gumtree.
Craig Hunter, 32 Lowick Close,
Elm Tree farm, Stockton-on-
Tees, Cleveland, TS 19 OTJ. Tel:
0642 587789.
Bally Hoo, Bored of the Rings. Bor-
rowed Time. Deadline. Emerald
Isle, Enchanter. Eureka (German.
Arthurian. Roman). Gremlins,
Hitchikcrs Guide to the Galaxy.
The Hobbit. Leather Goddesses of
Phobos, Mind Shadow. Munroe
Manor, Moonmisl, Pirate Adven-
ture, Planetfall, Planet of Death.
Knight Ore Pt I, Seastalker. Ship
of Doom. Spell Breaker, Spider-
man, Starcross. Staiionfall, Tass
Times. Lurking Horror. Tracer
Sanction, Valkyrie 17, Very big
cave adventure, Wishbringer,
Worm in Paradise. Zork L Zork II.

Zork III.

Ian Gay, 18 Earsdon Close,
Westdenton, Newcastle upon
Tyne, NE5 2RL.
Zork I, Zork II. Zork III. Trinity,
Pawn. Guild of Thieves, Knight
Ore. Jinxter, Moonmisl, Hol-
lywood Hijinx, Cutthroats,
Bureaucracy. Wishbringer, Red
Moon. Worm in Paradise, Snow-
ball. Return to Eden, Price of
Magic. Macbeth Pts I, II. Ill, Kings
Quest II, Adventure Quest, Colos-
sal Adventure, Dungeon Adven-
ture, Leather Goddesses of Phobos,
Fourth Protocol. Lord of the Rings.
Bruce Marshall, 3 Mersyside
Avenue, Corfeton, Cheshire,
CW 12 4J2. Tel 0260 279786.
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Available from your favourite computer games stockist or send

cheque/ postal order for £9.99 (cassette) £12.99 (disk) plus 80p p&p.

Access and Barclaycard holders telephone 01-278 0751.

Outlaw Productions, The Old Force, 7 Caledonian Road, London

Nl 9DX.



MORE ACTIONAND EXCITEMENT
THAN HUMANLY POSSIBLE!



SSISTAND,
FROMTHECi

Tor the player who's tried everything but demands something" more - action, excitement, strategy and
mind blowing simulation - there's a brand of computer entertainment that stands out from the rest.

Why accept theblandand the dull when roleplaying fantasiesand all action simulationprovide a unique
inspiration and challenge? i

Why accept second best when SSI offer quality and entertainment unrivalled in its
L
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FOR REAL?
This monthhas been the first in which no new strategy or wargameshave found theirway to me. Ihope that this is just a post-Christmas
thinning out. and that the forthcoming year will bring a variety ofnew and interesting releases forcomputerownerswho prefer to dosomething other than blast things with their joysticks
Perhaps some people see wargames as blasting things in slow

motion. The moral problem which the very concept of makingagame
out of something which involves killing large numbers of peopleseems to pose arises from the confusion between game and
simulation. Because of the limitations of what can be put into acomputer in the first place, nomatter how much memory is available
simulations must always have elements of gameplay. Sometimes

'

computer wargames are slanted so heavily towards that gameplayend of the scale that all simulation is lost sight of, and quite often the
result is a slight enough game anyway.
Simulation is always a game anyway, when it's carried out by

people for the enjoyment of it; simulations of car crashes by seat belt
manufacturers and simulations of crimes by the police wishing to
reconstructan incident are neither pleasant nor done for fun. bu t areintended to provide information ofsome sort. The kind of things thatpeople simulate for the sake ofdoing it vary more than you mightimagine-whenyou thinkabout it. the amateur actor playinq Hamlet
is simulatinga princewhose fatherhasbeen murdered by his uncle- bu t it s usually something thattheywould find interesting todo in
real life, whether itwould be pleasant or enjoyable or not. Theyhope
to recreate something of the real experience, without any
disagreeable or dangerous elements. The undergraduate actorplaying Hamlet may perform for the enjoyment of playing to an
audience, but he may also be trying to recreate all the emotions of
passionate revenge and indecision which he would hope never tohaye to feel himself. The player with a flight simulator attempts toget some of the tension and joy of flying and crashing without thedanger that wouldcomewith the real experience, whichhe may noteven have any desire to attempt. And the same principle applies of
course, to the wargamer.

«pp«os
( or

The most completely non-abstract wargamer has to be the livebattle re-enactor. who goes to the trouble of dressing up. equipping
himself with weapons, encountering the 'enemy' in the flesh andeven interacting withina society ofother people actingout the samesimulation as he is. This is too time and resource-consuming to bedone often, even by the enthusiast. In most instances simulations

22? SS
lhe lab,e- l°P- 80(1 Uus is where abstraction roust begin asweU. Those gamers who re-enact battles with lead figures follow

statistical rules formovementand combat, but the rules are still verymuch a means to the end of recreating a historical eventWhen we get to board games which use counters, typically torepresent larger units than figures, the rules start to take over There
is

i

no way that a square cardboard figure with something that looks
like a sealed envelope and a figure 2 printed on it can be visuallyequated to 2000 infantry soldiers of the last 1st Panzer Division Withgleaming rows of beautifully-painted miniatures, a degree of
liteialness can be retained. Butwithboard-basedgames , the playerneeds nets of elaborate rules to enclose thefluid reality of the distant
campaign. Exactly the same thing happens in role-playing combatsystems which make some attempt to be realistic. Mud despaircamp conditions and the charisma of a leader are all equated withnumbers, and added together in various formulae to attempt toproduce an approximation of the original results.
Although it 's fairlyobvious that these approximationsmust in theend bear no approximation to reality, the illusion of simulatinq reahtv

still motivates the board wargamer. They will happily take a wholeafternoon to gothrough one turn, delighting in the complexity of the

Theway in which this differs from what is demanded of necessityby a computer game I will have to look at in detail next month for Iseem to have run out of space.
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STRATEGY

THE ETERNAL DAGGER
SSI/US Gold, £19.99 disk

his is the first

review in a
series in which
I'll take a look at

some past
releases which I

haven't had the
chance to
review in Man-

oeuvres. SSI have a huge back
catalogue of games which are

readily available - by mail order,

at least, and probably through
friendly software shops - only a
fraction of which has ever been
covered in ZZAP! Having finally

got hold of some of them, and
having no new releases to

review this month. I've decided
to start with one of SSI's fantasy

strategy roleplaytng games. The
Eternal Dagger

This, apparently, is the sequel
to The Wizard's Crown, a game
which I have not seen. It is, how-
ever, entirely self-contained -

you can use characters saved
from a previous game of

Wizard's Crown, although you
have to leave behind all their

goodies, but the story bears only

a tacked-on relation to its pre*

quel and there are full character

generation facilities

The player controls a party of

adventurers who are native to

the land of Arghan, which he
had the task of saving in the pre-

vious game. It comes as no great
surprise to the seasoned hero to

learn that it is in desperate
danger yet again, under attack

by hoardes ofscreaming undead
nasties flowing in from the Dun-
geon Dimension. The source of

these undesirables was
unknown to the Wizard's Fel-

lowship until its leader made
contact with a wizard, Ssur, in

the Middle World. The Middle
World is not geographically

separate from Arghan; rather, ft

appears to be in a slightly differ-

ent dimension, and travel there
requires adventurers to pass

through a 'gate*, leaving behind
all weapons and armour and
magic items , Ssur is the last sur-

viving wizard in the Middle
World. The others have all been
defeated by the Big Bad Evil

Necromancer, who is leading an
invasion of unpleasant forces;

using the Middle World as a
beach-head, he is planning to

move into Arghan. The battle for

the Middle World has not quite

been lost as yet - Ssur and a few
rebels still hold out - but once it

has, there is no hope for Arghan.
Until the next game. The
response of the Arghan Wizard's
Fellowship is the obvious one.

Send afew decent skull-splitting

chaps into the Middle World, to

wander about the landscape in a
party killing monsters, looting

their treasure, finding magic
items indungeons , .

,

Attentive readers might well

conclude that this sounds very
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much like Shard of Spring, and
indeed ©very other computer
roleplaying game theyhave ever

encountered. And so it is t

unashamedly. It does not have a
readily apparent quest object,

although I suspect that one
might be discovered in the

course of adventuring ; the gen-
eral idea is merely to bump off a

few of the nasties, and delay the

wholesale invasion of Arghan
while the Wizard's Fellowship
builds up its forces. I note with
interest that the SSI catalogue

describes Shard of Spring as 'in-

troductory' and The Eternal

Dagger as "intermediate
1

.
This

seems reasonable, for the game
system of The Eternal Dagger.
although it bears a generic
resemblance to that of Shard of

Spring, is quite a bit more com-
plex. There's more of every-

thing; more weapons, more
armour, more combat damage
rules, more character types and
more skills.

Unless you want to use the

thoughtfully-provided pre-gen*

erated party, creating a set of

characters is the next stage. The
party can contain up to eight,

and as usual there is little advan-
tage in going out with less than

the maximum number. The
player has complete control over

the creation of a character, there
being no random element
involved. Each has a fairly stan-

dard set of characteristics —
intelligence, strength, dexterity

and hit points - which are

bought up to any level the player

desires from a pool of 58 points.

Intelligence is determined not

by point expenditure but by the

choice of profession, and profes-

sions must be bought with

points from the pool. It costs 14

points to become a sorcerer, 2 to

become a ranger and intelli-

gence - roughly related to the

cost - the professions allow a

basic, automatic aptitude in the

range of skills associated with
them. It is possible for charac-

ters to have more than one pro-

fession - there's nothing to stop

them having all five - and it is

expected that many will, for the

skills associated with being a

thief are essential, but a charac-

ter who was nothing but a thiet

would be very little use for any-

thing other than picking locks

As a final touch, the playercan
choose a figure to represent

each character from a bank of

about thirty in slightly different

poses, wielding different

weapons. This reminded me of

choosing lead figures in live

roleplaying, and making desper-
ate efforts of imagination to con-

vince each other that a nicely-

painted half ore really did look a

bit like a female magic user.

This character generation
sequence is very scientific,

slightly confusing, and seems to

me to lack excitement. In a
strange way it's too generous,

and through its desire to allow

for the sophistication of multi-

profession characters it loses

their individuality. Although
blindly rolling for characteristics

is an old-fashioned way of doing
things, most modern live rolep-

laying systems retain a promi-

nent random element. Being in

total control of the composition

of the character s abilities may
seem sensible, but there's some*
thing missing.
The characters start off in

Ssur's tower, where the gate
between Arghan and the Middle
World operates. There they are

equipped with their main
weapon and - generously - the

best kind ofarmour thattheycan
wear. After choosing one of the

party to be a 'pointman\ they

can set off into the hostile envi-

ronment of Ssur's island. It has
been overrun by the Necro-
mancer, who himself is hidingon
a small island off the northwest

coast, and so is teeming with

undead creatures The booklet

of hints and strategies goes into

detail about the environs, and
points the way to the first

scenario. A large dragon roam-

ing about part of the island was
responsible for stealing Ssur's

secret weapon, the Holy Morn*
ing Star, which ensured that the

Necromancer was able to over-

power him. A brand of rebels

hiding in the northhave a special

dragon-slaying sword, and ifthe

party can make contact with

them they might be able to

recover the Holy Morning Star

from the dragon's lair.

A symbolic representation of

the party moves about a land-

scape of hills, grass, swamp and
plains, while time passes only

with each player move. This

aspect of the game is similar to

Shard of Spring. Surprise ran-

dom encounters happen too

with wearisome regularity. But
there is a remedy for this;

instead ofbeing forced to act out

every encounter in detail, you
can choose between 'quick' and
'tactical' combat. Quick combat
resolves the battle immediately,

without going into any details,

and is only to be used when
you're certain that your party

can walk over the opposition. It

gives the opposition a much bet-

ter chance of winning. Tactical

combat plays everything out in

detail. However, unless the

party is ambushed you do usu*

ally have the option to attempt
to establish friendly relations

with any group encountered.

Often it
T

s essential to talk rather

than fight.

Tactical combat is complex
and involved, without really

being involving. Each character

has a wide variety of possible

moves to make in his action

phase; as well as the obvious

option of attacking a nearby
enemy, he can do things like

'sneak' - try to hide from the

enemy ~ and 'stand on guard
1

.

Some can be combined with
physical movement, but others

take up the whole action phase.

Naturally, magic users have
access to a battery of offensive
magic, and the kind of tasks that

can be performed in battle by
sorcerers vary from straightfor-

ward fireballing to turning the

whole party invisible. Priests

can pray, too, to effect instant

healing.

When a character is hit, a
description of the wound, its

location of the body, and its

effect is Dashed onto the screen.

A distinction is made between
injury and bleeding, and charac-

ters can die from blood loss with
alarming rapidity. It is not easy

to tell what state the opponents
are tn.

It was my experience that -

even playing on the easiest

level, and there are five- as soon
as my party set foot beyond
Ssur's tower they were met by
large hordes of monsters who
just outclassed them and cer-

tainly outnumbered them. The
tactical combat is slow — it

doesn't have the satisfying

simplistic smoothness of the

routine in Shard of Spring - and
the sheer number of enemies in

the wildernessencounters make
it seem interminable.
When at long last the oppo-

nents have been defeated, the

party can stuff their weapons
and possessions into their back-

packs and when they get to a
town can sell them to make the

necessary money to buy
enchanted weapons and
armour*
There is a lot of depth in this

game, a lot of detail, and a lot of

imaginatively-conceived islands

to map. But it's something that

you will have to approach in a
serious and business-like frame
of mind, armed with mapping
paper and a notepad and a free

stretch of about eight hours. If

you like computer roleplaying

games this will give you some-
thing solid to getyour teeth into,

but if you want a gentler intro-

duction I would recommend you
try Shard of Spring first.

PRESENTATION 70%
Control is entirely via the

keyboard, with no joystick

option, movement is awkward

GRAPHICS 61%
Not very inspiring, and it's

sometimes difficult to tell

what's what

RULES 90%
Well laid out and detailed, giv-

ing charts for all statistical

rule3 t
and a background book

provide atmosphere

PLAYABILITY 72%
Tactical combat is drawn-out
and occuis too often in the wil-

derness, but the storyline has
its own pull

OVERALL 86%
A solid and complex game
example of ttys specialised

genre, which cert ainly has a lot

of play in it.



WE'VE BLOWN THE COMPETITION
RIGHT OUT OF THE WATER!

Up Periscope!, the new state of the art submarine simulation that's conquered the U.S. market! Blowing the competition
out of the water with superior combat strategy and tactics courtesy of Captain John Patten (Ret.), United States Navy

With true animated 3D graphics from SubLOGIC. Up Periscope!, generations ahead of the pack'

*9t»II » T»»al-
>••*! tmg-9c.it

See Your Dealer...

Up Periscopel is available on disk

for the Commodore 64/128

computers (suggested retail price

£19.95) and for IBM PC-compatible

computers (£24.95). For direct

orders please include 55p for ship-

ping. Visa, Access, and Personal
cheques accepted.
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1987 ActtonSofl Corporation

30 graphics and special erfeels 1987

SubLOGIC Corporation

Soft

35 Picadilty

First Floor

London W1V 9PB
Tlx: 259102502695
ACTIONSOFT UQ
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720 (US Gold)
214,000 Matthew Soars, Worts
21 3.200 ACG. Stamford. Line*

152.600 Alistair Crichlon, Irvine, Ayrshire

ALIENS (Electric Drwms)
420,860 Tony Jones. Aberchirder. Aberdeen
236.750 Mark Mmra. Purtieet. Essex
1 43.500 Paresh Solanki , Forest Gale, London

ALLEYKAT (Hawson)
i jean-Ciaude Zeh, Hoenheim.31.933,700.

France
16.298350 M*chaei Lykke. Vlborg, Denmark
9,770,650 Duncan Burke, Calverley. Leeds

ANT1RIAD (Palace Software)

Completed in

.

3 04 John Green. Golcar, Huddersfield

3 06 M Gooday. Bishop's Stortlord. Hens
3 07 Marin Walsh. Haves, Midoli

ARKANOI0 (Imagine)
1,376.040 FaJco, Qeethorpca. 9 Humberside

1,262.190 Jonathon Webb. Highbridge,

Somerset
1.173170 Stephen Boyce,HefTOQate (

NYorks

AUF WIEDERSE MEN MONTY (Grecnlm

Graphics)
Si ,223 Casey Qaiacher, Swattowneld.
Reading
29,478 AJex Momegue-Smrth. TrowGndge.

IMRa
22.563 Alan Hammer!on, Fareham. Hants

BANGKOK KNIGHTS (System 3)

G9.247 Fa»sai Hem*!, Perth Scotland

36.340 K Prcoous. Chelmsford. Essex

35.920 Aastair Cnchton. Irvine. Ayrshire

BARBARIAN (Palace Software)

283.600Grant Mundy. Stony Stratford,Milton

20O800 Jan Farmer. London SW16
160,000 Pad Gnttitns. Uandudno, N Wales

BEAMRtDER lAcUvrsion)

1 .607,528 David Browntee, Bonnyrigg,

Midlothian

960,420 Stevo Jatratt. ZZAP* Towers
642.704 Mtchaet Sung. Peterlee, Co Durham

BMX SIMULATOR (Codemasters)

9,285 Jan Farmer. London SW16
8,265 Barry Mdrs. Denny. Scotland

5.200 Stuart Pnee. Frfe. Scotland

BUBBLE BOBBLE (Firebird)

4,899.650Jake E. West Biomw*ch, Weat Mids
4.539.400 Jonethon Stead, HorJdersfleW.W
Yorks
3,905.100 Simon Bettison. Sherheld. S Yorks

BUGGYBOY (Elite)

1 1 2,550 Julian Rignal, ZZAP! Towers

1 10.650 Stuart Seaton. Sanquhar. Scotland

98,920 Marc Pollefeya, Bolgnjm

BULLDOG (Gremlin Graphics)

2,238.200 Gary Footrtt. Droylsoen.

Manchester

2.165 4900 Peter Walker, Adelaide, S Australia

1 ,625,700 Roger Alexanoersaon. Goteborg.

Sweden

COMBAT SCHOOL
249.030 Steven Packer. Chetmsford. Essex

241.890 PauJ Inman, Yardley, Birmingham
1 78.600 N Whfle & Kenny A. Cra*gent*wry.

Edinburgh

COSMIC CAUSEWAY (GremWn Graphics)

431 .651 Steven Prrypere, Sunnyhilt. Derby

353.627 Paul Garbutt. South Shields, Tyne &
Wear
270.256 Paul Brown, Slockport, Cheshire

CRYSTAL CASTLES (US GoW)
737,280 Casey Gattecher, Swauowfretd

377,992 Julian Rrgnali, ZZAP1 Towers
366,995 Richard Hardbaffle, Nuneaion,

MM
DECEPTOR (US Gold)

27.050 Steven King, Prymoulh. Devon
13.620 R De Gter, Hsarfem. Netherlands

13,510Trenoy Gaetan, Brussels. Belgtum

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN (MirrorsofT)

Completed by:

Apnl 1200 Simon Metcalfe. Cartoe. Cumbrio
May 1200 Hennk Sylow. Arhus. Denmark
Jury 1200A MitcheM, HuddersfieW. W Yorks

DELTA (Thalamus)
1 ,992.579 Michael Auben. E*eter Devon
1.767,200 Richard Ryan .

Sutton Cokfliled. W
Midi
1 258.430 Colin Redlem, Heywood, Lanes

DRAGON'S LAIR (Software Protects)

91 .786 Abid Hussam, Longsight Manchester

63,997 Sean Walker. Melbourne, Australia

36,642 Simon Cole's Mum, Chelmsford.

Essex

ESCAPE FROM SINGE'S CASTLE
(Software Projects)

109.642 Paul Ratje. Newport. Isle of Wight

104.800 Leon White. Consett. Co Durham
92,742 Cra^j Kni^t, Keyworth. Notts

EXPRESS RAIDER (US Gold)
223,200 P Sampson. Victoria Australia

122,250 Unus Jomer, Sweden
81,500 DerylOo Adelaide. South Australia

THE EQUALISER (The Power House)
21 650 5tephen Boyce. Harrogate. N Yorks

20.620 Dean Stinton, Botlev, Southampton
14.850 Jonathan Richards AltbeMrough.

Warks

FIRELORD (Hewson)
145,205 Richard Pargeler, Coventry. W M*ds
143,160 Dan*elOsboume. Hornsea, N Humbs
142.610 Jap. Eningshall Park.

Wolverhampton

F1RETRACK (Electric Dreams)
1.516.130 Brian Wescombe. Swmoon. Wffls

635,640 Darren Co**. Chingford. London
664,960 Kristian Bruun. Copenhagen.
Denmark

GAME OVER (Imagine)

145,550 Dean James, West Bromvnch. W
Midlands

103.650 Nicholas Glelen, BruNen, Belgium

99,400 Mike Thomas, Caerphilly. Wales

GAUNTLET: DEEPER DUNGEONS (US

Gold)
Merlin The Wizard

14,691 ,483 Ged Keaveney* HuddersflekJ,W
Yorks
8,787J95A5herRash*d.Thornaby1 Cleveiana

6,6*6.41 1 Lee Andrews. Leighton Buzzard.

Beds

Thor The Warrior
9,965.728 Ged Keaveney, Huddersfield. W
Yorks
9,835,036 Lee Andrews. Leighton Buzzard.

Thyra the Valkyrie

6.416,327 Ged Keaveney. HuddersMd. W
Yorks
2.41 1,819 Lee Andrews, Leighton Buzzard,

816,692 Paul Hollinglon, Hullbndge,

GHOSTS 'N' GOBLINS (Elrte)

920,600 Casey Galrachar, SwaiiowfieJd.

Reading
897.250 Mtchaei Trrondorrow, Checkhealon.

W Yorks
531.860 Christian Major. Norwich, Nortoflt

GUNSHIP (Microprose)

279,965 David Mothersoie, EksnopsStorttord

rttrti

278,785 Richard Mellor, Brtdgewater.

Somerset
276.990 James Wheeier. Glllmgham. Kent

HADES NEBULA (Neius)
391.197 K Precious, Chelmsford. Essex

383,200 David Theys, Schllde. Belgium

378
r
1 00Willy Pruisman. Odoom, Netherlands

HEAD OVER HEELS (Ocean)
98.570 Mark Mrttra. Purfleet. Essex

69,300 tain Thomson, Klimaurs, Scotland

68,620 Ged Kearney, Huddersfield. WYorks

HERCULES lAJphayOmega)
1 , 1 59.880 ThomasBroars, Lundflata. Norway
999.670 Rob Evans, Tring. Hens
91 1 .300 Steven Boewetl,Telford, Shropshire

HERO (Firebird)

1 ,000,000 Jean^Claude Zeh Hoenheen.
France
334.129 Lawson Davies, Mid Glamorgan,S
Wales
297.845 Michae* Palmer. MaMslone. Kent

HUNTER'S MOON (Thalamus)
64,625 Gordon Houghton. ZZAPI Towers
61 ,450 Julian ftgnai, ZZAPI Towers
32.900 Glanys Powe*. ZZAPI Towers

I, BALL (Firebird)

104.040 Marc Johnson. Broughton, Chester

60.249 Edward MarshaH, Haxfay, York

52.389 Niei Rumboid, Bonesford. Notts

INTERNATIONAL KARATE (System 3)

44 1.000 Stephen Caigill. Upmmster Essex

331.000 Jan Farmer. London SW16
263.500 Enc Watson. Berwick -on-Tweed
Northumberland

INTO THE EAGLE'S NEST (Pandora)

2
r
548.600 Lee Andrews, Leighton Buzzard,

1.678,932 David Taylor. AMngton. Gtos

Ouestor the Etf

6 746.238 Ged Keaveney. Huddersfwjld, W
Yorks
6.531.612 Ethvard O'Domeu. HUlmgdon.

M*dd* ^ .

2.497.341 Paul Cashley
.
&shopston

t
Bnstol

2.106.800 Guy Gilding, Slough, Berks

I .637,600 Peter Retlry, Bury-St-Edmunds,
Suffolk

IRIDtS ALPHA (Llemesoft)
599.760 George Bray. Armthorpe. Doncester

349.520 Colin Rerjtem, Heywood. Lanes

204.390 Jonathan Wood. Edgeware. M«0>

JAJLBREAK (Konami)
392.500 CI»mon Mitcnell Peten^fteW Hants

307.000 JuswPetler, PtHersfieW. Hants
i95

T5O0 Paul Gibson. Sunderland, Tyne And

JEEP COMMAND (Bug Byte)
518.550G Meeusen. 2230 Schilda, Be*o>um

303 990 J Gheorghi&or. Melbourne, AustraJta

250.350 Dave Brood. Cul»ercoats. Tyne 6
Wear

KNUCKLEBUSTE RS (MettXHjme House)
26,300 Gareth GUlrnore. Port Maquarie,
Australia

I I .700 Craig Bent, Farfaworth. Manchester

6 300 Steve Oannei, hfew Elthem, London

KRAKOUT (Gremlin Graphics)

26^92,790 Janice NicoOe. CICC. Gumsey
21.164.770 M*=hael Eikmans. The
Nethenands
12,740.800 Dave & Brett Warhurton, Cheshire

L EADERBOARD (US Gold/Access)

NOVICE
-54 John Withams. Ktngsw>nford

T
W M<Js

^41 David Farrow. Hessie. N Humberside
-39 Robert Smith. Edgbaslon. Birmingham

AMATEUR
-39 John Witiisms. Kingswtnford. W M*ds

-27 Jonathon WeW. Highbrirjge
(
Somerset

-25 Robert Troughton. togNey,W Yorks

PROFESSIONAL
-37 John Williams, Ktngswmtord. W Mids

-33 Pnilip Astley. KingswinTord. W M>ds
-31 Paul WooOen, Woking, Surrey

LEADERBOARD: EXECUTIVE EDITION (US
Gold/Access)
NOVICE
^29 Steve Jones. North End, Portsmouth

-26 Graham Kane. TivKlaJe, W M*H
-25 David Dunn. Shaftesbury

.
Dorset

AMATEUR
-28 Steve Jones. North End. Portsmouth

-21 Andrew Perry. Auckland. New Zealand

-19G McKem*, E Lothian. Scotland

PROFESSIONAL
-34 Paul Wootten. Woking, Surrey

-31 Steve Jones. North End. Portsmouth

-IB Stewart Rogers. Tunbndge WeUs. Kant

UGHTFORCE (FTL)

4.126,700 JAP. EningshaJl Park.

Wolverhampton
3,769,200 J Hurley. Tootfvll Swindon
3.584,960 Leo Andrews. Letghton Buzzard,

Beds

MARIO BROTHERS (Ocean)

449 380 Jake E .
West Biomw*ch

H
W Mids

313,960 Unus Jomer. Sweden
255.800 Jim Galfckas. Athens. Greece

MEGA APOCALYPSE (Mertech)

173,540 J Constable, VVymington, Northants

1 53.060 Matthew Phypers, Sunnyh»i< DerDy
145,569 Sean Richards. Stockport, Cheshire

METROC ROSS (US Gold)

1 .1 19.100 Matthew Raymond. Para Hris,

Australia

1,1 17.900 Jan Farmer. London SW16
1,116.200 Matthew Sears Worcester

MONTEZUMA'S REVENGE (Dslafcyle)

t .1 27,500W Drew .
Brtsbane

.
Australia

801,600 Jennifer Yates. Bonon. Lanes
709 900 Donald Schofietd. Rutherford,
Australia



MUTANTS (Ocean)
208,568.630 Colin Greenaway. Belfast
66709750 Steven Packer Chelmsford,
Essex
61 ,644.500 Ad* Bonner. Soulnboume

NEBULUS (Hewson)
46

,360 Julian npnaii, 22AP* Towers
19.090 Damon Cleafl, Harlow. Esse*
19,370 Sanjay Vaghela. Rugby, Warwickshire

NEMESIS THE WARLOCK (Martvch)
37,450 Anthony Scotthorne. Worksop. Notts
14?90 Andrew Scully. Bnnckffe. Sheffield
12770 Mike Thomas, Caerphilly. Mid Glam

NOMAD [Ocean*
5,264 John Gheorghraor Australia
4.065 Paul Want. Hanogaie. N Yorks
3.685 Paul Tudor Stounyidge. Podmore

OWK (CRL)
563.800 Lawrence Hallam, Chorieywood,
Herts

4&1 ,256 C Mitchell. Pettvstield. Hants
465.147 Jamie Palon. DownbekJ, Dundee

OUT RUN (US Gold)
53 92ft680 Julian Agnail. Z2AP\ Toweri
51.870,560 Mike Murray, Fleetwood, Lanes
20,607.970 Davd Fairweather, Blackburn,
Lanes

PAPERBOY (Elite)

469,552 Neil Oar*, Ra*nham. Essex
486

l
^Edw»dO ,Oc<v«lf

H
M*ii

Jnodon. Middu
390,995 Michael Aubert. Exeter. Devon

PARAOROID PLUS (Hewaon)
112.650 Rooerl Paul Smith. Edmumon,
London
66,500 Brian Yeo, Tarboflon, Ayrshire
BUOO Adam Beabies, Tarborlon, Ayrshire

PARALLAX (Ocean)
106.BS0 At KerewWI. Guildford, Surrey
99 300 Jason Birnie. Cranleigri. Surrey
76,400 Adam Pracy, Newton Flotman.
Norwich

POO (Mastanronlc)
4212.000 Paul Rat)e. Newpon, Isle ot Wght
2,176,660 Graname Rao. Bores*. Scotland
1 ,468.440 Karsten Toksvig. 863? SKAIS.

PROHIBITION (Infogremes)
122.155 Sebastian Stephen. Victoria.

Australia

516.280 Richard Pargeter. Coventry. W Mlda
Sfl.370 Andy Gaakefl. Bootfe. Merseyside

OUEDEX (Thalamus)
916 Michael Timbertake. Worksop, Notts
675 Qed Keeveney, Hudderstiefcl w Yorks
760Steven Packer, Essex

QUARTET (Actrvtston)
4,61 5,400 Oaryi Oko, Adelaide, South
Australia

2.874,500 Adie Griffiths, Crowborough, E
Sussex
910,900LwOzoueta, St Peter Port. Guernsey

RANARAM A (Hewson)
4 .828,400Richard LeaoWter

.
Wrtham. E&wjx

2,341 ,800 Simon Benjamin, ChulmJeigh, N
Devon
I

,822,200 Craig Knight. Keywcrtti, Notts

RE-SOUNDER (Orvmlln Graphics}
I I .250,073 Craig Knight. Keyworth. Notts
2,470.584 Marc Hodge, Setsy. N Yorks
1,436.372 Robin Strickland, London El

RED LED (Starlight)

366. 750 Paul Griffiths. Uandudno, N Wales
564.350 J Heeks, Alseger, Cheshire
287.600 Gary Smrth, Basingstoke, Hants

RENEGADE (Imagine)
50,400 John Birch. New Maiden. Surrey

RIVER RAID (Firebird)
310.710 Mike Green. London
309,395 Peter Gamett. Chariot. Manchester
259.235 Julian Rignall. ZZAP' Towers

ROAD RUNNER [US Gold)
766.580 Glenn Black, Gainsborough. Uncs
285 000 Andrew OaJtyn, Braunton Devon
282.860 Paul Dunstan. High Wycornbe, Bucks

ROCK 'N WRESTLE (Melbourne House)
7.335.335 Janice Nicolle, CICC, Gumeey
3,125.100 Jamie Orr-doe. Gedhng
Nottingham
2.8S5.200 Alan Smith, Glenfothen, Fife

SABOTEUR (Durell)

C2.7fi9.60O Gareth MitcheN. Mirfie*d W Yorks
C2.1 15.200 Par Jomer. Orebro, Sweden
£2 038.200 Unus Jomer. Orebro, Sweden

SANXION (Thalamus)
1 ,006.466Steven Malpass. Stake-orvTrenL
Staffs

953,980 Richard Ryan, Sutton CcxCheld, W
Mids

764,390 StephenGandy. Halesowen.W Mid*

SCOOBY DOO (Elrte)

304. 700 Robert Wakefield, Newcastle. Stoke-
on-Trent
275,800 Michael Eley. Wlmbome. Dorset
2*16.600 Sean McDonagh, Jerrow. Tyne 8
Wear

SH AO-LIN'S ROAD (The Edge)
i2B

t
420 Damian Boocock. Colne, Unci

102,325 Willy Prutsman, Odoom. Netherlands
67.671 DaryiOKo Adelaide. South Australia

SHOCKWAY RIDER (FTL)
1 524798 Matthew Phyper* SunnyhiH. Derby
291 ,000 Julian ftgnal. ZZAPi Towers
88.350 Howard Worton. Southward London

SILENT SERVICE {US OoicVMIcroprose)
rroNs sunk)
1 .498.900 Duncan Burke. Caiverfey, Leads
1.032,800 Guy Gilding. Slough. Berks
1,024.500 Mice KemWe. BfPO 102

SKATE ROCK (Bubble Bus)
328,380 Brian HamWey, Prescot, Mersey&de
288,430 Justin Cole, Huddersfield.W Yorks
239.020 Sean Walker, Melbourne. Austral*

SKY RUNNER (Cascade)
$669,700 John Doyte, Kllmarnoch. Ayrshire
S565700 Paresh Soianki. Forest Gale.
London
S321 .250 Stuart Scattergood. Deesade, Clwyd

SKOOL DAZE (Mlcromega)
126.910 Anthony Duiker, Melbourne,Australia
120,780 Gordon Shearer, Rothes. Morayshire
104.340 Scott Moore. Fixby. Huddersfleld

5LAMBALL (Americana)
7,462,660 Corteton Shaw. London. N10
5.801 .720C HartWson, Rumney, Cardffl
5.504.670 Gavin Burnett. Westhdl. Inverness

SLAP FIGHT (Imagine)
586,000 Matthew Viveaah, Chmnor. Oxon
423.650 Matties Ultima 13900 Wermdo
Sweden
214.550Gareth Wrftiams, Swansea W
Glamorgan

SPLIT PERSONALITIES (Dome*)
683.500 Keith Lenton. Halesowen, W M«da
680.400 Mrs L Haydon. London E16
670.200 Darnel Ftsher. Chesterfield,
Derbyshire

SPORE (Mattertronlc)
936.426 Ian Clement. Bramhall, Stockport
901 000 Neil White, Cra>gentinny. Edinburgh
Q60.B20 Cc*n Merhie Critgentmny.
Edinburgh

STAR PAWS (Software Protects)
587,683 Edward Yu. Raynes Park. London
46a 306 Stephen Latitat, Lergham, Prymouth
462.337 Krizzy Krtx. Trondheim, Norway

STARWARS (Domark)
973.958 Matthew Speddinga, Frt»ck, Notts

STARQUAKE (Bubble Bus)
267763 Nigel Froud. Godalming. Surrey
287.140 Ove Knudseu, 5033 Fyingsdaleu.

273,667 Per K|eiiander, Stenungsund.
Sweden

STREET SURFER (Bubble Bus)
21.108 Jonathan Stock. Denton.
Northampton
16.270 Howard Clarke. Inverness. Scotland
15,81 1 Adte Griffiths. Crowborough. E Sussex

SUPER CYCLE (US Gold/Spy*)
1.1 1 4.460 Robert Cnsafio. Queens Park,
Australia

349 360 AoVian Armstrong, Bartord,
WarwKiWwe
342.650 BryanChamberlain. Norwich. Norfolk

SUPERSPRINT (US Gold)
962,300 Eric Waiaon. Bervnck-orvTweed,
Northumberland
271 ,500 Matthew Sears. Worcs
154 900 Dean Thomas, Machynlleth, Walts

TENTH FRAME (US Gold/Access)
AMATEUR

'

300 Stefan AJe«andersson. Goteborg.
Sweden
300AdrianArmstrong. Bartord, Warwickshire
290 Lee Stahi. Oueensland, Austraha

PROFESSIONAL
SQDSt^ar Ai^aftdartton QoMbOfg,
Swoden
290 Adrian Armstrong. Barfor

d

h
Warwickshire

233 Nell Taylor, Bracknell. Berks

TERRA CRESTA (Imagine)
481.400 John GReen. Goicar. Huddersfleld
402. 100Michael Duna»w Adelaide, Australia
371 BOO Robert Hernpn*!!, Port Glasgow.
Renfrewshire

THING BOUNCES BACK (Gremlin
Graphics)
3. 769.925 Alan Wescombe. Swindon. Wills

2053.532 Warn C^llaghan, Tipton. W Mids
V877.S55 Casey Gallacher. Swallowfield

THRU5T (Firebird)

5755,240 Roben Troughton, Keighley, W
Yorks
4 , 1 82,050 Aflo Swmson

(
Doncastor

. S Yortts

TOY BIZARRE (Aetlvtsion)

545,850 Brorn Halon, Pa»prs
H
Flntand

275.720 Michael Sharpe
r
Peterborough.

Cambs
223.420 J D Ollvor, Ipswich. Suffolk

TRAILBLAZER (Gremlin Graphics)
t.736.820 Paul Bun. Oosterhout, Holland
t.286.2t9Nie*Rumbold Bottestord Notts
1,123.350 Jason Cooper. Weonesbury, W
M*ds

TRAPJAIttoata)
1 .445.100 CoHn Box. Brampton. Cumbia
514.900 Lawry 5*mm

H
Thornton. Lrvemool

429,510 Coin Bayne. Grenrolhea. Ftfe

UCHI MATA(Martech)
1.055,690 Linus Jomer. Sweden
382,590 Nicolas Gieton, Brussels Belgium
378,760 Mark Sexton. Lancing, W Sussex

URIDIUM PLUS (Hewson)
575,005 Tim GoWee. No Fixed Abode
478.025 Neviite Lewis, Port Talbot S Wales
244,505 Michael Lykke. Vlborg. Denmark

VIDEO MEANPES (Meslertronic)
362.103 Ab*d Hussam, Longsight.
Manchester
250 541 Stuart Scattergood. Ctwyd. N Wales
250.381 Mchael Palmer. Maidstone, Konl

VOtDRUNNER |Mastertronlc)
6.492260 Richard Hawkins. Woking. Surrey
6,253.825 Grant Bannister, Luton, Beds
5.997.326 D Rice. Soulhgete, London

WARHAWK (Firebird)

9,646,524 John Eddie. Fraserburgh
Aberdeenshire

6,830,786JustmGfecx^,Longton. Stoke-on-
Trent

6,229.526 Glenn Haworth. Swallow. Lines

WEST BANK (Gremlin Graphics)
384,550 Lawson Davtes. M»d Giarroroan, S
Wales

306750 Stephen Raggett, WesJboume Pk.
London
210.000 Jon Cullen. HiHgaie. Stockport

WIZARD'S LAIR (Bubble Bus)
242.645 Ged Keaveney Huddersfleld. W
Vorks
154,140 Craig Wills, Taunton. Somerset
152,735 Steven Medcratt. Ray«eigh

h Essex

WONDER BOY (ActMslon)
652,210 Robert Cnsafio. Queens Park. W
Australia

467
H
&40P 5ampscn. Victoria. Australia

403.930 Steven Catania. Spnngwa*e
h
Austria

ZOLYX (Flrebinfl

605.681 Edward Yu, Roynes Park. London
524,318 Rob HousJ«ry, Thamesmead. London
361 ,725 Ade Walter. Thamesrnead. London

ZONE RANGER (Firebird)
26 906 Lawson Dav*s. M*d Glamorgan. S
Wales
21 .408 J Constable. Wymmglon. Northants
20,318 Marc Spencxt. Middleton. Leeds

ZYNAPS (Hewson)
2 1 2.400 Jonathon Day. Gosport, Hants
209.375 Eamonn Scanlon. CO Kerry, Ireland
188^440UmkAndnawi NMhtrtor WMUi

Applications to the Scorelord
should be made on a postcard
orthe back of a sealed envelope,
and entries which contain more
than three high-scores will not be
accepted.



WATCHTHE SKIES!

HI

GeeBee Air Rally - joystick

gripping, pylon-shoving racing

action. Speed in spodes. Trick

turns. A swarm of other planes to

outfly and outmanoeuver - or collide

with.

AH in three dimensions. Becouse in

GeeBee Air Rally, you race not just next

to or around the competition, but over

and under them os well.

With 16 great race courses, each with

vivid fast scrolling graphics and 256

levels of difficulty, the challenge never

ends. Plus authentic sights, sounds and

music that recall the days when speed

kings were the heroes of the skies.

GeeBee Air Rally. Strap yourself

in, grab your joystick and open the

throttle. You're in for a whole of a ride.

Created by Steve Cartwright, Gene

Smith, Mike Nowak and Russell Lieblich.

F 1 &v

-llllMMIMIIIIItllMIIMMI IIIIIIMIIIIIIIIII hiiii minium

Amigo (£19.99), Commodore 64/128 Disk

(£14.991. ZX Spectrum 48K/128K/+

(C7.99) and Amstrod CPC Cassette

(C9.99) and Disk (£14.99), Commodore

64/128 Cassette (£9.99) coming soon!

Mail Order: Activision (UK) Ltd, Units 3 &

4. Lloyds Close, Finedon Rood Industrial

Estate, Northampton NN8 4FR. Tel: 0933

76768.

IM & G 1987 Activision Inc. All rights

reserved. Amiga screens shown. Screens

may vary depending on computer system.

f
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LONG

NG
RETURNS!!!

5

I bid you welcome, my loyal and humble fans) I've cut short my stay
at the Ursa Minor Psychiatric Hospital, and return at last to bringyou
the challenge!Therehave been some changes since I've been gone,
and there are three new acne-ridden faces to haunt me - the squat,
toad-like Paul Glancey, who rides Mekon-like on a cloud of smug-
ness; oafish Gordon Houghton, whose lumbering weight is only
matched by his ego, and Steve Jarratt, the lover of onTy two things:
his new, BlackXR2 and himself. And of course, there's the foulest of
them all - the wretched Rignall , he of oversized mouthand ego. Over
the coming months I'll be picking the most elite of my highscoring
heroes to do battle with these flaccid fools, and I want to see them
beaten. Be warned, I only want themost strong-of-heafl to apply for

this ultimate contest -failure will bemet with my wrath, and the deri-
sion of the entire ZZAP! team. If you think you are made of the right
stuff, fill out the form below and post it to

One of my minions could be in touch . .

.

I'M HARD ENOUGH TO ENTER THE ZZAP! CHALLENGE

GAME

SCORE

LEVEL REACHED

I PROMISE THESE SCORES ARE GENUINE. SIGNED

NAME

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE NUMBER



WALKER'SW A Y

Thursday 28th January

Spent some lime thinkingabout a new control
method for the next game. Scribble. Eight way
scrolling again. I think. Although it commits
me to animating my crali through 16 direc-

tionsas it rotates, it seems worth it. I've already
done a flick screen and parallax horizontal

scroller now, but prefer the freedom of being
able to go anywhere at all (backgrounds per-
mitting). Scribbled furiously for some time -all
these pieces of paper will be condensed later to
become the 'New Gameplan*!

By Martin Walker
Flushed with the success of Hunter's Moon, Martin Walker
has launched into his latest 64 project. Over the next few
months, he'll be revealing all the trials and tribulations of

creative programming in this, his diary . .

.

Friday 29th January

Sunday 24th January 1988

The Hrst major breakthrough. My projects

alwaysseem to start with themain character of

the 'story', unlike Andrew Braybrook's, whose
first step always seems to be the background
character set. 1 find that if there's a hero to

work with, more things suggest themselves.

Anyway, less of this waffleJet's hear about the

breakthrough!
Well. I've designed a new craft that looks

almost as if It escaped from an Atari ST. Using
only two sprites {the Hunter of Hunter's Moon
fame used four hi-res sprites superimposed)
I've managed to get a four colour craft that

looks as if it has been designed in 320x200
mode. Most of the realism comes from ail the

lime I put in on Hunter's playingwhh the light.

No. not swinging from the ceiling, but gently

playing across ihe harsh metallic hull of the

Hunter, as she swung to meet ihe renewed
onslaught from the crystalline forces. With las-

ers hurling twin blindingbeams of destruction

through the starkness of space, spinning show-
ers of debris spun out into the void * , Now,
where was I?

Monday 25th January

Must make a note not io get carried away
today, otherwise I will gel carried away forci-

bly, kicking and screaming) You've probably
already noticed that Sunday still counts as a
working day in my book, but my weekends
tend to be in convenient gaps towards the mid-
dle of the week - you can't take a day off if

there's an idea struggling to get out, can you?
Back to the light and shade. If you look at the

majority of games that used highlights and
shadows toadd depth and realism, they all tend
to place the imagined light source at top left.

The. highlights are all top left on each object,

and the darkest parts arebottom right* It was a

long time before t realised why, but Hunter's

Moon is lit from the top right. Hmmm! The ans-

wer is that I'm left handed! If you are right

handed, to draw easily you normally position

the light at ihe top left to avoid shadows of your
arm ratling across the picture. Subconsciously
I always place the 'sun "at the other side for the
same reason) Pretty heavy huh?

Wednesday January 27th

Hmmm! What io write about today? Got up.
Went shopping. Re-read the current issue of

ZZAP! I know it must be a Walker weekend'.
What can I reveal to the world (at least a select

selection of ZZAP! readers) that would grab
them before they skipahead to infinitely poke
their way into another Galactic Mega-Score
table? What is it anyway lhai drags us back to
a gameeven when we've got infinite livesand
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can start atany level? Is it the atmosphere gen-
erated in Paradroid, the feeling after complei-
inga waveof licker ships tn/niifVi4/p/id ( or the
swirling beauty of the alien formations in

Delta? Can I think ofany more sentencesloend
with a question mark?
Some games seem to always merit 'just one

more blast' before the 64 has its juice cut. I'm
pleased with the way Hunter's turned out in

this respect- 1 still enjoy playing it after sitting

in front of It for nearly 8 months. I suspect it's

something to do with getting the difficulty set

right* Some games feel as if nobody ever
wanted you to get very far! 1 set my games to

be tricky for me. This should mean that king-

zappers find it a challenge and the rest of us can
still get there. My best so far at Hunter'sMoon is

Though it might be a usefulchance in this diary

to publish a complete star system guide to

Hunter's Moan for all those players who might
find it helpful A couple of exclusive tips for

ZZAP reauers - to start the game at any one of

the first four systems, simply hold down keys

1.2, 1. or 4 as you press ihe fire button to begin*

And for all those who need a little encourage-

meni - there's a graphic sequence at the end nl

ihe game for anyone who gets as far as the

Ludo system (siarmap 1 1) or further before

running out of craft, 'The Hunter returns to

Hunter's Moon' after ihe high score table dis-

appears.

Saturday 30th January

Went into town today. Thought it would be
interesting to see what was on the software

shelves of the high street shops. Boots as

always had a good selection and seem to gel

most things fairly quickly once released. They
alsohave a nice clearout occasionallyand a few
bargains- Not today I fear, 1 think one software
house must have overdone the hype, as the
bargains seemed to be composed mostly ofone

•

•

•
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It's always tricky to set the difficulty ol any
game after a few months of yourown play test-

ing. You're an experienced player (and often

the only one at first), and there's nothing
worse than a starting level that seems too
difficult fora beginner or too easy for that mat-
ter. Ideally it must be tried oul on unsuspecting
friends and colleagues - here, grab a joystick

and give me a gut reaction. It could be messy,
couldn't it?

Everyone likes different sons of control -
that's why there are ihree engines to choose
from in Hunter's. Takeyour bog standard prog-
ressive shoot 'em up. You start like a snail and
alwayshave to get through at least two screens
worth of mayhem before collecting enough
tokens to get what in any 'normal' game is

standard equipment! I like the approach of
Delta - at least when you've got it you keep it

for a bit. or in Mt)rphei4S where there's a real

feeling of having earned your new bolt-on

goodie (even if it gets blown off 1 0 seconds
later).

huge heap of the samegame reduced to £12.99.

Whoops!
WH Smith seem to have their software deliv-

ered by the local museum. I spotted tiiles thai

have since become collectors items sitting on
the shelves next to ihe Top 20 Chan Games'.

It's great for a quick delve and reminisce. You
can spot the trends in casseitecovers. and even
find the full price games next to their budget
reincarnations. Not much of a contest, really,

is it?

Sunday 3 1st January

Played a few games today. It's all research

really! Vertically scrolling shooi 'em ups never

seem to give you enough warning of what's

coming, because the TV screen is tilted on its

side compared to the arcade equivalents. In

Salamander the scrolling alternates between
horizontal and vertical, but you do have to

change the gameplay to suit when your ship

changes direction. 1 recently watched in admi-



ration as a friend of mine played through the
entire game on one coin and then grumbled
because he'd tost a ship. I think I'll .isle him to

playtest my next project!

Wednesday 3rd February

The las! few dayshave been spent rewriting my
sound effects editor. So many games seem lo

have the sound effects 'hung on' at the last

moment, just before release, but I like to live

with mine for a while first. It's rather like

watching a silent film at early stages in the
design of a game. Sometimes you get a shock
when your aliens first open their mouthsl I'm
lucky in that I can produce my own, so much
tweaking will go on as I finish the other parts

of the game.
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I tried to make the cells in Hunter's have
pseudo-speech; not actually talking but mak-
ing voice-like sounds. Really, the only way to

perfect these is by continually changing differ-

ent aspects nl the sound in real time as you per-

fect the effect you're after* Most commercial
editors have to be designed to be easy to learn

by anyone, and often you spend more time
looking at the keyboard than at the screen.

Mine is approached more as a games player

who wants lo 'play* with thesound as 1 edit. It

becomesanolhergame to play when you want
achangefrom anting- but the best sounds you
store to be used in the game later!

A new from end has now been completed.
Nearly all joystick controlled for the busy bits,

and a few keys to leap on for switching chan-
nels and sounds. Sometimes it seems to work
in games to use the odd key press during the
action, but I can never cope with anything
other than the space bar or RUN/STOP to
pause. There seems to be a mini convention for

shoot 'em up about which keys to use; Fire but-

ton to start, RUN/STOP to pause, Q' to quit.

Hands up all those who load up an old favour-

ite, and then panic when RUN/STOP doesn't

pause the game when the 'phone rings!

Thursday 4th February

Visited ZZAP! offices to be serious, spread jol-

lity and discuss life, the universe and every*

thing. Julian and Steve gave me a great wet*
come (and a black coffee to bring mc back to

life after setting (he alarmdock excruciatingly
early — we programmers normally keep quite
odd hours). Much talk about the industry
ensued -if anyone's earswere burning during

the afternoon they now know why! I also got

a great chance to scrutinise the latest software
offerings, shortly before they appear in the

shops, I certainly know what 1 11 be buying next
[or my Atari ST (Oh. whoops what a givea-

way!). I also had a long chat with Lloyd about
ROM cartridges - apparently he thought the
initials stood for Rip Off Merchants; probably
due to their price. Thanks foran enjoyable day,

guys!

Saturday 6th February

I'm still investigating the possibility of using a

crossassembleron my ST (1 can't afford to buy
an OPUS). My last project on the 64 (I won't
mention its name againl) ended up in six

chunks ol source code, and even with a turbo
loading disk system it look over five minutes to

assemble. This doesn't sound very long until

you get a 'branch out of range' error after 4
minutes and 50 seconds ami have to start all

over againl Ifyou read through your old issues

you'll find that both previous 'diarists* have
decided to go down tne same road, and many
software houses are now joining them. Ocean
have installed an ST-based cross development
system for their in-house team which even
allows graphicsand music to be produced for a

range of machines on the ST - if they would
considerscllingiuuoutsidcparticsrdbevcry

interested to hear from them!
The biggest advantage ol a well-written sys-

tem is that you can debug your 64 program
while it's running - normally you either see
the graphics screen or the debugger, but not
both at once. By using the ST with a second
monitor you can examine what is going on in

your64onone screen whilst continuing to run
the game graphics on the 64. Invaluable) Til let

you know how 1 get on.

Sunday 7th February

Knocked my piles of scribbles into one great

heap today. Sorted through all the ideas and
started a 'master' sheet to include all the com-
patible and best Ideas for the next project. I

now have a garneplan, a craft designed and
plenty of ideas which may evolve or be dis-

carded as everything progresses. I don't want
to give everything away yet. but expect
another shoot' em up witnsmarter-lhan-aver*
age 'baddies'. I intend to give them the same
firepower as the player, soyou 'II have to think

a bit more before you go in, guns blazing. I've

also come up with a new level design system
that allows a level of 1 6 screens in size lo be
defined in 32 bytes. Imagine the possibilities!

Monday 8th February

Mulled over taclics for new aliens. I like the feel

of using the multiplexer but simply having 52
sprites whizzing about does not a game make* -

Intelligence is the order of the day. and team-
work will also figure in their attacksand tactics.

It sounds a bit hazy, but I'd like to try out some
ideas that seem very promising. More about
them another lime. Played a certain vertically

scrolling shoot 'em up this afternoon, with an
infinite lives poke. It didn't seem (o have been
playtested at all. The graphics were great, and
it had all the ingredients of a classic out was
almost impossible to playt If the bog standard
ship speed had been slightly faster it would
have played oh-so-much better And in the

furious action I more often than not shot my
own approaching super weapons; if only they
had been Invulnerable I swear I could enjoy it

a lot. But the most evil of all crimes happened
- unfair collision detection. Is there anything
worse than losing a ship when you're con*
vlnced that the approaching alien missed you
by at least 2 pixels? Answers on a postcard

please.

Tuesday 9th February

This will be the final entry for this month, as
tomorrow I'm off to Exeter to visit Cyberdyne
Systems, who helped with the mastering of

HM. They want me to design the sound effects

for their forthcoming game Armaliit. So far tt

looks extremely polished and impressive, and
U theycancram in all the features they intend

to. It will certainly be on my list of essential

purchases.
I've been stretching the SID chip in different

ways today, in anticipation, and have now
amassed a bank of percussive effects like metal
blocks, milk bottles and elastic band twangs.
These all help to refine the constant search for

new and refined in-game sounds. It's fun.
rewardingand doesn't damage your health. All

In all a harmless pastime suitable for all the

family and friends.

How many games are there in your collec-

tion that have the same old 'boing'and 'splats*

that we've all heard so many times before.The
first time I heard Paradroid I was sucked in. I

was down there in the corridors with them -
and due in no small part to the intelligent use
ofsound effects. Where would karategames be
without the digitised grunt! And that Floyd-

like backing track for Delta by Jabba the Hub-
bard was awesome, as a colleague of mine
might say. Funny that. Last week I wandered
Into a shop and bought a woolly jumper with
sheep on it. Just liked it 1 suppose.
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PreviewThe Future!

PROJECT"-STEALTH FIGHTER

Stealth Fighter. . .the hottesttopic ofconversation in aviation

circles today. Space Age technology and engineering make

these aircraft virtually undetectable by enemy radar.

Stealth Fighters are believed to be in operation, flying the

mostsensitive missions,flown bya superiorclass of pilot.You

can experience that thrill of flying a revolutionary aircraft,

previewing the edge of the future.

PROJECT: STEALTH FIGHTER. Another brillant simulation

from MicroProse. Available for the Commodore 64/128K.

Cassette £14.95. Disk £19.95.

0PROSE
O N SOFTWARE

Please send

Name (block capitals).

SIMULU
copy/ies of Project: Stealth Fighter CBM 64/128 Cassette £14.95 Disk £19.95 Further details.

Address.

Post Code

I enclose £

or debit my Access/Visa card. Expiry date.

including 55p P+P. Cheques payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. PSF/zz/0488

No.cn

MicroProse Ltd. 2 Market Place, Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA. UK. Tel: (0666) 54326. Tlx: 43422 MPS/UKG.



XENON
STRAIGHT FROM THE ARCADES

TAKE A TRIP WITH THE

TIME BANDIT
GOLDEN PATH
FULL OF EASTERN PROMISE?
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XENON
Melbourne House, £19.95 disk, joystick or mouse
with keys

After the 50-year Arachnid
War, the universe has set-

tled intoa period of trading

and artistic accomplishment.
Philosophy and religion have
reacheda point where science has
answered many of their funda-
mental mysteries* Spacecraft
have been sent to the edge of the
cosmos and found closed space,
leading thinkers to believe that

there were no more sentient

species to be contacted. How*
ever, they were proven wrong with

the sudden emergence of the

Xenrtes, and their rapid colonisa-

tion of 15 planets. Now. ten years
after their first appearance, the
Xenites hold a grip of terror on the

merchants and traders who dare
to cross the vastness of space, for

raids are frequent, swift and
deadly.

Deep in space, a lone Federa-

tion fighter receives a mayday call,

reporting that Xenite forces have
attacked the fleet, which is now in

need of urgent assistance. Unfor-

tunately for the pilot, he is the onty
Federation fighter in the area - so
the fate of the galaxy is in his

hands . . .

Taking control of the multi-role

attack craft, the player cuts a
swathe through Xenite territory in

order to reach the fleet. This con-
sists of four sectors, each split into

four vertically scrolling zones of

Forget any comparisons with the arcade original -
this IS the arcade original! The graphics are superb

,

with backdrops ranging from star* metallic bas-
relief structures on level one to almost organic
growths on the fourth. The sprites are of a similar

high quality, with some small, but nicely detailed enemy craft and
absolutely superb giant mothershlps, especially the enormous
alien-like battleship at the end of level two. Adding tension to the

atmosphere are a series of excellent Whlttaker soundtracks
(which sound like very early Uttravox) - the one which pounds
away when the end-of-level guardian appears is particularly

good. One thing that is immediately offputting is the difficulty

level - the odds seem almost overwhealmlng at the start- How-
ever, once you work out which weapons to pick up and become
familiar with the attack waves - objects and alien craft always
appear In the same places - headway Is soon made. Anyway, I

And that the difficulty level makes the action all the more addic-

tive, and constantly return for 'just one more go'. The only thing

that does annoy is the slightly over-sensitive control, which
occasionally causes the craft to switch from tank to aircraft (or

vice-versa) Just when you don't want to. This aside, Xenon Is

extremely slick and oozes playability - don't let it pass you by.

Some of the small missile-spitting craft which occasionally

appear from the top of the screen

pi Xenon could have been a brilliant game but for a
couple of annoying features. The manual is useful

and Interesting and the digitised introductory sequ-
ence is typical of the game's neat touches. The
backdrops are very pretty: the bas-relief is effective*

there's a wealth of varied and beautifully drawn aliens, and the
use of colour is superb, particularly the lovely explosion sequ-
ence. The wide range of aliens Is nicety conceived, scuttling

about In formations which prove genuinely challenging. Musi-
cally, It's curious but effective -an atmospheric enhancement of

the gameplay. However, the main fault lies In the excessively

sensitive control system; It would have benefited from an option

to defeat the joystick method, relying solely on the space bar.

Similarly, the motherships and end-of-level creatures can be
extremely tedious to destroy since they require an excessive
amount of strikes. However, these arent crucial faults and the
main blasting element is superb, particularly when you have a full

array of homing missiles and triple lasers! The set sequence
action doesn't prove too tedious, and although there are only
four zones. It provides plenty of long-term, enjoyable action.

planet surface. The landscape is

littered with domed gun emplace-
ments and elevated construc-
tions, which are negotiated by
switching the craft between
ground and air modes, giving a
multi-directional tank-like vehicle,

and a forward flying aircraft. The
transition is initiated by either tap-
ping the space bar or rapidly

The end-of-level motherahip

proves a rather tough

adversary . .

.
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As vertically

scrolling shoot
'em ups go f

Xenon Isn't bad at

all; In fact It does
this tired old genre some cre-
dit The dual-purpose craft Is

an excellent invention, but the
selection method is rather

unreliable insofar that it tends
to switch between ground and
air attack even when the Joys-

tick isn't being frantically wig-
gled, putting the player in

some sticky spots! Although
the programmers have stuck
to what has become the rather
hackneyed metallic bas-relief

style, the overall look of the

game is very good. Sound, too,

is well used with a pacey Whit*
taker soundtrack backing the
action. Where the game falls

down, though, is on the level of
difficulty: negotiating the first

zone is relatively easy, but

then you come across the first

sentinel which, even with a
good supply of weapons,
proves very hard to destroy.
The real shock comes when
you realise that after battling

past this monstrous
spaceship you're still only half-

way through the level! Well* at

least it'll take a while to see all

four levels! but frustration

might have built up to Intolera-

ble levels before then. How*
ever, if shooting 'em up Is what
you do best, you should find

Xenon a worthwhile purchase.
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Flying low over the smart ba waliof gun emplacements In

Xenon

waggling ihe joystick from side to
S:de

Shooting alien formations and
gun emplacements occasionally

reveals power pills, which bestow
special features on the attack
craft, including: force shield, eight-
way homing missiles, laser/bullet

Complete wtth side-pod lasers, theXenontank trundles toward
its goal

switches, increased shot power,
increased ground craft speed,
side-firing lasers, smart bomb,
wingtip laser pods, and up to three
'Multiples' which follow in the path
of the craft and mimic the player's
firing.

As alien hits strike home, fuel is

lost from the ship's supply, repres-
ented by a diminishing bar. A life is

lost when the tank is drained, but
additional fuel is gathered on col*
lection of the appropriate power
pills.

Between zones, a sentinel ship
appears which is shot repeatedly
In a specific spot before it Is

-destroyed. The player is given
three craft to complete the entire
mission, and extra ones are
granted at regular periods during
the mission.

5
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PRESENTATION 64%
One or two-player options and
good screen layout, but switch-
ing between ships isn't well
facilitated

GRAPHICS 83%
Detailed and smooth-running
sprites and great bas-relief

"

backdrops.

SOUND 85%
Fast and atmospheric David
Whittaker tune coupled with
effective blasting noises.

HOOKABILITY 86%
To experience explosive car-
nage of this order is to be
instantly addicted.

INSTABILITY 82%
Infuriatingly tough to beat, but
enjoyable nevertheless.

OVERALL 84%
Not very innovative, but a
dynamic, polished and addictive
shoot 'em up all the same.



BALL RAIDER
King Size, £9.95 disk, joystick only

It's
the year 2488 and the ulti-

mate test (or any would-be
member ol the Guild of Warriors

is Ball Raider Joining this elite

group requires that the player

The backdrops I

are certainly

appealing, but
unfortunately the

gameplay just

doesn't match. The bat is quite

responsive, but the ball always
bounces off at the same angle,

often making the last few
bricks very difficult to hit. In

this case it's patience* rather

than skill that's the key to suc-
cess. One thing that really

does cheese me off - and It's

not Just with this game - Is the

use of a single short sampled
tune, which is looped time and
time again to form a sound-
track. Why can't programmers
take advantage of the Amiga's
amazing sound chip and pro-

duce a proper tune - like we
hear on the 641 I'd recommend
Breakout fans to wait for

Arkanoid.

clears 25 levels of brick formations

by co-ordination of bat and ball, in

true Breakout fashion.

As is the norm with games of this

Be

Smart backdrops do little to hide the simple ancestry

of Ball Raider

If Ball Raider's gameplay matched its superb fantasy

pixel-painting backdrops it would be a fabulous
game, but as it is, it's the most simplistic of the new
breed of Arkanoid clones that I've seen. The blocks
are arranged in the same unimaginative pattern for

each screen, and the ball reflection is limited to 45°. Sound Is

used minimally, with weedy digitised effects and a rather irritat-

ing piece of music creating an inappropriate ambience. The
1 special effects' add very little to the fun, bringing the game very

close to the level of the original Breakout, which, although mildly

playable and addictive, has since been surpassed by the imagi-

nation and variation shown In games such as Batty and Traz. I've

grown to expect a lot more, especially from a machine with
almost limitless scope.

The graphic pres-

entation of Ball

Raider is superb,
from the atmos-
pheric title

screens to the beautiful game
backdrops. Unfortunately, this

innovative structure is marred
by the extremely repetitive and
tedious gameplay. The bat is

unspectacular and the
destructible blocks simplistic,

arranged in patterns so unin-
spired It's soon becomes a
chore to clear them. The ball

ricochet off the bat is appal-
lingly unsophisticated, result-

ing in poor control over the
direction of movement Skill is

eliminated In favour of luck
and patience. Apart from the
extremely pretty background
graphics, there's little Inter-

screen variety, and even these
can become annoying when
they detract from the ball

movement The well-pro-

duced disco-beat soundtrack
is appealing at first, with its

subtly throbbing drum beat
and sharp, synthesised
swishes and echoes- After a
while, however, this too
becomes annoying: it doesn't
really suit the gameplay. Ball

Raider does little to further the
cause of the Breakout format

KWASIMODO
King Size, £9.95 disk, joystick only

The lovable hunchback cam-
panologist leaps his way
onto the Amiga in time-hon-

oured style. For those not familiar

with this ageing game, a quick

resume is doubtless in order.

Kwasimodo's true love,

Esmeralda, is being held captive

In the dungeons of the Wicked
Warlord, and he has taken it upon
himself to rescue her. This he can
only do by traversing the tops of

if.
Anyone releasing a Hunchback clonethese days has

got to be rather hopeful - the genre died a death

about four years ago! I wouldn't mind if it was play-

able, but Kwasimodo is completeand utter crud. The
infantile graphics show a frightenlngiy retarded tal-

ent, and are akin to something an idiot child would draw on a

badly programmed art utility for the Texas TI-99. The program-
mers must have worked very hard to make the sound chip pro-

duce such a vile cacophony - the one-channel tune could have

boon sampled from a badly tortured Stylophone. Bemoaning the

archaic gameplay, ropey collision detection and cretinous mul-

tiload system seems almost to be kicking this spinelesssoftware

cripple while it's down. If you think that spending £10 on a game
that even an One owner would scoff at is fun, buy this now. If, on

the other hand, you've got all your marbles, treat Kwasimodo with

the contempt that it deserves.

Our poor old
Amiga must feel

realty tortured
having to wrap its

mult i-tasking

dedicated chips round this

digital sewage. I'd tove to hear
the logic which deemed
Kwasimodo fit for distribution

and, dare I say K, purchase.
The graphics are a joke: from
an unbelievably simplistic title

screen, you're sadistically

dragged to the In-game
graphics. The backdrops are
unforgivably colourless and
hopelessly blocky; the main
sprite lacks any character or
decent animation and the sol-

dier sprites are basic to say the

least. The sound, however, is

beyond a joke: purile tunes
whimper along, one discor-

dant note at a time, adding to

the overall impression of Inep-

titude. Even the version of
Hunchback I've played on the

humble Acorn Electron was
more polished and profes-

sional than this. I can't pour
enough scorn on this prime
example of 'cashing in*.

25 walls which are inhabited by the

Warlord's mintons, who thrust and
throw items of period weaponry at

our hero, all of which spell doom

should they impinge upon his per-

son.
The wall itself presents hazards

to be jumped across in the form of

Well, what can 1

1

say except, 'Oh
dear'. We've seen
some pretty poor
Amiga games

this month, but this one really

takes the biscuit. The spirit of

the original Hunchback is more
or less there, but it was never

much of a game to start with —

certainty not enough to make
up for the terrible appearance
of this 16-bit incarnation. The
graphics are so simply drawn
and animated that they quickly

become the object of much
amusement and derision.

Take the guards on the walls,

for example, with their inane

grins and telescopic spears, or

the ridiculous Kwasimodo
sprite, which looks like he has

a bouncing sack of mail on his

back. The real joke is the high

score table, which placed my
first score of 2,700 above the

top score of 10,000. Yuk, yuk
yuk! Unfortunately, the laugh-

ing has to stop when you
realise that this

1 budget' prod-

uct still sets the consumer
back a tenner.
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genre, beaten bricks often yield

special powers which affect

gameplay, such as Slow Ball. Fast
Ball, Stop Ball (which allows the
player to hold the ball on the bat
and then release it elsewhere),

Free Ball (effectively an exlra life),

and Magic Field (to leave the cur-
rent screen without having to

destroy the last brick).

PRESENTATION 33%
Utile more than an animated
high score table. Inability to use
the mouse

GRAPHICS 82%
Fabulous fantasy backdrops,
sadly all too often hidden by
bland game graphics.

SOUND 40%
Insipid light disco soundtrack
and digitised 'clunk' effects.

HOOKABILITY 40%
Less than average for (his type
of game, because of bland play*
ing style,

INSTABILITY 38%
Only lasting appeal is to see the
next of the 25 smart back-
grounds,

OVERALL 39%
Terrific backdrops don't make
up for uninspiring gameplay

casteilations and extending brick

bridges. All of these must be over-
come for Kwaslmodo to complete
each level, signalled by the ringing
of a bell on the far right of each
screen. At this, the screen scrolls

across and the next level stands
ready to be tackled.

KARTING GRAND PRIX
Anco, Amiga £9.95 disk f joystick only

Anco's Karting Grand Prix

affords the player the
opportunity to negotiate a

series of tracks of varying difficulty

against up to two other oppo-
nents,

Budding drivers are Initially con-
fronted with an options screen,

from which game parameters are
altered. At least one driver ts con*
trolled by the computer, and one
or two human players can take the
wheel of either remaining kart. The
weather conditions arechanged to

5LflP5
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TIME

icy, wet or dry, and tyres and
sprocket rating are altered to suit.

The players' status may also be
modified from novice to amateur,
and any of the eight tracks can be
practised before launching into

the game itself.

Evan the brilliant sampled
sound effects fall to

save Karting Grand Prix

from obscurity

This really lent much ol an advance over Code
Masters' 8-bit Grand Prix Simulator; the graphics
may be a vast improvement, but the 'kails' are just

as awkward to handle. There's a comprehensive
range of options, but they really don't effect any

major change in thegameplay: they're basicallya pointless gloss
over the poor game design. The sampled soundtrack is quite

approachable, but repeats too quickly* and the in-game effects
are awful. The digitised engine roar and crashing sounds are
raucous and prove an annoyance once the novelty has worn off.

Graphically it's merely competent: moderately detailed and
reasonably drawn, the colour and definition are both simplistic,

and it contains possibly the worse title screen I've seen on an
Amiga. Then there's the gameplay, with its occasionally unintel-

ligent collision detection and the odd screen glitch when passing
under bridges. Not recommended . .

.

Although it obviously tries to emulate the Super
Sprint style of racing game, Karting Grand Prix fails

because of the awful presentation. True, there are

plenty of options to tinker with, but most of them
seem to have little or no effect on the gameplay.

They only serve to present a superfluous facade of polish on an
otherwise rough-hewn game, tt plays very badly - a fault proba-
bly attributable to the control method which had my kart leaping
off the track at every opportunity. Aesthetically the game Is no
better: the graphics are unrealistic and fail to create the desired
atmosphere, and use of the sound chip seems to lend Itself to the
term 'half-baked*. Vivid samples of screeching tyres and
dustbins being kicked over lend a rather humorous air to the
proceedings, but once the laughs have died down there Isn't

much here to allow recommendation. Just the opposite, in fact.

The overhead display shows the
track and surrounding landscape
features, while an information
panel in the top quarter of the
screen shows the number of laps

required, the number of laps cur-
rently completed, a tyre strength

meter and an elapsed time
counter.
No qualification is necessary,

since any of the tracks are tackled
at any point Total and best lap
times plus bonuses are recorded
on a highscore table displayed at

the end of each race.

I'm quite a Super
Sprint fan, but
can't honestly
admit to liking

this bad example
of the genre. The general pres-
entation is poor, with a dire

title screen and an endlessly
repeating 10 second sampled
'tune', which soon becomes
tiresome. Although there's a
comprehensive series of
options, none seem to make
any difference to the action,

and the control method is sim-
ply awful. Karts often career
off the track, with a complete
disregard of joystick instruc-

tion, and it takes very little time
for frustration to set In. At £10,
Karting Grand Prix might be
classed as 'budget', but per-
sonally I'd prefer to save a few
more pounds and buy some-
thing which gives far more
entertainment

PRESENTATION 51%
Clear screen display, average
high score table and an array of

options which don't significantly

attar the gameplay.

GRAPHICS 37%
Fairly detailed, but too simplistic

considering the machine's
capabilities. A little colourless.

SOUND 27%
A continuously repeated snatch
ot sampled soundtrack, and
laughable, over-the-top effects.

HOOKABILITY 37%
Frustrating and clumsy gamep-
lay aggravated by unattractive

graphics and sound,

LASTABILITY 17%
Unrewarding for the amount of

effort required, and there are
only eight fairly similar tracks.

OVERALL 28%
Even at this price, it's one of the
poorest Super Sprint clones
available on any machine.

PRESENTATION 9%
Flawed high score table. Each
screen is loaded individually

causing annoying delays. Slug-
gish joystick responseand ropey
collision detection.

GRAPHICS 7%
Ridiculous, primary school stan-
dard graphics, with fltckery

sprites.

SOUND 3%
Gnndmg monotone tune.

HOOKABILITY 7%
Slow and lacking any form ot

addictive qualities.

LASTABILITY 3%
The overall awfulness causes
interest towane after a couple of

games,

OVERALL 3%
i
One to really give you the hump.
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GOLDEN PATH
Firebird, E19.95 disk, mouse only

Long ago, even before the

Great Wall was built, China

was ruled by its greatest

emperor. Y'in Hsl - the Golden
Emperor. Under his reign, China
grew prosperous and many tales

were told of him, but as time

passed all were lost, with the

of his father's death, he gives the

boy a scroll, written by his father,

together with his ring. Y'in Hsi

wears the ring and immediately

takes on what would have been
theaged countenance of his father

had he stilt been alive. The only

way to free himself of the enchant-

Golden Path combines excellent presentation with

gorgeous graphics to produce an arcade adventure

which, it not original, contains enough puzzling

action to prove compelling. The large accompany-
ing novella is as useful as it's entertaining and pro-

vides an atmospheric and functional background to the scenario.

Moreover, wtth every death there's a comprehensive report

which proves as helpful. The details are very impressive: clue

scrolls, characters who change form, the vine lite*gauge, the

inset copy of the playing area with routes detailed: plainly tho

imagination that went Into the creation of the game has paid off.

The oriental soundtrack Is subtle enough to be atmospheric, and

many of the vocal effects are impressive. All the backdrops are

beautiful: varied, very detailed and extremely colourful, and
some locations are outstanding: the animation on the waterfall

and several of the Interiors, for example. The monk and most of

the accompanying figures match this standard- Even though

there are only 37 locations, there are a host of characters and

objects with puzzles to solve. The action just fails to match the

presentation, but doesn't detract from the package as a whole.

Take a look.

Wandering around the labyrinthine cave system

exception 01 one: a single tome,

entitled 'The Golden Path
1

. This

tale tells of how Y'in Hsi was taken

into the care of Buddhist monks at

theage oftwo
f
when hishome pro-

vincewas invaded by a neighbour-
ing warlord, who pillaged the land

and killed the boy's father in the

process.
On Y'in Hsi's 16th birthday the

chief monk tells him of a quest he
must complete before fully joining

the brotherhood of monks, who
have become his guardians and
mentors. After revealing the story

ment is to take on the quest for

Enlightenment, and free the

enslaved populace of his rightful

kingdom.
Golden Path Is an arcade adv-

enture which follows Y'in Hsi on
his quest through 37 locations,

occupied by 20 characters, 40
'life' situations and 50 puzzles.

The game screen is split into

four sections which are controlled

using a mouse-operated cursor. A
large action display dominates the
main screen and shows the cur-

rent location, allowing the charac-

ters and objects within it to be
manipulated. A *Book of Knowl-

edge' icon in the bottom left of the

screen gives a verbal description

of the location, plus any develop-

ments made due to the player's

actions.

Y'in Hsi can carry lour objects,

illustrated bya four 'pocket* inven-

tory display situated at the bottom
of the screen. To its right there's a

Y'in Hsl continues his quest for enlightenment
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reduced picture ol the current

location, with a trail of red or yellow
'incense

1

dots showing the route

of the Golden Path leading to the

exits for that location.

The player directs Tin Hsi's

path bymoving the cursor approp-
riately and pressing the mouse
button. Y*in can also be made to

Superb pastel backdrops add

to the oriental atmosphere of

Golden Path

Just one of the 37 locations

featured in Firebird's

adventure collect 'em up

pick up, drop oruse objects as well

as being able to defend himself

from robbers and goblins by kick-

ing or punching,
Vin Hsi only has limited energy

for combat, and his life-force is

represented by a vine which grows
or withers across the middle of the

screen. Making progress by solv-

Vtf# As should be
-> expected from

the Amiga, the
static graphics of
Golden Path are

very good indeed- There are a
couple of exceptions which
tend toward the gaudy side,

but on the whole a pleasant
and subtle oriental atmos-
phere is generated. The
accompanying figures are
also well drawn but. apartfrom
Vln Hsi himself, suffer slightly

from limited animation, I per-
sonally found the soundtrack
awful: the pseudo-Chinese
waitings were ill-suited to the
gently rural backdrops and
just made me reach for the vol-

ume control Mouse control Is

surprisingly effective, and
most commands and actions
are accessed with relative

ease making prolonged play
quite comfortable. Indeed, the
play Itself is quite engrossing;
there's plenty to see and do.
and the puzzles are quite easy
to solve. A weak link In the
game Is combat, which is

rather simplistic, but thank-
fully is required only occasion-
ally. A pleasant and not-too-
taxing adventure. which
should have quite a large app-
eal.

ing a puzzle, for instance, makes
the vine flourish, but being injured

causes it to wither. When the vine
is gone Y'in Hsi dies, signalling the
end of the quest.
To aid completion of the game,

the program supports a game
load/save option as well as the
ability to restart a game from the
last position, but at an increased
difficulty level.

The trouble with
many arcade
adventures is

that they're little

more than veh-

icles for trite arcade action
with a token puzzle or two
thrown in to compensate for

lack of depth. After all, if you
were playing an adventure
game you wouldn't expect to

be beating someone up or

gunning people down every
few seconds would you?
Golden Path is definitelybiased
more towards adventuring
than fighting though, with the
mouse-controlled action
being more of an extension of

an adventure's 'Attack' com*
mand. Although the puzzles
and sub-plots seem gauged to

appeal to as wide a range of

gamers as possible (that is,

they're moderately easy to
understand), things never
become as linear as some
poor adventures in which the
player is led from one scenario
to the next, not through their

own choosing but through the

author's lack of thought in glv-

Ing sufficient options. Even
though there are only a few
commands at the player's dis-

posal, Golden Path never has
the player stymied for want of

a suitable action. Pretty

graphics, appealing music and
some fun sound effects are

fust the Icing on a very palata-
ble cake.

PRESENTATION 91%
Packaged with a clue-ridden

novella. Well presented on-
screen, with useful save/load
and restart game options.

GRAPHICS 85%
Colourful and detailed spntes
and backdrops, which are most
appealing and very atmospheric.

SOUND 59%
A selection of reasonable Onen-
tal melodies with a lew digitised

sound effects.

HOOKABILITY 84%
Easy to get into and rewards are

soon reaped.

INSTABILITY 81%
37 locations isn't many but

they're packed with things to do.

OVERALL 85%
Full of Eastern promise.
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BRAINSTORM
Robtek, £9.95 disk, mouse only

OTHELLO
King Size, £9.95 disk, mouse only

This classic strategy board
game involves two players

attempting to capture
squares on a chess-style board by
the placement of counters col-

oured black on one side and white
on the other,

A player places each counter so
that it forms a horizontal, vertical

or diagonal line, having one of his

counters at the other end and at

least one opposing counter betw-
een them. The outflanked coun-
ters are then turned over to form a
continuous line of one colour, and
play continues. The winner is the

player with the higher number of

captured squares when all the
counters are used.

The value of putting Othello onto a computer is fairly

limited, especially when the presentation is as weak
as this. What the package really lacks is gloss: a
larger range of options would have been
appreciated. For example, the choice between 3D

and overhead viewpoints is now almost standard for this kind of

game; similarly, there could have been an option to change the
colours, or a help facility, or suggested moves - , That said, rt*s

attractive enough to play: the computer opponent is very quick
and at least thinks ahead more than the next move. The 'action'

proves relatively compulsive whenever you pick It up, and
although no essential purchase, you can always come back to It

for some taxing relaxation.
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w
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King Size's Othtlkr. less

disastrous than Kwasimodo

This Is another
rather uninspir-

ing board game
conversion with

very little sparkle.

But then how much sparkle

can you give an Othello game?
The graphics, while being
rather bland, are at least

unambiguous, and the colours
are easy on the eye. I'm sur-
prised that there aren't more
play options such as those
employed in the more recent

chess programs, allowing bad
moves to be taken back, for

example. Skill levels are par-
ticularly missed, and testabil-

ity suffers for their absence -
once I'd worked out the best

strategy to beat it, I knew I

wouldn't be coming back for

more.

PRESENTATION 10%
Minimal instructions rely on the

player already knowing the
game's rules, and while there'sa
two player option, a single com-
puter skill level means solo

players aren't well catered for.

GRAPHICS 32%
Adequate but uninspiring.

SOUND 20%
A tiny snatch of digitised music
while loading, but little else,

HOOKABIUTY 52%
As initially Interesting as the
board game.

LASTABILITY 23%
The computer's strategy is easy
to grasp, and there's only one
skill level to beat.

OVERALL 31%
Not bad as far as it goes, but
Othello's limitations make it poor
value tor money.

Tie old card game which calls

jpon a player's memory to

lelp determine and select
matching pairs from a spread out
pack has been transposed onto

the Amiga by King Size.

At the start the player is faced
with an array of fifty four cards, all

face down* A mouse-operated
hand is used to pick a pair of cards

which are turned over to display a
picture each. If the cards match,
the current player gains points and
chooses another parr. If they differ,

the cards are turned back overand
the other player attempts to find a
pair. Play continues until the board
is cleared of cards, whereupon the
player with the most points is

declared the winner

* Brainstorm - a computer version of the simple card game,
'Pair*'

Although it's not the most adventurous of games to

design and program, the producers of Brainstorm

have at least made a competent job of it The
number and variety of options is pleasing, and the

computer proves a challenging opponent to beat.

Sound is practically unused, but the graphics are nicely done.
The main interest group for this game is undoubtedly the under-

tens, and any Amiga-owning parents should find this will keep
the kids amused on a wet afternoon. However, I can't see this

proving worthwhile for anyone else.

Brainstorm is very

much a game for

the younger
Amiga user (If

there are any),

but for experienced games
players, Its rather limited app-
eal should soon disappear
Graphically it's quite cute, If

very basic and blocky In

places, but the different cards
are colourful and varied, pro-

viding a skill level based on
relative difficulty of interpreta-

tion - the drawings range from
very specific and simple
designs to abstract 'artistic'

efforts* The neat presentation,

two player option and multiple

computer skill levels help pro-
long ptayabllity, but overall,

the simplistic gameplay
proves ultimately dull.

PRESENTATION 81%
Plenty of useful game options
and six sels of cards to play with.

GRAPHICS 55%
Simplistic, but colourful card
graphics.

SOUND 5%
One or two poor e'fecls

HOOKABIUTY 48%
Not particularly addictive, but
quite playable.

LASTABILITY 45%
Gameplay doesn't change at all.

.but the different card sets pro-

vide somemuch-needed variety

OVERALL 52%
A ntcely implemented version ol

the parlour game, which should
llll In a young player's afternoon.

H
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TIME BANDIT 35
Microdeal, £19.95 disk, joystick with keys

•Microdeal's compulsive and extensive Gauntlet variant

jcrodeal's chronologi-
cal adventure casts the
player in the role of a

time traveller, seeking out fame
and fortune in real and mythical
historical periods.
From the title screen. Joystick or

keyboard controls and one or two-
player options are selected prior
to commencing play. The screen
display then alters according to

the number ot participants: a solo
player's actions are displayed
using all the available area, while
two-player mode sees the screen
divided horizontally, each player
having their own viewing screen
The information panel remains the
same, however, giving the number
of cubits acquired, the life levels

remaining (initially tea decreasing

contact with monsters) and the
acquired {increased by

shooting guardians). Additionally,

the location name and difficulty

level are displayed.

The main tour-way scrolling

landscape contains 16 graphic
icons, contact with which reveal
further landscapes in the form of
mazes, which are completed by
escaping their labyrinthine pass-
ageways. Each maze carries a dif-

ferent theme, from spaceship
mtenors to a PacMan-style net-
work, and often feature a variety of
aliens and items to be shot,

avoided or used as necessary.
Each location has 16 levels of

difficulty, and completing the last

9?

CUBITS: 12S0
**************

IHE TlHEGStnSJ!

It
may look like another Gauntlet clone, but Time Bandit takes

the old theme and Improves on it enormously by bringing in
sixteen selectable scenarios, each with sixteen levels, and then
making the game more Interesting with some mini quests to be
fulfilled. The essential two-player game is also much better for
the presence of a small screen for each player, allowing inde-
pendent exploration. Even so, the limited view makes It all the
more Important to work as a team, which Is far more sociable
and fun. What had me coming back for more, though, was the
ability to play lots of clever variations on the same theme (I

never thought I would see a Gauntlet style Pacmanl), rather like
having a compendium of arcade adventure games all linked
together. Graphics throughout are respectable and the sound
effects are adequate, though the absence ofa good soundtrack
is lamentable. Not sufficiently lamentable to stop me recom-
mending what is a great game, though.

H BB U © CUBITS: S50
*********

- ^ POKEV CIO.
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Time Bandit is one of my all-time favourite games. It's basic-
ally a very souped-up Gauntlet clone, but has enormous

depth. The graphics are quite unusual, with tiny
f but nicely

detailed and animated sprites and some great backgrounds.
The little bouncing heads are particularly appealing - watch
their expressions change when they're splattered! There's
plenty of variety in the gameplay, with a (somewhat tricky) mini
text adventure to solve, a plethora of puzzles to overcome, a
brilliant PacMan game and plenty of enemy sprites to blast into
oblivion. All these genres are well implemented, and make for
some very involved and interesting gaming. One minute you're
rushing around a maze collecting dots and power pills and
avoiding the marauding ghosts, the next you're battling
gladiators and lions in the middle of a Roman Coliseum,
attempting to communicate with a spaceship computer and
even trying to obtain a sheep from a humble shepherd! There
are 16 different screens, and each one has to be entered and
solved 16 times before It's 'closed' and an icon awarded.
Things start off easy, but as progress is made, the going gets
very tough, with new areas opening up, increasingly hostile and
faster aliens and new creatures being brought into the pro-
ceedings. Some levels require sub-tasks to be completed,
including destroying a giant snake, finding objectsand navigat-
ing a spaceship. I like the way the game can be played in any
old fashion - you can try and solve one level, or tackle them in

any order. The gameplay is very challenging indeed, and Is

rewarding enough to keep you coming back time and time
again. Time Bandit Is a classic, and shouldn't be missed at any
cost

one causes that maze system to
shut down. Completion of the
entire landscape thus requires the
completion of 256 such mazes,
and the task Is made harder every
time a location is re-entered.

I
wouldn't exactly call this 'the
best game ever*, but it's cer-

tainly one of the better ones to
appear on the Amiga so far. To
call it a baste Gauntlet format is

almost an insult, because
there's so much more
involved. The variety is what
really makes it special, with a
wide range of bug-eyed
monsters, metallic aliens, and
mysterious eyes . . . watch
out for the look of surprise on
the bouncing heads when
they're shot! Conversing with
characters is brilliantly

implemented, and gives a
strong sense of interaction
within the created scenario.
You can let go with some furi-

ous blasting action over 16
levels in a multitude of loca-
tions, or you can indulge your-
self in a simple PacMan variant.
There are books, scrolls and
signs to look at, puzzles to
solve and enough creatures to
satisfy any dungeon freak.
This payability is more than
complemented by the
graphics: the backdrops are
all beautifully drawn and very
clear (as they should be),

creating a total graphical
effect of wide variety, masses
of colour and evocative detail*

The sound, however, is a bit of
a let-down: it's crisp, but not
very varied; all the effects are
simple and only hinder the
atmosphere. Overall, though,
it's sensibly priced, varied,
action-packed and extremely
enjoyable: there's no excuse
to miss it

An adventure sequence during
the main landscape allows
interaction with various charac-
ters, taking a standard verb/noun
or simple response format- Talking

to characters is necessary to

acquire hidden rewards or to solve

puzzles that aid progress.

PRESENTATION 89%
Comprehensive instructions.

Good two-player option and a
superb high score table which
automatically saves to disk,

complete with status,

GRAPHICS 78%
'_>?ac.y drawn, very colourfuland
detailed. The sprites aie small,

but very nicety designedand ani-

mated.

SOUND 18%
Varied, but feeble effects which
d^ract from the atmosphere^

HOOKABIUTY 93%
An easy game lo start playing,

wtth full freedom of movement
between and wrlhtn landscapes

LASTABILITY 96%
A multitude of varied and oxcit-

im»j _u*":_-s tu ujtpiure, andthe iftk
g*ows ever more difficult.

OVERALL 92%
A first-das* potpourri of genres,
with incredible depth ana paya-
bility
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COMING SOON TOAN
AMIGA NEAR YOU
ELECTRONIC ARTS"

INTERCEPTOR
Boasting unique, superlast. filled-

in 3D graphics, interceptor
launches Electronic Arts into the
Amiga combat flight simulation
market. It offers computer pilots

the opportunity of controlling one
of two real-life fighter planes, the
F-18 Hornet and the F-16 Falcon.

incorporating six combat mis-
sions (three for each fighter), the
action takes place in the skies over
the San Francisco Bay area- The
F-18 Hornet pilotscan take offand
land at three actual Bay Area air-

ports, whilst F- 16 Falconaces can
experience the thrill

1

of taking off

from - and returning to land on -
the aircraft carrierUSS Enterprise.

The program contains six mis-
sions based on potential con-
temporary scenarios.These incor-

porate protecting Air Force One
from enemy fighters as the Presi-
dent seeks to land safely at San
Francisco International Airport;

preventing World War III by
eliminating incoming cruise mis-
siles; rescuing a pilot downed at
sea; visually identifying an
unknown plane thathas appeared
on radar, and preventing the

escape of two stolen F-1 6s. In

addition, the game offersa training

mission, a top secret mission for

advanced pilots and a free-flight

mode.
As you can see from the screen

shots, interceptor's graphics
reveal some impressive detail,

with full freedom of movement
within the mission boundaries.The
3D solid-fill effects let pilots buzz

Top Gun fans should

recognise this trlptychl

the Transamerica Pyramid and fly

under the Golden Gate and Bay
Bridges. It's claimed that the flight

experience is 'more smooth, fluid

and responsive' than any previous
EA flight simulation. Forenhanced
realism, both the buildingsand the
plane cast shadows.
The Jet'swindows takeup about

70% of the screen, with the pilot

able to select forward, left or right-
side views, orchooseone of eight

viewpoints outside the plane.

The combat is reputed to be

extremely intensive, a claim con-
solidated by the wide variety of
digitised jet weapons. Interceptor

comes equipped with Sparrow
radar-guided missiles. Sidewinder
missilesand a Vulcan cannon that
discharges up to 6000 rounds per
minute. Cockpit controls show
altitude, weapons status, radar,

Prepare to take-off from
the aircraft carrier in

Electronic Arte'

latest flight simulator

throttle speed and compass
gauges.

For the failures or the faint-

hearted, the program offers an
ejection sequence, which not only
displays the parachute canopy
overhead but also supports
digitised effects of thewind whistl-

ing through the cords as the pilot

slowly floats to earth!

Interceptor looks absolutely
superb, and the 30 effect is

nothing short of stunning. We'll

keep you posted.
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EA*s second simulation is Ferrari

Formula One, an accurate repres-

entation olan entire season on the
international Grand Prix racing cir-

cuit.

Players drive a C250.000 For-

mula One race car on 16 ol the

world's most famous courses
against seven of the world's best
drivers. Afull pit and garage facility

allows drivers to tune the engine,

try different fuel mixturesand alter

the suspension, tyres, wings and
gearing. The car's aerodynamics
can be tested in a wind tunnel and
adjusted if required. Once the
player is satisfied with his cus-
tomised version, a course lap is

practisedand the car altered again

if necessary.
Racing is displayed in first per-

son perspective 3D with the steer-

ing wheel and dashboard, at the

bottom of the screen. Additional

features include pit stopsand wing
mirrors which, coupled with

appropriate sound effects, alert

the player to the approach of a
vehicle from behind.

Ferrari Formula One looks very
promising, and there should be a
full review next month,

Out on the track, with a

driver's-eye-view of the circuit

and a faithful replica of the

Ferrari's dashboard

Incredible ftiled- in vector graphics and a wealth of missions
make Interceptor one to watch out for

Fantastic potnt-of-view shots take your breath away
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ROADWARS
Melbourne House £19.95 disk,

joystick, mouse or keys

Late in the 24th century, the
inhabitants of the planet
Armageddon were forced to

live on its surrounding moons due
to world-wide nuclear holocaust.

Now, early in the 25th century, the

^^^^

Although Road-
wars fs a good
conversion, it's

only a moderately
compulsive

game. The 3D effect isn't out-
standing - more competently
effective - but the battles -

pheres themselves are pretty,

looking like pencil drawings
enhanced by neat animation.

The track system, however, is

made up of fundamental ele-

ments which are used over
and over again, and although
items such as barriers are
added later, it is ultimately very
repetitive. The sound Is pretty

feeble and the music nondes-
cript, but at least they dont
intrude too greatly on the
action, it's fast, but the Incon-

sistent control method aggra-
vates: the frantic action is too
often a result of poor sphere
control rather than external
danger Details aside, there's

a good deal of enjoyment to be
had from the progress gained,
and features such as the effec-

tive extra weapons assist In

this. Basically, the lack of
inter-level variety depreciates
the enjoyment. If you like the

arcade version, you'll like this;

otherwise, test it first.

system is a tourist attraction; a
museum piece and a testament to

the folly of war.
Huge space roadways now link

the moons to each other, but

owing to a malfunction in the main
computer, the defence systems

have gone haywire. This is where
the player comes in: seated in a

Roadwars is identical to its coln-op parent - and
unfortunately that's where its faults He. The arcade
original's 'twist' joystick and two fire buttons have
been crammed onto one joystick, and consequently
the battlespheres handle very badly - trying to aim

the gun and move at the same time is unbelievably difficult. I

found the best way to play was to aim the gun at the side of the
road just under the 'horizon', constantly fire the guns and avoid
anything that gets through. Use the shield sparingly and it'seasy
to knock upa huge highscore. It's a shame that the gameplayand
control method haven't been tweaked for home use - the two-
player mode has plenty of competitive potential and the graphics
and sound are both competent. As It stands, Roadwars is a
polished, but badly flawed shoot 'em up.

Based on the Arcadia coin-op, Roadwars featuressome stylish

graphics, but fairly unrewarding gameplay

battlesphere - a heavily armed
and armoured war machine - the

aim is to clear the roads and make
them sate for the tourists to travel

on.

Two such machines are sent on
the mission, with the second
sphere coming under computer
control in the single-player mode.
Each sphere is armed with twin

lasers and can initiate shields,

whereupon the sphere becomes

totally enclosed.
Progress along the roadways is

hampered by blue generator tiles

which emit destructive sparks*

laser-firing satellites and coloured
spheres that traverse the road-
ways to explode on contact with

the players
1

craft. All these are

dodged or destroyed as neces-
sary and the action continues until

theroadways are cleared , or all the
players' spheres are destroyed.

A true arcade-quality conversion; Melbourne House's Roadwars

ELECTPIC utLE'.'

C'CX>C t

I was never
impressed with

the 'arcade' ver-

sion of Roadwars,
and this Amiga

version doesn't improve on the
theme. The roadway moves
quite effectively and the
battlespheres are neat (if a lit-

tle lacking in frames of anima-
tion), but the constantly drab
colour scheme tends to niggle
after a while. The gameplay is

very repetitive and no amount
of smart graphics can over-

come this fact Simply blasting
all the different items and
dodging the occasional
sphere isn't my Idea of a good
time. The situation is aggra-
vated by the awkward control
method: movement left and
right, rotate lasers, open and
close shields and fire are all

accessed from the same joys-
tick, making It rather fiddly at

the best of times. If you dis-

count the unusual backdrop
and odd game style - and the
novelty does soon wear off -
Roadwars remains just a rather
tricky, but fairly simple shoot
'em up.

PRESENTATION 60%
Simultaneous two-player option

and attractive instruction pack-
aging, but poor control method.

GRAPHICS 69%
Beautifullydrawn sprites but dis-

appointing and repetitive 3D
effect. Blandly coloured

throughout.

SOUND 53%
Inoffensive soundtrack com-
plemented by average sound
effects.

H00KABILITY58%
Initial lure is marred by the tricky

control method and shallow

gameplay.

INSTABILITY 45%
Repetitive action and lack of

variety soon proves detrimental

to lasting interest.

OVERALL 59%
A good conversion and a
polished shoot 'em up which
lacks spice*
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Although Accolade have produced a siring of impressive games, they're still

very much an unknown quantity in the United Kingdom. ZZAP! takes a look at

their brief, but bright history.

Accolade Inc was bom in the December of
1984, when Alan Miller and Bob Whitehead,
two of the founder members of Activision, once
again joined forces.

Chairman and Chief Executive officer Alan
Miller originally spent two years al Atari, where
he designed several award-winning games and
co-authored the operating systems for the Atari

400 and 800 machines. His time spent al

Activision saw the designs of Tennis and Ice

Hockey.
Robert Whitehead also designed games for

Atari prior to joining Activision, where he was
responsible for Skiing and Chopper Command

Their first products under the Accolade
banner were shipped out in the October of '65

and during the first ten months, Accolade
released eight multiple format titles.

Accolade's first in-house production was
Hardball, an impressive baseball simulation
which was received to some acclaim in both
America and Europe. To dale. Hardball has sold
in excess of 200,000 units.

Located in Cupertino, California, Accolade
Inc now has 21 employees handling research,

development, marketing administration and
financial operations.

Accolade aims to produce high-quality

entertainment software, and in order to maintain

its self-imposed standards the company is reliant

upon an internal development team headed by
software veterans from throughout the industry.

With their increased proliferation - Accolade
products are distributed in no fewer then 29
countries and they aim to release 15 multiple-

format products in 1 988 - the company has also

taken on ihe services of several independent
design firms, which are provided with research,

development resources and expertise in

exchange for worldwide publishing rights on all

their products, providing a fresh and different

perspective to the game designs-

Following hot on the heels of their recent

successes, Apollo 18 and The Tram: Escape to
Normandy, Accolade are about to release Card
Sharks and Power at Sea, both under the

Electronic Arts logo. Card Sharks lets a solo

player take part in a friendly game of Hearts,

Blackjack or Poker, against a series of colourful,

animated characters including Margaret
Thalcher, Ronald Reagan, and Mikhail

Gorbachev - all of whom play a pretty mean
hand of seven card stud!

Power at Sea places the player at (he helm of

a US naval convoy about to embark on possibly

the greatest naval battle of all time - the Battle for

Leyte Gulf. As Commander of a battleship, a
troop ship, an aircraft carrier, planesand troops,

the player has to successfully co-ordinate his

forces in order to defeat the Japanese destroyers
and overcome their fortified beach-head
stronghold.

Both products are finished and should get

reviewed in the next issue of ZZAP!.
With respecl to future releases. Accolade are

quite secretive about up and coming titles, bui
hinted al another sports simulation and a sequel
to one of their earlier releases!

ACCOLADE SOFTOGRAPHY

ACCOLADE S COMICS N/A
ACE OF ACES 88%
APOLLO IB 81%
4TH AND INCHES 90%
HARDBALL 93%
I AW OF THE WEST 78%
MINI PUTT 78%
PSI-5 TRADING COMPANY 88%
TEST DRIVE 46%
THE TRAIN 87%
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OVER A
1 C64 CONNOISSEUR PACK

C64C. C2N, MOUSE AND CHEESE (PAINT/ART

SOFTWARE). CLUEDO, MONOPOLY. SCRABBLE, CHESS,
RENAISSANCE. TYPINGTUTOR, PLUS 2JOYSTICKS
5BOOKS, 10 BLANK DATA

CASSETTES AND 10PIECES AJ AA f\g\
OF EXTRA 50FTWARE. I»109i99a

2 128 COMPENDIUM PACK
COMMOOORE 126, C2N, MUSC MAKER. INTERNATIONAL

SOCCER, JACK ATTACK, SPIRIT OF
THE STONES. PLUS2

S5BT £220.00.

3 PLUS 4 PRESENTATION
PACK
PLUS 4. C2N DATASSfJTE. 10 CASSETTE GAMES 3

CARTBOGE GAMES. SCRIPT PLUS

WORDPfiOCESSCfl. BUILTK
SPREADSHEETAND DATABASE. r*-ff\ AE
PLUSJOYSnCK tf9i95i

4 COMPLETE MUSIC PACK
C64C COMPUTER, C2N OATASSETTE, 5OCTAVE
KEYBOARD SOUND STUC40CASSETTE. SOUND
EXPANDER CASSETTE. PLUS 3 PLAYALONG

ALBUM CASSETTES. A
PROFESSIONAL

IN YOUR OWN HOME £225.00.

5 MUSIC EXPANSION
SYSTEM
FOR USE WITH C64, CWC, C12B.

INCLUDES 5OCTAVE KEYBOARD, SOUND STUDIO
CASSETTE. SOUND EXPANDER CASSETTE, 3 PLAYALONG
ALBUMSCASSETTE OR DISC. PLAYALONG
A1BUMSAVAILABLE nft
SEPARATELY AT C5.99 EACH I. / O.UU A
MUSIC EXPANSION NOW AVAILABLE ON DISK
ALSO AVAILABLE COMMODORE
SOUND SAMPLER aaa AA
DtSKONLY tJZi99A

6 SEIKOSHA PRINTER
COMPATIBLE WITH MOST MAKES OF COMMOOORE
COMPUTERS. FEATURES VARIETY OF FONTS INCLUDING
GRAPHICS AND NEAR LETTERQUALITY, REVERSE
PRMM FTAUC8 TWOF FEED AND PAPER
SEPARATOR.COMES COMPLETE
WITH SERIAL CABLE AND FREE

EASY SCRIPT WORD AiAA AA
PROCESSOR PACKAGE L I Otfi99A

COMMODORE 64C AND
C2N DATASETTE
(DATASETTES ARE AVAILABLE

SEPARATELY FOR
ONLYE2799) £1 49.99.

B COMMODORE 1901

COLOUR MONITOR
COMPATIBLE WITH M05TCC41I000RE HOME
COMPUTERS. HKjH QUALITY RESOLUTION AND SOUND
RGB AND PAL SWITCH

ALLOWS FOR 90 AA*7C AA
COLUMN MODE C275.00a

ma

* 4
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WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS!

MEW OUTSTANDING AMIGA 500 OFFERS

AMIGA 500 WITH

£200 OF FREE
SOFTWARE AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR ONLY -

9 COMMODORE 1541c

DISK DRIVE
THIS NEW STYLE 1541 OS* DRIVE COMES WITH 20

BLANK DISKS. LOCKABLE DISKETTE STORAGEBOX

AND 5 PIECESOf DISK BASED SOFTWARE ALL

INCLUDED f 4 OA QQ
W THE OFFER *10»i^^

10 EVESHAM EXCELERATO
PLUS DISK DRIVE
COMPATIBLE WITH COMMODORE HOME COMPUTERS

COMES WITH ffl BLANK DtSKS. LOCKABLE DISKETTE

STORAGE BOX PLUS 5 PIECESOf

DISK BASED SOFTWARE £
-J 59.99

AMIGA PRODUCTS
KUMANA EXTERNAL

DISK DRIVE fhJCO Aft
+ 10 FREE DISKS

AMIGA EXTERNAL

FREE DISKS £1 95.00

00

AMIGA
512KRAM
EXPANSION

MPS 1200

PRINTER

MPS150OC
COLOUR
PRINTER

£1 1 5.00

£225.00

£345.00
A TOALL PRICES ADD £5 00 CARRIAGE NEXT

DAYDELIVERYAVAILABLE CI0.00CASH/

CREDIT CARD ONLY

lili

1

I

I

i
I
3

\ nil \

I

AMIGA 500 & 1081 COLOUR
MONITOR

ONLY£
OFFER INCLUDES: AMIGA 500, AMIGA 1081 COLOUR MONITOR, MOUSE,

THE VERY FIRSTTUTORIAL DELUXE PAINT

r*4~. .MdUn in 1 1 \£ Mainland nr\\\i All DfOdUCtS Guaranteed for 12 fTtOnthS-

Privileged Purchase Card
When you parte**** in into una** oter

from Postroni*. you ftW receirt t

pnvrttgad putthaisf cmJ wbtonQ you to

«H to you ootocUon of Air»ga *frmvmt

acoaeaonn tnd ha^Jwai© plus many

otf«f products aviiutWe trom PoWontx,

all at mcf**bto Ascouri
slow

i

n

H llii

I

% <

It
A TQALL PRICES ADD t&00POSTi PACKAGE

OR CIOfORNEXT DAY DELVERY

a
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Cybernoid - The Fighting

Machine - will excite your senses

more than any other game. It's

action-packed excitement right

from the start. Incredible music,

stunning graphics, sprites,

crashing explosions and bomb

blasts that are out of this world.

Hold on to your seat, keep your

finger on the trigger • this is

another major hit from Raffaele

Cecco who gave you Exolon.

Stay with the hit games from

Hewson!

SPECTRUM
Cassette £ 7.99

+3 Disc £14.99

COMMpDpRE
CassettC^t 9.99

Disc £141*9

AMSTRAD
Cassette £ 9.9<

£14.99

^^^^

Hewson, Milton Par^
f
Miltoa, Abingdon, QKon 0X14 4RX

As part ol fjUT coniirwng devsiopmenio* innoveitve software we ace alwaj-s happy to

tivalual* soflwara sent Iq as with a u*ew io fublicaluvi



RASTAN
(Imagine)

ifraid thi* months tip* sec
i* rtaMhi miNv Iran

GIANT PULL-OUT TIPS
SUPPLEMENT

tarn-packed with a superabun*
danre of maps. POKEs, cheat!

something loally

Just make &ure you

'mh#ce,hasanyon*got

If you hove. And
nilnd porting with thorn
drop mo a lino at the
API Tip* Address. Don't
toil me which moods

tor if po**U>l4

THUNDERCATS
(Elite)

POKEs of the feline kind, cour-
tesy of that flat

r
smoked person

- Kipperman. All you have to do
Is load the game, reset thecom-
puter and enter POKE
35088

r
U3:SYS 2061 (RETURN)

and an unlimited supply of Thun-
dercata are yours for the taking.

Easy!

If you're having problems with

Imagine's latest arcade conver-
sion, take heed of the advice
sent in by Rastan expert Alan
Sheriff of Wtthernsea, North
Humberside. His comprehen-
sive tips should help you to beat
the malevolent sorcerer.

The Initial stages shouldn't pose
any problems whatsoever. Just
take care when jumping over the
stepping stones - the water is

deadly- and hack downany ere*
ature stupid enough to get in

your way.
The first real problem is

encountered in the castle - the
ropes. These swing in a set pat-
tern, so just be patient and wait

until the timing Is right To get on
to the first rope, stand at the
edge of the lava pit and Rastan
grabs the rope automatically.

TAJ PAN
(Ocean)
It's then Kipperman time of the

month again. This time the

happy hacker has come up with
a POKE to swell your puree and
Its contents by an infinite

amount ~ mmm! Alt you have to

do ts load the game as normal,
and reset the computer so that

you can enter POKE
4952,177:POKE 4980, 1 77;SYS
2055 (RETURN) lor an unlimited

supply of cash.

BUGGY BOY
(Elite)

Here's another Ktpperman qulc*

kie, this time for Elite's fantastic

arcade race game. Simply load
the game, reset the computer
and enter the following . .

.

POKE 39945.96:POKE 2048.32
(RETURN)
POKE 2050, 13:POKE2049, 104
(RETURN)
SYS 2048 (RETURN)

And you'll find that the clock is

suspended, allowing you to

finish every race without having
to rush!

You must be on the end of the
rope to make any progress. The
second rope takes precision
timing, but once out of every five

it swings a little further, and this

Is when you should time the

jump. The third rope isn't very
difficult.

When you come to the up/

down spikes, walk under them
and duck when they drop -

they're pretty harmless. To dis-

pose of the evil guardian at the
end of the level, jump onto him
and keep Jumping up and down
and thrusting up and down with

your sword.
Onto the next level now. The

rafts are the first problem, and
to tackle these just jump if the
next raft is coming towards you.
tf you do this you should cross
safely*

When you come to the stone
pillars in the river, wait until the
second rock comes up just

before the first, and then keep
jumping across -and don't stop.

In the castle, if you don't do
the jump from the rope properly

you have to go down all the way
down the steps to the bottom, or
the rope disappears.

Deal with the up/down spikes

as on the first level. The real

problem comes with the jave-

lins, which are avoided exactly
like this: keep one hand on the
space bar and time your pass-
age between the spears, if it

looks like you'll be stabbed,
press space. The spears con-
tinue to move but Rastan is

paused and can't be harmed.
Once these are negotiated, go
up the ladder at your leisure. By
the way, you can't go straight up
the rope because the second
spear doesn't move unless you
are level with it

When you come to the bridge
with the fireballs, just bob down
and hack at them with your
sword. The fireballs vanish* Do
this to them all and you can get
safely across.

Kilt the second guardian as
you did the first. When you try to
kill anything be it snakes, Gigas,

warriors or whatever, always
duck as this stops them using
their weapon. The oniy excep-
tion to this is the winged man,
who is killed by doing a diagonal
jump and swinging your sword
at the last second. H you are
confronted by bats follow the
procedure for killing guardians.
What are you waiting for? Go for

it!

can cheat on the relevant levels.

Once you've selected a level,

you must enter it otherwise the

cheat won't work. By the way
Gev, thanks for the POKEs -

they're going to be used In next
month's tips special!

QUEDEX (Thalamus)

Gav from Bolton has found that and enter the Thalamus tele-

if you select the 'Plane phone number - 0735677261 -
Designer' from the title screen followed by 1 . 2. 3 and so on, you

BANGKOK KNIGHTS (System 3)
If System 3'swhacky Thai beat 'em up is proving to be too much
of a handful, take heed of the advice sent in by Paul Melounan of
Farnham, in Surrey* His highly useful tips should put you onto
the road to becoming a super-hard kick-boxing champ . .

.

MANCHU MAN: To defeat Manchu man all you have to do is keep
your distance and punch him. If he comes close, knee or shin kick
him and he should back oft, allowing you to finish him off with a few

good punches. No problem, really.

DAN FISTS. All you have to da to this guy Is punch and fly kick, and
he hardly ever comes close. If, by some extraordinary quirk of fate,

he does, back off quickly or he'll use his Ninja magic and put you
out tor good!
BAMBU MAN This one usually slays quite far out, allowing some
of the better kicks to be used. If he comes too close, Just back oft

and knee him until he takes a couple of steps back, and carry on
kicking him,

KILLA KALE: This old gutter is the hardest of the lot! Keep your
distance and punch, throwing the odd kick for good measure If he
comes in close, back off - because once he starts kicking you're as
good as dead. Just keep on your toes, and victory is yours.

SIAM SALLY: To beat this macho female into submission, just keep
your distance and either use a combination of five punches lo one
kick, or five kicks to one punch. If you think that sounds odd, try it

out for yourself and see if you win.

MUCHO MIKE: Just keep your distance and keep on kicking, and
there shouldn't be too many problems. It he does wander (and

you're pretty unlucky if he does) just punch or elbow him.

DADDY KALE: A bit of a toughie this one. Continually punch him.

and try not to kick. If he comes in close watch out for his deadly
headbutt.

BB BUTLER Oddly enough, the last of the kick boxers isone of the

easiest to beat - what an anticlimax! As soon as the bell goes, do a
flying kick to head, then shin kick him until his energy is very low,

and finally polish him off with a couple of punches. After that, stare

aghast at the rubbish ending screen and saunter offand make a cup
of tea .

.

,
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GARFIELD (The Edge)
An anonymous person from Brighton-by-Sea has solved this
somewhat disappointing officially licensed arcade adventure
with the greatest of ease. If you use the following solution in
conjunction with the map, you shouldn't have any problems in
rescuing Arlene.

First of all get the aniseed balls (which make Odle follow you).
Go to the back door, where there's a bone- Pick It up and put It

to the left by the door. Odie now opens the cat flap, allowing you
free access to the rest of the locations. Goand get the lamp and
find Nermal. Give him a good kick and pick up the clockwork
mouse. Go to the hearth tood shop and drop the mouse next to
the man. A'Donut' magically appears, which should be picked
up - and be careful NOT to eat it

Go to the giant oscillating rat, drop the donut and it runs off.
Kick open the chest and get the key that's contained within.
Return to the starting location and drop the key. Get the trowel,
walk to the hardware shop, and use ft by the man. A dollar
appears from nowhere, which should be collected. Return to
the health food shop, use the dollar next to the man and get the
bird seed. Take this to the right hand side of the park, drop it

and a bird flies by. Leave the bird and go and get the key. Return
to the park and Jump on the bird (don't drop the key) and it drops
you in the City Pound. Enter and walk right Into the cell and
Arlene is rescued. Garfield can now live happily ever after

.

OUT RUN (US Gold)

CRAZY COMETS (Ricochet)
Simon Nlchol's forerunner to
Mega Apocalypse has Just been
re-released on MastertronkVs
Ricochet label, but since It has a
new loader, the old infinite lives
POKEs don't work. However,
that prolific POKEster Kipper-
man of sunny, sunny Clwyd has

come uptrumps with these. Just
load the game, reset the com-
puter and type POKE
40522,189:SYS 24882 (RETURN)
and an unlimited supply of
spaceships are yours for the
taking

Here are some pretty loony
POKEs from Marcel vd We!, of
4207 Ea Gorinchem, Holland to
squeeze a few more minutes of
play out of this huge-selling
arcade conversion.

First of all load the game, and
when the title screen appears
reset the computer so that you
can enter the following . .

.

POKE 34711,234 (RETURN)
POKE 34712,234 (RETURN)
POKE 34713,234 (RETURN)

To keep the timer between 70
and 80 seconds. If you want to
play more levels and reallyboost
your score, Just enter . .

.

POKE 37 1 98.(1 -255) (RETURN)

Where 1-255 is the number of
levels you want to tackle before
the finish line appears. If you
want to set the starting level, try

entering these . .

.

POKE 37188.(0-255) (RETURN)
POKE 34320.234 (RETURN
POKE 34321,234 (RETURN
POKE 34322,234 (RETURN

And you can even remove the
road colours (which looks much
better) with . .

.

POKE 33393,1 73 (RETURN)

Once you've made your
changes, restart the action by
typing SYS 38045 (RETURN).
Happy racing.

That'i yer lot tor this month. Congratulation* to AJan&nerrtf ol
Withemsoa - he wins this month's grand prize ot a C30 SOFT
WARE VOUCHER for his great Hasten tips

It you've got any hints, tips, cheat modes, listings, POKEi
maps - or anything also you think might be of use to a games
player - wnt« in to me at ZZAP' TIPS ZZAP) TOWERS PO 80*
10. LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE. SY8 10B. H your opt are really
good, you could well find a C30 software voucher winging its
way to you . .

.

See you In next month's huge mega-tips special.
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COMMODORE 64

AMSTRAD CPC
Available from all good computer game stockists, or by mail order from: Palace. The Old Forge. 7 Caledonian Road. London Nl QDX

Send cheque or postal order for £899 (C64. Amstrad cassette). £12.99 (C64 disk). £14.99 1ST, Amstrad disk) plus «0p P6P
Access and Barclaycard holders telephone 01-278 0751.



COURTESY OF ELITE



COMP

* m • • • m m — * m
* * - * - * * *•

Following the enthusiastic accolade awarded to Ikari Warriors (89%
last issue). ZZAP! and Elite have gathered together to produce this

fabulous competition. On offer to three fortunate readers Is a great

day out at Land Rover tor some pulse-pounding driving action across
their hazardous 'jungle track ' terrain, plus a copy of the great arcade
conversion and a T-shirt thrown in. Thirty runners-up will each receive

a copy of the game and a special T-shirt

Are you sitting comfortably? Then all you havetodo is this: we want
you to design a multi-terrain vehicle. It can be something Inspired by
contemporary machines or some fantastic creatton embellished with

a wealth of customisation suitable for alien landscapes. Whichever
you choose, it'll need tobe practical enough to tackle thewidescope
of earthlyand otherworldly territories it might encounter. There's only

one condition of entry: you mustbe at least 14 yearsotageby the time
the great day out arrives (for insurance purposes!).

Designs must be sent to us at:

A LAND ROVER COMPETITION,
ZZAP!TOWERS, PO BOX 10,

LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE, SYS 1 0B

to arrive no later than April 8th. 1988.
As ever, our expert panel of judges will decide the winnerson merit

of design rather than simply on artistic talent - remember, it's the
thought that counts!
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Frujfumare - A computer game for the Commodore 64, Spectrum, Amstrad and soon on the IBM PC Cassette £9.95. Dislt £14.95 (IBM £19.95).

Cascade Games Ltd., 1-3 llaywra Crescent Harrogate, N. Torfcs. Tel: 0423 525325. rax: 0423 530054.



BLOCKBUSTERS
TV Games, £7.90 cass, £12.95 disk, keyboard only

HI.Ul.KUUb I I KS
Caneroon HAS WON
Press R to Re-start
Press H for 500 new questions
pferss ahv kxv roR hext gameInvite Bob Holness into your

home as Domark bring the cult

teenage quiz to your 64 for a

second time.

Blockbusters is a word game

After a brief

appearance
some time ago, a
revamped ver-

sion of Blockbus-
ters Is now available. I'm quite

keen on quizzes, and the com-
petitive edge created by the
button-pressing is quite

addictive* There are some
annoying delays as the prog-
ram selects each question,
and this Is especially

aggravating during a Gold Run
(which, incidentally, helps you
to brush up on your speed typ-
ing). My only reservation about
Blockbusters (as with most
quiz games) is the limited

number of questions: a few
plays can eat up a good chunk
of the questions, and once
you're familiar with most of
them, the games's appeal dies
fairly swiftly.

I approached
Blockbusters with
some trepidation,

because
although I like

quiz games, very few of them
have a sufficiently versatile

answer-checking routine: you
type in an answer merely to
find that the computer only
accepts one version of the
required response; an effec-

tively correct answer is

deemed incorrect. Although
the attempt made by Blockbus-
ters to overcome this problem
isn't totally successful, I still

enjoyed the time I spent play-

ing it, probably because of the

humour generated by the
wobbling Holness head and
the feeling that I was taking
part in a very tongue-in-cheek
version of the programme. The
one-player game isn't so good
though, and if I was really

desperate to play Blockbusters
with a friend it would probably
be cheaper and just as much
fun to buy some of the
Blockbuster quiz books.

The Xenomorphs. those fien-

dish aliens who tried to oblit-

erate our colonies in Skyfox*

Skyfox II has all

the potential for a
great game, but is

spoiled by a
couple of irritat-

ing features. The presentation
is superb: there are a host of
clearly described missions,
evaluations on performance
and a very effective screen dis-

play. Graphically if s good, but
lacking in variety: the 3D effect

of asteroids, starbases and
alien craft is particularly strik-

ing at high speeds. The sound
is a little disappointing,
though, consisting of a dull

engine roar and feeble effects.

More seriously, there are
periods in the game when
there seems very little to do
apart from avoid asteroids and
wander about The main fault

is that the missions them-
selves are varied, but the game
elements are not it requires a
good deal of perseverance to
get into, and I'm notconvinced
that the gameplay deserves It.

are planning another galactic con-

quest. Before, theywere beaten by

I was
immediately
grabbed by the
lovely presenta-
tion of Starfox II,

with its wealth of missions and
superb bas-relief option
screens and accompanying
graphics. Unfortunately, the

mission scenarios, although
sounding quite interesting, are
all fairly simple Inessence, and
rely upon lots of flying around
and blasting things. Admit-
tedly, this is done extremely
well with some very fast and
smooth graphic update on
enemy ships and asteroids,
but there's a limit to the
amount of fun to be had in rep-
etitive wanton destruction, no
matter how well presented.
The action Is also spoiled
by the lack of manoeuvrability
afforded the 'fox, and the
rather confusing radar screen,
both of which conspire to
reduce the overall feeling of
moving in 3D space. Entertain-

ing but hardly essential.

The digitised Bob has as much personality as the real thing

Quiz games
aren't wide-
spread on the 64,

but those that do
exist are more

usefully translated than this:

Powerplay is a particularly

good example of how the
basic genre can be Innova-
tively converted. Blockbusters

Is all right, but there isn't that

much to It apart from the mul-
titude of questions. The
gameplay sports some faults

however the computer oppo-
nent attempts some ridiculous

routes across the board, and
the Gold Run Is a bit silly

because the clock doesn't
stop as you type the answer:
slow typists beware! The only
reward on offer is the sense of
satisfaction gained, and this

soon becomes too familiar to
warrant prolonged play.

Nonetheless, the two-player
mode saves it from disgrace
and provides plenty of long-
term entertainment.

the incredible Skyfox warplane;
this time ourhopes rideon the new
Skyfox warpfighter
The defence of liberty starts with

the player seated at the Federation

Computer, with options to select

one of the six difficulty levels,

show plans of the Skyfox. select a
mission and its description or play

it. There are ten missions, ranging
from simple 'destroy all hostiles'

sorties, to seeking out the legen-

dary Starbase Boondockia.
Hie Skyfox is launched into the

void, with the screen giving a 3D
view of soace with a Head Up Dis-

played by two human players or a
human and computer player,

where each contestant attempts
(o connect opposite sides of a grid

of hexagons bearing letters.

Players select a letter and are
asked a general knowledge ques-
tion, the answer to which begins
with the chosen letter. Correct
answers are rewarded with that

hexagon being captured and used
as a link in the successful contes-
tant's chain. The winner of each
game is the first contestant to link

his two sides of the board, and the
winner of two games out of three
takes part in the Gold Run. Here,
the single letters are replaced by
acronyms of phrases or sayings
which are identified to gain hexa-
gons. Successfully connecting
opposite sides of the grid is

rewarded by being nominated a
Blockbusters champion.
As well as being a possible con-

testant, the computer takes the
role of the quiz-master, Bob Hol-
ness and selects and asks ques-
tions, checks the players' typed
answers and even animates a pic-

play (HUD) above the instrument
panel. A central radar monitor
shows incoming craft, and also

displays fore and aft views. Levels

of energy, shield strength and
damage are represented by three
bargraphs all of which are affected
by Xenomorph hits. The panel also
displays current speed, autopilot

status, target identification and
weapons status.

As well as a neutron disruptor,

targetted via the HUD, the Skyfox
carries a complement of rear-

launched antimatter mines and
guided photon pulse bombs for

The mission summary is accompanied bysome pleasant static

graphics

SUHMftR"

Vou have not survived the Mission.
This Mission has ended for you with
none of the objectives completed.
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ture of Bob's face in the comer of
the screen I

A solo player competes against
the clock, while two-player mode
supports separate 'buzzers' for

each contestant, giving them the
chance to beat their opponent to
the answer, or even interrupt Bob
if the question is anticipated.

PRESENTATION 78%
Good screen layout and useful
options, but a slightly flawed
answer check.

GRAPHICS 56%
Comical Bob Holness graphic,
wrth functional board display.

SOUND 41%
Buzzersand a reasonable rendi-
tion of the between-rounds
jingle.

HOOKABILITY71%
Interesting to play and easy
enough to get into.

LASTABIUTY 60%
Hundreds of questions, but
they're repeated during the early

games,

OVERALL 62%
An above-average quiz game
which follows the programme
closely enough to appeal to its

fans. It'sprobably best usedasa
family game.

the destruction of enemy star-

bases.

Once a mission has ended -
either successfully or otherwise -
the mission is evaluated and a
resum6 of the player's progress is

presented.

PRESENTATION 87%
Excellent basecomputer and ten
missions io complete at any of

five skill levels. Disk multiload is

stow.

GRAPHICS 72%
Well-drawn computer screens
and reasonably convincing 3D
movement of stars, ships and
asteroids.

SOUND 57%
The trtle tune isn't bad, but the
effects are unremarkable-

HOOKABIUTY 65%
At least one of the missions is

bound to appeal, although the
action isn't as exciting as first

expected.

LASTABILITY61%
The sporadicand often repetitive
yameptoy proves tobe itsundo-
ing.

OVERALL 67%
Not a tefriWe effort, but unlikely

to make the same impact as its

predecessor did in 1965.

MANDROID
CRL, C9.95 cass» £14.95 disk, joystick wrth keys

Detecting agent Chris Auker
has stolen the Mandroid
designs and tied to Cove 4

in order to contact the notorious
criminal mastermind, Max. It's the
player's task to hunt down Auker,
gain information as to the where-
abouts of the evil overlord, and
hence find the valuable blueprints.

The Mandroid agent is directed
either on foot or with the assist-

ance ofa remote vehicle. This craft

is impervious to most enemy fire,

but is destroyed on contact with
any of the industrial waste rivers

which border the landscape. The
craft also uses up energy, but is

refuelled from depots which are

found scattered around the land-

I£^jT I
Following in the

^ >Wl clanking
footsteps of the
chronically bug-
ged Cyborg,

comes its sequel, Mandroid.
The game is fairly similar In

style to Its predecessor, but
surprisingly ifs actually

worse: the scrolling Is jerkier

(heaven knows why), the ani-
mation and sprites are poorer
(ditto) and the presentation Is

just as lacking. The back-
ground graphics are of a
reasonable standard, but they
lack variety and interesting

detail. The gameplay Ismoder-
ately appealing but its

implementation leaves a lot to
be desired: poor collision

detection, bugs (such as the
inability to move in certain
rooms), the annoying reincar-

nation of enemy men when re*
entering locations, the Insis-

tence of relying on the
keyboard to access secondary
functions, a finicky and
uncomfortable control
method ... In fact, it suffers in

much the same way that

Cyborg did - obviously CRL
haven t learned by their mis-
takes.

HkJ What at first sightW may appear like a
good game

^ ^ design has unfor-
tunately been

transformed into a pretty poor
Erogram courtesy of the Zen
oom. There would seem to be

much room for variety in Man-
droid, what with hover-cars to
drive, fruit machines to ploy,

cash dispensers to fiddle with,
loads of powerful weapons to
find and lots of alien types to
interact wrth, but sadly they're
all so badly implemented that
playing the game is a real pain.
The minimal instructions don't
help at all, missing out any
description of how to use the
displays to best advantage (al-

though from the look of some
of them, they don't merit the
effort spent on trying anyway).
The pace of the game is

another let-down: the man-
droid lopes around In slow
motion while the background
jerks past behind him - incred-
ible, considering the small
area of the screen being
moved. Other little Idiosyn-
crasies, such as the inability to
shoot up or down the screen,
give the game that smack of
unprofessionalism which
would leave it stuck perma-
nently on my software shelf.

scape.
The screen is split between a

large information panel and the
playing area, which scrolls hori-
zontally. Movement in and out of
the landscape is achieved by
passing through 'transportation
gateways', whereupon the screen
flicks to a new location.

Money is necessary for suc-
cess, and is acquired by gambling
or accessing any of the credit dis-
pensers found within the city.

CRL's cyborg it on tho loose

again in Mandroid

Extra weapons become available

when sufficient funds are
obtained.

Different characters are
encountered along the way* both
inside buildings and in the streets,

and the player communicates by
accessing a commands menu.
Many characters carry map infor-

mation vital to the success of the
mission, and are eliminated wtth
weapons or by simply ploughing
into them with the remote. The
deceased occasionally drop their

guns which are then added to the
player's armoury.

Side two of the cassette con-
tains the Mandroid library file

which reveals information about
the nature of the mission and dis-
plays individual portraits of the
characters involved.

r r>H

The presentation
on Mandroid Is

extremely weak:
the scrolling fa

slow and jerky,
the playing area is annoyingly
small, collision detection Is at
fault, the control method is

awkward and the stupid
enemies shoot walls instead of
you.The Mandroid files on side
two are a good idea, but the
graphics are so blocky and
bland that the characters are
virtually Indistinguishable. The
game itsert is also graphically
lacking: the backdrops are
bland and repetitive, the
characters are very poor and
the main sprite Is badly ani-

mated and unconvincing. The
gameplay is pretty tedious: It

Is quite satisfying seeing an
enemy dissolve in a splat of
blood, but most of them could
hardly be classed as threaten-
ing or Intelligent A clumsy,
slow and unprofessional game
with hopelessly limited appeal.

PRESENTATION 27%
Extremely lacking (and seem-
ingly standard)ChLdocumenta-
tion. Tiny screen display and an
uncomfortable and unwieldy
control method.

GRAPHICS 39%
Sombre, dull and indistinct with
Infantile sprites and poorly
detailed backgrounds.

SOUND 34%
Standard title track and merely
functional in-game effects.

HOOKABIUTY 29%
Poor presentation and little van*
ety repel any addictiveness.

LASTABIUTY 18%
Annoying and repetitive gamep-
lay make completing the task a
difficult chore.

OVERALL 25%
A tedious and badly crafted
sequel which fails to improve
upon its predecessor
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DAN DARE II
Virgin Games £8.95 cass, £12.95 disk, joystick only

t'soverayear since the Mekon's
I last attackon planet Earth, when
H his nemesis. Colonel Dan Dare,

managed to thwart his dastardly

plans and deflect the large

asteroid he tired at our planet. Now
the warped green genius has a
much more sinister plan in mind;
to create a race of Supertreens
with which he can dominate the
Earth,

The player starts with the choice
of either controlling Dan or the

Mekon. Dan's mission is to
infiltrate the Mekon's flick-screen

spaceship, find the Supertreens
cocooned in their plexiglass bub-
bles and destroy their life-support

systems before the level destruct

sequence sends them to Earth.

To do this Dan shoots the con-
trol box on each life support bub-
ble. The hero has 10 Mekonian
minutes to destroy them all and the
timer starts as soon as the first

Supertreen is destroyed. When all

Time waits (or no Dan, In this Virgin sequel

That role model
of a hero, Dan
Dare, is back
again to thwart
the evil Mekon's

plans. I must admit thatmy Ini-

tial feelings were of trepida-

tion - after all, the original Dan
Dare Is a hard act to follow.

Fortunately my doubts were
soon dispelled - Dan Dare II Is

a worthy sequel, and a very
good game In its own right.

Although the game is essen-
tially a shoot 'em up, cartog-
raphy is very necessary - the
timer Is very tight, and there's

very little margin for error
when It comes to killing all the

Supertreens and getting Dan
safety behind the blast doors.
The graphics are first class,

and the small, but beautifully

detailed sprites and superb
backdrops successfully cap-
ture the flavour of the original

comic strip. Sadly, the sound
Is lacking, with a few weak
effects that sound exactly like

the ones In Slrangeloop. Still,

Dan Dare II is immense fun to

play, and although there are
only four levels to conquer,
should provide plenty of hectic
blasting.

Cameron the Mekon frees

one of his green chums

Desperate, Dan destroys another set of Super Treens

the Supertreens are killed. Dan
makes his way to the blast doors t

where he sits safely while the
spaceship explodes. Failure to
reach the blast doors in time

r or
not destroying all the Supertreens
results in the mission being
aborted, and the game ends. If the

objective is successfully com-
pleted, Dan moves onto the next,

more difficult level
Throughout the mission. Dan is

beset by the Mekon and his hen-
chmen, who fire on the hapless
hero. Accurate hits remove Dan's
energy, represented asadiminish-
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Dan Dare was
very impressive
because it super-
bly converted the
comic strip to

computer format, with its

powerful sense of interaction,
Dan Dare II abandons this orig-
inality for a more standard
shoot 'em up, albeit with an
unusual control method. How-
ever, the derivative mould
doesn't detract from its qual-
ity, and several factors help to
discriminate It from the rest.

Firstly, the graphical detail: the
explosions, heartbeats and
pulsing heads of the Supert-
reens generate a brilliant

atmosphere, and the precision
and colour in the sprites and
backdrops is nothing short of
amazing. Secondly, the time
limit renders every game
menacing, even with a pre-
determined route; without
one, it's hopeless, Dan's mis-
sion also allows you time to
wander around making a map,
which is essential. My only
reservation is about the testa-

bility - the appeal wanes after

you ve completed both objec-
tives. However, until then
there's a wealth of puzzles,
some neat surprises and
plenty of furious gameplay all

wrapped up in excellent pres-
entation, Whether or not you
like the original, take a look at
this.

ing bar which shrinks towards a
fatal zero. Dan has only six lives

with which to complete the task.

Daring Dan dawdles

around the Mekon's spacecraft

The graphic implementation of Dan Dare II puts
many similar games to shame: if you ever wondered
just what was capable with only 16 colours on-
screen, take a look at this! The backdrops and
sprites are absolutely fabulous; practically flawless.

The gameplay isn't the most innovative in the world, but the
action is hectic enough to make you want to keep coming back.
In fact the intensity of the gameplay seems to create an enforced
hyperactivity: you always feel as If you've got only seconds to
complete the mission, and I defy anyone to play for half an hour
or so and not come away feeling totally exhausted! The rather
limited gameplay Is partially excused by the lower price tag, and
although some people may find it too shallow, action freaks and
mappers are more than catered for here.

> A Dan's gotta do what a

Dan's gotta do

If the player is in an evil frame of

mind, he can take control of the
Mekon. in which case the objec-
tive is to manually activate the
Supertreens' life control panels
and eject them into space, thus
enabling them to wreak havoc on
Earth. That all-round good guy,
Dan, has set the destruct timer, so
the task is completed in 10 Meko-
nian minutes for the Mekon to sue-
ceedandmove onto the next level

In similar fashion to the alternate

scenario. Dan's chums attempt to

stop the Mekon from completing
his task, and their lasers are
avoided to keep the evil one
healthy.

PRESENTATION 79%
Good instructions. Choice to

play either Dan or the Mekon isa
nice feature.

GRAPHICS 92%
Small, but wonderfully neat
sprites move smoothly around
beautifully detailed and solid-

looking backdrops.

SOUND 31%
Unimpressive blasting effects*

H00KABILITY91%
The frenetic action Is very enter*
taming,and the progressive urge
soon takes over,

LASTABILITY 60%
Once the game is completed*
Interest wanes.

OVERALL 83%
A pulse-racingly good shoot V
search game, but possibly Just £

little short on lasting interest,
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YOJIMBO

AAA USAGI YOJIMBO,
RONIN SAMURAI AND

BODYGUARD. GUIDE ME THROUGH
THE DANGEROUS LANDS OF FEUDAL
JAPAN AS I SEEK. REVENGE ON THAT
TREACHEROUS SCUM HIKITI.

AN EXTRA PAIR OF HANDS ARE
ALWAYS WELCOME IN BATTLE,SO
STAY ALERT HONOURABLE

FRIEND, ONE NEVER KNOWS
WHEN NEXT THE ENEMY

WILL STRIKE.

*6

rx

LOOK OUT FOR
'SAMURAI WARRIOR ON'
COMMODORE 64-.CASSETTI

'£.B<15.AND DISCEf+qS.
'this compulsive game is also'

'available by mailorder,
'please send your order and
remittance (chepues payable
*0 british telecom pic. for
direct debit froa\ access/visa
:ard please state card
number and evpirv date) to:,
.the marketing dept,
jelfcom soft. first flooi

,6+ -76 new oxfohj5|
JiTREET, LONDON!

COMMODORE SCREEN SHOTS
V C 1 A I PS

Telecom Soft, First Floor, 64-76NewOxford St
t
London WC1A IPS.

Firebird *nd Firebird Lojo *re iridcmirki of Bntith Tdmmmua*c«iori< PLC*

em

A LEGEND IN GAMES SOFTWARE



MAGNETRON
Firebird, E8.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystic

Planet Ouartech is being
menaced by eight droid-

controlled satellites, and the

player's KLP-2 droid has been
assigned to disable each one by
shutting down or overloading their

reactors.

The action is displayed in 3D
isometric style with each satellite

consisting of a network of flick-

screen landscapes* These com-
prise six basic elements: flat

squares, magnets, ramps, tele-

ports, computer access ports and
reactor areas.

Computer access ports reveai
three icons: sphere, droid and box*
The sphere Icon displays the satel-

lite reactor status, showing their

relative charge if stable; the droid
reveals the KLP-2's current status
and its components, and box
shows data sheets on weapons
and devices, but only when the
required security class is held-

Reactors consist of four con-
tainers, each holding a fuel rod
(positive) or an inhibitor (negative).

Eithercomponent can beremoved
and replaced by the rod currently

held by the droid; if KLP-2 isn't

carrying a rod. the gauge registers

zero. A reactor is disabled by
decreasing its total charge to
below one, shutting it down

(
or

increasing it to above five, which
overloads the system. Either
extreme destabilises it, and once
all four are disabled the satellite

itself shuts down. Teleports are
then activated allowing access to
the remaining satellites.

The reactors are guarded by 16
types of droid which are destroyed
or grappled with. Grappling trans-
fers all the abilities of the disman-
tled droid to the KLP-2. If this

improved droid is deactivated, the
last shell is reinhabited

t and the
mission continues. Once this shell

is destroyed, however, the game
ends.

Grappling Involves aligning
three sets of three icons within a
time limit, which varies according
to the relative strengths of the two
droids involved. If successful,
transfer of the enemy droid's com-
ponents is initiated. If unsuccess-
ful, a detonator is activated.

Why Graftgold have decided to squander their talent
producing this poor Paradroid derivative Is a mys-
tery to me, especially as Paradroid Is such a perfect
program. The graphics are surprisingly poor, and
fail to spark any sort of atmosphere. The robot

sprites lack detail and definition, and in some places the use of
colour ts very gaudy indeed, making the game unattractive to the
eye. The very high difficulty level is immediately offputting - the
firBt couple of games are frustrating ly short, and it takes quite a
while to get the hang of things. Each level is relatively small, and
once you're proficient at the transfer game. I don't think It'll take
long to go through all eight Magnetron isa great disappointment.
If you want a Paradroid game, you might as well buy the real thing
- W% prettier, plays better, is more varied and is much cheaper.

Take the Spec-
trum game
Oua^atrun, add a
good dose of
Paradroid and

some derivative sub-games,
and voila! Magnetron appears.
This flick-screen, 3D version
of the Braybrook classic Is

very nicely executed, and is as
entertaining as its predeces-
sors) to play. Unfortunately,
the factors that make It play-
able also provide the very
reason for not buying it: if

you've got Paradroid, you
won't need this; if you haven't
got Paradroid, it stands a good
chance you don't like this style

of game anyway. The level of
imitation even descends to the
Paradroid character set and
Michael Wlntertoerg-style
soundtrack which is very
reminiscent of earlier

Graftgold pieces, containing
deja vu snatches of Morpheus
and Ranarama. The occasional
jingles do little to emphasise
the atmosphere and become
Increasingly intrusive as ploy
progresses* When all's said
and done. Magnetron Is a good
game and carries a decent
price tag, but comes recom-
mended only for newcomers
to the

destroying the shell.

KLP-2
f

s movement ts affected
by the charges it picks up from the
reactors. At the bottom left of the
control panel thecombined weight
of droid and rods is indicated; if

the droid is too heavy, ramps are
tougher to climb and steering is

more awkward. Magnets (dis-

played as arrows) respond to
whether the droid is positively or
negatively charged, assisting or
hindering progress respectively.
The charge is continually dis-

played in the bottom nght of the
screen display.

Landscapes increase in diffi-

culty and droids grow more pow-
erful as the satellites are cleared.
Once the series of eight has been
shut down, another cluster

appears, wrth an increased
number of more aggressive
droids.

Despite the
altered scenario,
this ts very much
the ageing
classic Paradrotd

turned on its side. This familiar
gameplay conspires with the
lack of graphical and aural dif-

ference to create a playable
but ultimately unsatisfying
game, Graphically it's just
been upgraded to 30. with
some neat, solid-looking land-

scapes and an Impressive
three-layer parallax starlield*

Unfortunately, ft falls into an
uninspiring middle ground
between sombre menace and
appealing colour. In this

respect the sound Is equally
lacking: the robotic effects are
good but fall to be great, and
the spot tunes tend to detract
from the atmosphere and
become quickly annoying. As
always from Graftgold, the

presentation is excellent, with
a nuts *n' bolts screen display
and great attention to detail

throughout. Nonetheless, the
lack of diversity soon
becomes apparent: the same
screens reappear, the sub-
games, although initially com-
pelling, are unsophisticated,
and the lack of atmosphere
reduces it to tedium. As It

stands, Magnetron is good •

.

but not fhaf good.

Comprehensive instructions,

neat range of option* and infor-

mative snmpft rhonlnv
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STRIKE FLEET
Electronic Arts, C14.95 disk only, joystick with keys

•Lucasfilm's absorbing simulation of contemporary naval warfare

Why control just one simu-
lated warship when you
can steer a whole fleet

through combat scenanos in four
of the world's hottest naval conflict

zones? This is exactly what's on
offer In Lucasfilm's Strike Fleet
From an initial mission selection

screen, the prospective Strike
Fleet Commander is offered ten
varied scenarios, each accom-
panied on-screen by a map and
some descriptive text. Takeon the
Soviet fleet of ships, subs and
Backfire bombers in the Mid Atlan-
tic or Arctic Ocean, or defend the
Falkland Islands from the
encroaching Argentinian navy.
Even more topically, a convoy of
empty tankers can beguided north
through the Straits of Hormuz Into
the Persian Gulf, under constant
threat from hostile speedboats*
aircraft and ground-based missile
sites. Missions canbe taken one
at a time or strung together to
make a longer campaign. There
are also options to resume games
from positions that have been
saved to disk.

Once the mission is selected, a
shipyard is displayed and the
player views the available ships in

the strike fleet. The player gets a
points 'budget* which is used to
allocate ships to his task force,
each class having an individual

points rating representing their

worth. Ships from different classes
can therefore be added or drop-
ped from the fleet as long as their

total point value doesn't exceed
those available. The points value
of the ships brought back after a
successful mission also dictates
the size of any climb in rank the
player might make.
The ten ship classes range from

guided missile cruisers,

destroyers and frigates to fast

hydrofoil attack craft (PHM
Pegasus included!). The larger

vessels carry an arsenal which
Include cannon, three types of
missile, torpedoes, Lynx or Lamp
helicopters plus chaff and phalanx
bursts to deter incoming rockets.
The final task on the shipyard

screen is to designate the flagship,

which the rest of the fleet follow

through the danger zone. This
done* it's time to set sail . .

.

A map of the target area
appears, and information on each
vessel is called up via a status bar
at the bottom of the screen. Ships
are ordered to change speed,
destination or scanning systems,
split from the main group to fulfil

separate objectives and rejoin

later. It is also possible to zoom in

on any part of the map to check
the current location of the fleet In

A SAAM gunboat of

questionable origin bears down
upon the strike fleet. Intent on
wreaking destruction

°ilTonher< <KU||T)

At first glance Strike Fleet seems very similar to PHM
Pegasus as it has the same sort of screen layout and gen*

eral presentation. However, Lucasfilm have improved on all the
weak areas of Pegasus with the addition of more action,
improved graphics and more intensive play. One very nice
touch is that you can take control of the PHM Pegasus and take
her on a mission if you want! Although the game looks rather
complex, the action is made incredibly easy to get into by the
clear and user-friendly screen layout and the interesting and
informative instruction manual. The atmosphere generated is

tremendous - you get completely wrapped up in the proceed-
ings as you escort oil tankers through the gulf, avoid direct
conflict with Iranian gunships and partake in some possible
World War III scenarios. I particularly enjoy playing the con-
temporary Gulf missions, as knowing that you're in such a
realistic situation makes the action that much more tense and
Involved. There's nothing quite like keeping an eye on two
approaching enemy patrol boats and trying to shoot down an
incoming Exocet and Mirage at the same time! Lucasfilm's
efforts to play down the glories of possible conflict are very
admirable - you're informed several times not to fire the first
shot, and are penalised for excessive use of force. It would
have been so easy to create a sickening arcade-style 'blast the
Reds out of the water 1

scenario. Another neat touch is that you
really have to watch what the enemy is doing. Using a single
enemy shot as an excuse to wipe outan entire fleet isn't always
a good idea, and the result could mean a terrible escalation of
exchanges to the point where the destruction of your fleet is

inevitable. The graphics are superb throughout* with many,
many neat touches to heighten realism: things like ships on fire
and the smoke being seen from over the horizon, the enormous
vapour trail as a missile is launched, and the long delay as guns
are fired from afar - even the water plumes vary. The attention
to detail is outstanding. The sound is a little poor, and really,
that's the only area where Strike Fleet Is weak. There are ten
missions in all, which vary from relatively easy to very, very
tough. If you manage to complete them all - which would take
some doing - you can always change your fleet around and try
againl Strike Fleet is outstanding, and ranks as one of the best
combat simulators of all time.

relation to surrounding coastlines.

Selecting Bridge' takes the
player to the command centre of
the flagship, from where the battle

is viewed and controlled. The abil-

ity to move between allied ships
and helicopters also allows the
player to watch and dictate the
action from different viewpoints.
The onboard information and

control panel is split by a
panoramic forward view of the
ocean, taking in other vessels and
coastline features. Below this are
displays which notify the player of
weapons which are available and
activated, scanning status
(RADAR and SONAR active or
passive as well as range being
scanned), present speed and
heading, damage incurred and
crew alert status (Rest or General
Quarters). The switchable RADAR/
SONAR display has a variable

search range of up to 256
kilometres and detects enemy
targets without divulging the
player's position.

All RADAR/SONAR contacts are
scrutinised by switching to a

ftfs



I
enjoyed playing Electronic

|

Arts' PHM Pegasus, but con-
I
stantly felt that there should be I

more to it Lucasfilm must
have been listening when I said

that, because what should
I

appear this month but Strike]

Fleet - practically PHM
Pegasus II, and with all the lea-

1

lures lacking in its predeces-
sor! The level of complexity

afforded to this simulation is

very commendable, and the

amount of frantic keypressing<
required to co-ordinate the

|

strike fleet gives a much-
needed shot in the arm to thel

otherwise staid PHM Pegasus-
type missions. If you think

combat simulations aren't

'

very exerting, just try fending

off three incoming missiles, a

I

circling Mirage and a handful

of speedy gunboats all at the

same time! The graphics are of I

a consistently high standard,

and work hand-in-hand with

the tense gameplay to create a
convincing, arcade-style com-
bat atmosphere. This Isn't to

|

I denigrate the tactical element,
though, since foolhardy or

rash actions are usually met
with prompt and often drastic

replies! Blue Peter-type hint 1

Inumber one: during the heat of

battle, I felt a keyboard overlay

would have been a nice inclu-

sion, but you could easily

knock one up with some paper
and Gunshlp's overlay as a
template if you have it - and
get a grown-up to help youl

Give your adrenalin gland
some exercise: buy Strike

Fleet-

screen. Here, a binocular view ot

the selected vessel is displayed,

with annotations to its identity and
country of origin. Also shown are

its heading (or target in the case of

missiles), speed, range and rela-

tive bearing.

To avoid long periods o' inactive

The shipyard screen of Strike

Fteetshows available ships

In Iho task force - all one of it

The main scenario selection screen displaying missions and

their relative locations across the globe

TO Stnri

Huro
K£ L I

it

I've played lots of Simula-

1

Itions In the past, but I can't

recall ever bouncing up and|

down on my seat. Incredulous

at the realisttc depiction of

Seakiller missiles being
launched at me from the deck
of an Iranian Saam class fri-

gate. The event that really had'
me biting my nails was being
informed of an enemy missile

I

approaching my vessels at

MACH 3, but being unable

even to see it because it was
still about 500 kilometres away I

and beyond radar range! The
depth which is contained in

each scenario Is quite extraor-

!

dinary and all are totally I

engrossing. In fact, I would go
so far as to say that in the

gameplay stakes Strike Fleet

lacks nothing. If the sound
effects had had more work put

into them I would be lacking a

(superlative to do it Justice, but
|

las It is, I'll just say that this is

the combat simulation your|

[disk drive was made for.

HRM

ity while waiting lor enemy con-
tact, a time compression facility is

included in the program, allowing

the action to progress at up lo 1 28
times (aster than it would in real

time.

Victorious operations are
rewarded with a suitable decora-
tion, bul in such troubled waters

death and dishonour come much
more easily than the trappings of

success!

PRESENTATION 97%
The game can be easily and
extensively altered by the player
First-rate documentation and
control method, as we» as a save
game and time compression
options also merit much praise

GRAPHICS 91%
Neat and realistic touches
abound h the depiction of the

action

SOUND 39%
inadequate and almost detri-

mental sound effects
. A short but

sweet tuneaccompanies the title

HOOKABILITY 95%
Easy to get started, and even
easier to become captivated by
the tens* and tangible atmos-
phere.

LASTABILITY 91%
Ten varied missions lo

accomplish and the atwltty to

rearrange the fleet to a large

degree.

OVERALL 96%
The finest example ot simulated
sea-taring combat yet.



4TH & INCHES
Accolade, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick with keys

•Exciting grid- iron action in Accolade's superb American football simulation

Those with a raging desire to
run a QB Sneak, execute a
Right Dog play or pretend to

be a refndgerator should find that

Accolade's 4th S Inches fits the
bill. This latest version ot the trans-
Atlantic contact sport gives one or

two players the opportunity of
manipulating the whole course of

a game, from 1st and 10 to final

whistle, and even overtime*
Before a game, the play set-up

Is confirmed, designating the
number of players, team colour
(red versus blue) and the length of
each quarter, from 5 ( 10 or 15
minutes.
The main playing screen is

divided into four sections: the field,

the offensive and defensive play
selection boxes (coloured accord*
Ingly). plus a panel displaying the
down, number of yards remaning
and the time. The action is dis-

played as a series of single

screens: when the ball reaches the
edge of one screen it flicks to the

next.

Plays are selected Hardball-

stye, combining appropriate joys-

tick actions with the fire button.
Three selections are made for

each play, accessed from sepa-
rate menus which appear
automatically- The first menu
details the team formations availa-

ble, thesecond lists the accessible
plays (running, kicking or passing)

and the final selection determines
the positron ol Ihe ball receiver in a
passing play, or the position of the
player-controlled footballer in a
running play.

Once the whole play has been
determined, it runs automatically

with the player able to time the

I enjoy watching the odd game ol American football (4:00 Mon-
day morning. Superbowl XXII!) but don't really class myself as

a devout fanatic- However, the scant knowledge that I have of

the game enabled mo to on|oy 4th & Inches enormously. Learn*
ing the different plays (and there are plenty) and interacting
within the action as it unfolds is a genuinely exciting experi-

ence; on many occasions I found myself screaming at my red
player In possession of the ball, desperately trying to urge him
on as eleven blue shirts came hurtling after him!

The mixture of calling tactical plays and effective hands-on
control, make dth & Inches really captivating to play. The graphic
presentation is particularly well executed and although small,

the footballer sprites are neat, adequately animated and
extremely convincing. The one single disappointing aspect of

the whole program is the sound; the jingles and effects effects

are all bearable, but very poor, and do little to increase the
atmosphere. Even so, I can openly admit to playing 4th & Inches

more than any other game this month. If you tike American
football, sports simulations, or Just electrifying two-player
action - 4th & Inches Is a sure-fire winner*

pass, guide the receiver, guide a
pre-selected defensive player and
time field goals or punts as neces-
sary. The controlled player Is con-
stantly highlighted and during a
defensive manoeuvre, (chasing an
opposing player in possession of

the ball, for instance) control often
changes to that player closest to
the ball

At any time during the game, the

Coaches' screen is accessed to
show both teams. This enables the
player to call time-outs, check
player statisticsand alter the team
line-up for different plays if

needed. Each position has a first

and second string player the com-
puter automatically selects first

string players, but for specialist

situations (double tight end plays,

tor example) the second string

Hut! HutJ Hut! Accolade's American football simulator

players are required. The statistics

reveal height, weight, experience
and the relative speed and
strength of each player.

The package's instructions

detail the game's terminology,

general rules and provide a full

run-down on the types of plays,

•

For the uninitiated, confu-
sion will probably be the

first reaction to 4th & Inches:
)ust playing the game without
reading the instructions leads
to some heavy defeats. How-
ever, once you discover which
moves to make and when to
implement them, you soon
experience the satisfaction of
your first touchdown. The
presentation is superb: helpful
Instructions, intelligent com-
puter control, touches of
humour, access to player
statistics and the ability to
alter the game's parameters.
This attention to detail com-
plements the appropriate If

unspectacular graphical and
aural effects. The sprites are
stocfcy and smoothly ani-

mated: the effect of ten oppo-
nents thundering down on
your man In possession is bril-

liant! The sound effects are
merely adequate, contributing
atmosphere without embel-
lishment (the tune before plays
is particularly neat), and a tew
'hut, hut!' sounds would have
been welcome. Virtual free-

dom ot movement is provided,
giving a strong sense of con-
trol over actions without prov-

ing too complex, and in two-
player mode this really comes
Into its own. Flexible gameplay
and superb presentation unite

to create a realistic and enjoy-
able simulation; whether or
not you're a fan of the sport.
4th a Inches should provide a
great deal of long-term enjoy-
ment

JfnJ

PRESENTATION 93%
A wide range of useful options,

unobtrusive selection method
and an innovative screen switch-
ing technique

GRAPHICS 80%
Basic, but dear and colourful

with good animation on the
sprites.

SOUND 41%
Sparse but adequate sour
effects, with weedy occasional
jingles.

HOOKABILITY 83%
Easy to pick up and play, but
difficult to pick up and win,

LASTABILITY 89%
Long term enjoyment is

enhancedby a decent computer
opponent and the superb Iwo-
player option

OVERALL 90%
The most accomplished, enter-

taining and realistic American
Football simulation to date.
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P HOW CAN SO MUCH FUN
BE CONTAINED IN ONE BOX?
A colossal

compilation of original

gameplays and unique

challenges brought together in

one classic collection of action,

intrigue, humour

and entertainment.

More fun... more excitement

than even the most dedicated
gameplayer can handle at

any one time.

FOR ONLY £9.99 (£14.99 disk)YOU CAN FIND OUT
THE DUCT
Zoom your way through i

>rt»ork of tunnels in your

ruMY avoiding the myriad of

jwjih ihat race to meet you.

y*ae theAliens and barriers

Hut move around the

;im*nferente of the DUCT.

AMI WIEDERSEHEN MONTY
Lying low In Gibraltar, poor

persecuted Monty Mote's

whereabouts have been

leaked to "lntermole\ who are

In hot pursutt-

MASK
Join with the forces ofMASK
skillull) commanded b> Matt

Trakher and combat the

villainous VENOM in their

quest for domination ol the

world.

DEATH WISH 3
Modern day vigilante Paul

Kersey wreaks his own form of

revenge on the scum and filth

that terrorise the streets of

Mew York.

JACK THE NIPPER IN

COCONUT CAPERS
Banished to Australia, our

favourite little honor jumps

plane to land in deepest,

darkr&t jungleland What
havoc he goes on to create i»

limited only by youi

Imagination, i— —

i

BULLDOG
Blast your way through infinite

levdt of high speed space

action, penetrating youi

enemies outer defence system

to reach and destroy the

POLON mothenhip

THE FINAL MATRIX
frive POmrod, sent on a

tUngerous and apparently

rfrflcM mission to rescue

other Bioplont imprisoned on

the iinister Matrta prison

xtwoffc.

THING BOUNCES BACK
A qukk hand and dogged
determination are needed H

you're to get anywticre wKh
Thing, as Gremlin's springiest

star bounces back In a new
adventure.

BASIL THE GREAT MOOSE
DETECTIVE
Will your powers of deduction

be enough to enable Basil to

rescue Dr Dawson from the

villainous clutches of

Professor Rallgan?

CONVOY RAIDER
The free world is in peril, the

future of the country lies in

your hands* frighteningly

powerful weapons are at your

disposal and important

decisions must be made.

SAMURAI TRILOGY
111 an age in which honour was

revered, a class of warriors set

themselves apart to dedicate

their lives to a perfection in

combat and discipline of mind

lhat became a religion.

RE-BOUNDER
Armed to the teeth challenge

the might of the meddling

overlord, to return to a happy

go lucky life as a

B...B. Bounder.

Gremlin Graphics Software Lid.,

Alpha House. 10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS.

Tel: (0742) 75M23
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AMIGA A500 All our Amiga A500
machines contain the following standard features

(on/ess otherwise stated}

• ; MEG DISK DRIVE
• STEREOSOUND

J

• 4096 COLOURS • MULTI-TASKING
» BUILT IN SPEECH SYNTHESIS
I MOUSE • TWO MANUALS I
> OPERATION SYSTEM DISKS I

Pack 1 G4M£S SYSTEM
AMIGA A500 plus

Defender of the Crown - Worth £29.95
T V Modulator - Worth £24.95

Deluxe Paint - Worth £24.95
Goldrunner - Worth £24.95
Starglider- Worth £24.95

Amiga Tutonal Disk £469
Pack 2 HARWOODS
"DUALPACK"DEAL
AMIGA A500 (Pack J) supplied

with COLOUR MONITOR
(Please note, this

pack does not include
a Modulator) £699

I pack 3 BUSINESS SYSTEM
I AMIGA A500 plus

• COMMODORE 1084 COLOUR MONITOR
I • COMMODORE MPS 1200 PRINTER
• ' THE WORKS" INTEGRATED BUSINESS
PACKAGE WITH COMBINED WORD
PROCESSING SPREADSHEETAND
DATABASE • "TRANSFORMER" PC
EMULA TION
PROGRAMME

pa

£799

ck 4 AMIGA A500
with T.V.

r MODULATOR

£429
LIMITED OFFER

AMIGA 2000
WITH FREE 1 MEG INTERNAL DRIVE ^
PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES

COLOUR MONITORS . . .

Now with FREE Connector Lead ^ ^A W ro fit most computers ... ^A A Please statp type when ordering ^W e.y Acorn Atari, Commodore ^W IBM, Sinclair etc. etc yW A I • 14" COLOUR-MEDIUM
A I RESOLUTION • PLUGS STRAIGHTIN
A (ToAmiga andmost other computers)
A Mm GREEN SCREEN SWITCH (Philips only)

1

A Mm STAND A MAILABLE • TIL TING FACILITY
A Em STEREO SOUND (Philips only)

COMMODORE 1084V MONITOR £249
PHILIPS CM 8833 _
MONITOR £269

f
COMMODOREMPS 1200 PRINTER £199

THE WORKS' £99.95 I

TRANSFORMER PC EMULA TOR £39.95 I

I 10 - 3Vi" DS/DD BLANK
\

I DISKS in FREE Plastic Library

I Case w/ih Labels -
I ONLY£13.00 Call for Quantity discounts

I COMPAR^URSER^CB
• FULL t2 MONTH WARRANTY < ft *ny goods prove to be fao'Ty

wtthtn 30 ii*ys of purchase they wffl be tepieced wtth A NEW UNIT
For the remainder of the Guarantee Peoad *ff WMrrsnty
rep^n Ml be mode FREE OF CHARGE"
• COLL ECHON FAC/UTY Am/ fauftv computet ot

monitor vrtil be collected from your home FREE OF
CHARGE *nthm Guarantee Perxxfi

ORDERING . . .

24 HR Credit Card Order Line

FREE Postage

Add £5 NEXT DA Y COURIER
PER UNIT

12-36 Month HP Terms Available
- SUBJECT TO STATUS-

Please make Cheques/Postal Orders payable to:-

GORDON HARWOOD COMPUTERS
Attpttce* itirfuOe VAT it Pottage ot** *r* corrrct ett/meofootng to ptess
E (r O E Often sutyttct to svaifabtifty

WE ONLY SELL GENUINE
U. K. SPEC. AMIGAS
Not Imported/Modified European Models

Don't forget - you can always
visit our extensive showroom!

69-71 HIGH STREET
ALFRETON DERBYSHIRE
Tel. (0773) 836781



THE 1987 ZZAP!
READERS' AWARDS

After spending many an hour sorting and compiling an

absolute mountain of voting forms, ZZAP! proudly presents

the definitive software awards for 1987 . .

.

BEST
GAME OVERALL

CALIFORNIA GAMES

Epyx

THE LAST NINJA
System 3
WIZBALL
Ocean
BUBBLE BOBBLE
Firebird
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
Mirrorsoft

A hard-fought contest resulted In Epyx's state-

of-the-art sports simulation netting 17.2% of

the overall voles, with The Last Ninjaand Wiz-
ba// taking 14.8% and 13.6% apiece. This left

the bouncy arcade conversion and the Cine-
maware title fighting It out with 6.8%and5.6%
respectively.

BEST PLATFORM
GAME

BUBBLE BOBBLE

^Firebird

NEBULUS
Hewson
AUFWIEDERSEHEN MONTY
Gremlin Graphics
SOLOMON'S KEY
US Gold
THING BOUNCES BACK
Gremlin Graphics

BubbleBobblewas the clear winner in this cat-

egory, capturinga whopping 34.8% of the total

votes. Nebulus also achieved a creditable

result with 17.6%. but after that there was a
widegap until Monty turnedup with 3.6%. Fol-

lowing very closely were Solomon's Key and
Thing, who took 3.2% and 2.6% apiece.

BEST SHOOT 'EM UP

WIZBALL

Ocean

DELTA
|
Thalamus

MEGA APOCALYPSE
Martech
ZYNAPS
Hewson
SLAP FIGHT
Imagine

Another hard-fought contest, won with a vote
of 18.8% by Sensi-Soft's masterful colour'em
in. Thiscame justahead ofMr Fasoulas" game
of electric death which got a straight 14%.
which was in turn followed by Mega
Apocalypse's 9.2% and Zynaps (5.4%). Slap
Fight managed to scrape into fifth place with

1 .2% of the total vote.

BEST ARCADE
CONVERSION

BUBBLE BOBBLE

Firebird

BUGGY BOY
Elite

COMBAT SCHOOL
Ocean
OUT RUN
US Gold
GAUNTLET II

US Gold

Bubble Bobble bounced its way to the top of

the list in this category too, grabbing 24.4% of

the votes cast. BuggyBoyand Combat School
took 16.8% and 12.4% respectively, leaving

the two USGold products at the rearend with

a close 4.4% and 4% to their names.

BEST ARCADE
ADVENTURE

LAST NINJA

System 3

HEAD OVER HEELS
Ocean
GAUNTLET II

US Gold
WIZBALL
Ocean
MANIAC MANSION
Activlsion

A decisive victory for John Twiddy's Oriental

opus, which dominated the voting with a 28%
share. Head and Heels came in with a
praiseworthy 18.8%, followed by Gauntlet II

which took the bronze with 7.6%. VWzba//and

Maniac Mansion took the small change, net-

ting 4% and 3.2% respectively.

BEST ADVENTURE

GUILD OF THIEVES

Rainbird

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
Mirrorsoft
GNOME RANGER
Level 9
LURKING HORROR
Infocom
KNIGHT ORC
Level 9

Rainbird's picturesque masterpiece made a
whole 24% of the votes its own, leaving

Magnetic Scrolls' competitors standing for the

second year running. Defender ofthe Crown's
comparatively minuscule 5.6% gave itsecond
place over Gnome Ranger's 4.8%. It wouldn't

be an adventure chart without Infocom, but

they were pushed into a back seat this year,

collecting only 3.6% of the votes cast, though

this still placed it slightlyabove Level 9's other

entry, which managed 3.6%

BESTSTRATEGY GAME

RUSSIA

SSG

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
Mirrorsoft
BATTLES IN NORMANDY
SSG
B24 FLIGHT SIMULATOR
SSI/US Gold
VIET NAM
SSI/US Gold

The Aussies fromSSG will be pleased toknow
that their battle simulation beat off attacks

from the Cinemaware game by only a couple
of votes' fluss/atook 10.8%, leaving Defender
of the Crown only four percentage points

behind at 1 0.4%. Third place alsowent to SSG,
whose Battles in Normandycame out of the
warzone with 8.8%, leaving B24 Flight

Simulator with 6.4%. It's interesting to note

that Viet Nam, which took a 4% slice of the
vote, was last year voted into the number one
position in this category. Old soldiers, as they
say, never die . .

.

BEST SIMULATION

GUNSHIP

Microprose

CALIFORNIA GAMES
Epyx
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
US Gold
CHUCK YEAGER'S AFT
Electronic Arts
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BUQGY BOY
Elite

Another No Contest' category. The mighty
helicopter simulation took a mighty 32.8%
proportion of the votes cast, twice as large as
California Games' 16.4%. WoridClass
Leaderboard didn't quite live up to Its forbear,
which took first place in this category last year.
Nevertheless, a respectable 10.4% was
enough to earn it third place, leaving General
Yeager and the Boy in the Buggy to mop up
with 7.2% and 2.4% apiece.

BEST GRAPHICS

LAST NINJA

System 3

DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
Mirrorsoft
CALIFORNIA GAMES
Epyx
WIZBALL
Ocean
NEBULUS
Hewson

An even more decisive victory for The Last
Mn/athan in the BestArcade Adventure categ-
ory! This time, the intricate visuals of Mr
Twiddy's gamewon it 29.2% of the votes cast,
leaving the beautiful stills of the ubiquitous
Defender of the Crown to take second place
with 1 4%. Summery sprites and backdrops
put California Games close to the hearts of

9.6% of the voters, leaving the surreal beauty
of Wizballio collect 6.4%. Nebulus' spectacu-
lar circular scrolling and cute looks brought it

4.4% and gave rt fifth place.

BEST MUSIC

DELTA

Thalamus

THE LAST NINJA
System 3
WIZBALL
Ocean
MEGA APOCALYPSE
Martech
ARCADE CLASSICS
Firebird

Rob Hubbard proved no-one knows SID like

he does for the second year in succession.
Delta's weird and wonderful melodies took
delivery of23.6% of this category's votes. The
Last Ninja's 1 6.8% earned it second place, fol-

lowed by Martin Galway's wild and wonderful
Wizball soundtracks, which took 9.2% of the
vote. A simulated five voices gave Mega
Apocalypse fourth place with 8.8%. allowing
more of Rob's work to bring up the rear -
Arcade Classics with 4%.

BEST SOUND EFFECTS

WIZBALL

Ocean

MEGA APOCALYPSE
Martech
INTERNATIONAL KARATE +
System 3
CALIFORNIA GAMES
Epyx
BARBARIAN
Palace

A close-run contest indeed, but Wizbati just
managed to pip talkative Mega Apocalypse's
1 1.2% with a vote of 1 3.6%. All those biffing
and bashingsounds obviously hadawide app-
eal, or at least they did to the 7.2% ofyou who
voted for IK+, leaving 5.6% togo to California
Games and 4.8% to the even meatier effects
of Barbarian.

BEST
PROGRAMMER

STAVROS FASOULAS
CHRIS YATES AND JONATHAN
HARE
ROB HUBBARD
JOHN TWIDDY

Accomplished coders all. but this proved to be
a two horse race. Although not as popular as
he was in last year's awards. Mr Braybrook
took his regular seat with 25.6% of the vote.
The main drain on Andrew's vote was Stavros
Fasoulas. who received 21 .2% of the ballot
Cuddly Chrix and Jovial Jops made their first

appearance in the honours list after showing
their programming mettle in Wizballand
SEUCK. and they received 7.6% of the votes.
The essential Geordie element brought up the
rear with Rob collecting 7.2% andJohn taking
3.6%.

BEST SOFTWARE
HOUSE

OCEAN

US GOLD
SYSTEM 3
EPYX
HEWSON

A year's worth of fine products netted Ocean
25.2% of your votes, just a few points more
than US Gold, who took the silver medal with
22%. System 3's quality Onental fighting

games won them 12.4% leaving honorary
mentions to go to Epyx, who took 8.8%. and
Hewson, who received 4.8%,

BEST ADVERT

OUT RUN

US Gold

CALIFORNIA GAMES
Epyx
BARBARIAN
Patace
THE LAST NINJA
System 3
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
Mirrorsoft

A wide spread of advertisements were voted
for. but the latent ments of the OutRunad put
it top of the list on 14.4% of the voting forms,
beating the sunny sportiness of the large

California Games ad, which claimed 9.2%. We
feel that thecharms of a certain Mtss Whittaker
may have won Barbarian 8% of the votes and
placed it next on the list, overshadowing the

sinister simplicity of the System 3 ad which
took 6%. Perhaps the 4% who voted for

Defender of the Crown did so for similar

reasons, but let's not dwell on that, eh?

LEAST FAVOURITE
GAME

ENDURO RACER

Activision

INSPECTOR GADGET
Melbourne House
INDIANA JONES A THE TEMPLE OF
DOOM
US Gold
JUDGE DREDD
Melbourne House
BREAKTHRU
US Gold

Usually quite a spread of games are unlucky
enough to get a mention in this category, but
this year, a few were most outstanding. The
Enduro Racer conversion took the unenviable
title with 1 1 .6% of the votes cast, letting

InspectorGadget get away with second place
on 8.8%. Next up was IndianaJoneswho took
a 5.6% slice of the custard pie, leaving Judge
Dredd and the elderly and awful Breakthru to
fight over fourth position, both receiving3.2%
of the vote

STATE OF THE ART
AWARD

I [THE SHOOT 'EM UP
I CONSTRUCTION KIT

L[oOutlaw

THE LAST NINJA
System 3
CALIFORNIA GAMES
Epyx
WIZBALL
Ocean
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
MirTorsoft

Surprisingly enough. Sensible Software's
game-building tool beat off all the games
which proved so popular in the other
categories to take the ultimate title. A 20%
proportion of the vote assured it of its position,
leaving the now flagging Last Ninja to take
14.4%. California Games, 12.4%. Wizball.

8.8% and last, but by no means least, Defen-
der of the Crown. 7.2%.
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Screen shot (ram CBM version.

Screen shot from Spectrum version.

Screen shot from Armtrad version.

Have you got

what it takes....

....to be an KT
undercover cop ?

CBM 64/128 £9.99t,£11.99d

SPECTRUM 48K £8.99.

AMSTRAD £9.99i, £14.99d

ATARI ST £19.99d

AMIGA £24.99d

U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. Tel: 021 356 3388
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EVENTS
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GREATEST EVER
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100 ALL—TIME
COMPUTER

PART FOUR
Mel Croucher's historic

encyclopaedia of the people and
events that changed the world of

computing. In the final

instalment he digs the dirt on the
programmers, dismissing

everyone you've ever heard of as
'derivative British crud\
Cartoons by Robin Evans.

— SEVEN
SIX — T Y

GRACE HOPPER. No* hear this, women invented

computer programming. Not men - women. Last month I

oted AUGUSTA ADA BYRON as the first programmer in

fistory, Bom in 1815, she invented 'loops', subroutines

.

the conditional jump\ random access memory" and

designed computers that would playchess and synthesise

music. I forgot lo mention that her private life exploded in

scandal when her computerised horse racing system

failed, and she died m agony of stomach cancer aged 36.

In modem times il was another woman wtio re-invented

programming. She is the maths genius, Captain Grace
Murray Hopper PhD, US Navy, wtio enlisted m 1943

Because there was a war on, and was grven Vie task of

taming the monster", Harvard University's Mart One
Computer. Grace Hopper not only tamed it, she invented

deOugging\ *the compiler", 'binary programming".

COBOL and was once awarded Man Of The Year\ but

then the Yanks are a funny lot. Last I heard, she was still

going strong aged 78!

SEVENSEVEN T Y

WILLIE CROWTHER & DON WOODS So here we are

then. Number Seventy Seven, and I present the guys who

wrote the first ever commercially successful computer

game. Willie spell the middle two letters of his surname

wrong, but I don't hold that against him. Without

Adventure, written on a mainframe two decades ago, this

magazine wouldn't exist, i'd be out of work and you d be
£1 .25 better off. Every single adventure ever written since

Willie and Don strutted their stuff has been denvative of

their Amencan wort.

—SEVENTYEIGHT —
MARTIN MITCHELL Text-only simulations that don't rely

on fantasy are today s yuppie-fodder. Back tn 1 973 Martin

Mitchell developed Oypian on a mainframe at Hatfield

Polytechnic. It involved running your own company, hiring

and firing, buying and lying, and set tne pattern for every

MANAGEMENT GAME since.

— SEVENTY
NINE —

NOLAN BUSHNELL In 1972, young Master Bushnetl

invented the first popular ARCADE GAME, He called it

Pong Sure enough it stank. It was a load of o*d tosh, but

without any competition it cleaned up. For anyone under

the age of 15. Asnpwasasort of crawi-motion table tennis,

comprising a blob, a pair of bitps and sound effects thai

went, urn. blob-blip\ In 1976, Bushneil sold his company
lo Warner Brothers. They gave htm E2B million for it. It was
called Alan.

— EIGHTY —
BILL HOGUE All arcade games are tarted up Pongs, and

now and again they evolve into something slightly new.

The last major evolution came from the Amencan Bill

Hogue, who wrote Mmer the Atari 400/800. It

was the first ever PLATFORM GAME, and father oi

hundreds of bastard offsonng such as Mamc Mtner

— EIGHTY
O N E —

BILL BUDGE. Btlls always seem to arrive at the sametme.
so here's another one. Once upon a time, video games
players were forced to accept whatever software houses
spewed over them. &ll Budge, who sounds like something

out of a Charles Dickens novel, changed all that by
marketing the first games CONSTRUCTION KIT program.

It ran on an Apple, and aJtowed the user todesign their own
video pinbail machine.

-EIGHTY
T W O -

SCOn ADAMS. Uke it or not, the USA dominates all

aspects of games programming. Here m the United

Kingdom o' Great Britain and Northern Ireland we piddle

around refining and cortfiming third-hand Yank ideas,

imitation being the sincerest form of fartery. Scott Adams
was the first ' star' programmer. The first guy who could sell

games just by putting his name to them. And why not? His

onginai 12 adventures are still classics, and he was
arguably the first programmer lo create 'computer

personalities* such as The Count

— EIGHTYTHREE —
RICHARD BARTLE & ROYTRUBSHAW. The noblest pair

of Bnt refiners, redefiners and corblimers are probaWy
Ricky and Roy. While at Essex University they devised the

Multi-User Dungeon. MUD tt runs on a DEC-10
mainframe, and players enter into its we*rd and wonderful

world by squirting themselves down their teiephone wires

whereupon they can adopt a new personality. The mam
thing about MUD ts that it's dtflerent every time you play it.

and the characters you meet are for real

— EIGHTYFOUR —
MASS DEBATERS Educated folk reckon that the first

ever GRAPHICS ADVENTURE, tnciu&ng drawn pictures

and text, was The Wizard and The Pnncess\ whtch came
out for the Apple in 1982. Far be it from me to challenge

this opinion and suggest that the first graphics adventure,

including drawn pictures, animated cartoon, text, a music

soundtrack and a genuine treasure to be located m a real

place was something called PiManta by an egomaniac

named Croucher He reckons that he was also responsible

for the first software compilation, the first budget range,

the first ceiebnty endorsement, the first real-time

adventure, the first broadcasting of a software series on

AM and FM radio, the first computing comic strip, the first

interactive wfeo, the first trivia program, the first multt*

event spoils program, and the first resignation from tus

own company on April the first He is. of course, quite mad.

E I G
F I V

H T Y
E —

BRUCE ARTWICK Bruoe was a p<lot withHughes Aircraft

USA. He was trying to develop a FLIGHT SIMULATOR lor

years when some bright spark threw an Apple II at him. He
began with simple print-outs of airspeed, fuel, heading and

distance and today his amazing programs come equipped

with a 184 page manual* All of your (light simulators are

weedy imitations of his work.

-EIGHTY
SIX-

GORDON PASK The year was I9W. the innovation was
COMPUTER ART. Paste made a machine and wrote a

program that translated sounds mlo beams ot light, named
' Muswjlor'. It analysed pitch, rhythm and tone from live or

recorded sound, and actually looked for improvisations

from mustc that it had already 'learned'. Eat your heart out

JeHMmter!

—EIGHTYSEVEN—
GEORGE MALLEN In 1962, George Mallen was working

at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, using a Ferranti

Mercury computer to simulate air-traffic control. Heclaims
to have invented the flight simulator, but I have found no
documentary proof of this. George's claim to fame ts much
more important, he's the f»rst COMPUTER ARTIST When
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fie "freaked out' in the late 60's (ask your parents about
wtiat happened back then), he joined the Computer Arts

Society and developed Eco-Qamem 1969. Mailen went on
to design the Deasron Room for AHende's Marxist

government in Chile, probaWy the first and last time a

country has been successful^ run by a computer game.
These days George is still going strong, working on
computer simulations for special effects on productions

like Ridley Scott's Alien.

— EIGHTYEIGHT —
JOHN WHITNEY. This gentleman is not the father of

computer graphics entertainment, he's the grandfather

and Godfather rolled into one. Back tn the 1940 s he
invented 'stil scan' techniques and twenty years later he

masterminded the revolutionary stargate' sequence in

Stanley Kubrick's 2001 A Space Octyssey. In the 60s he

was pushing a Los Angeles IBM to its limits, reputed to be
the biggest computer in the States outside the Pentagon,

but in 1974 he went on intellectual strike! He's still waiting

for technology lo catch up with his ideas, and it's just

possible that he'll produce classic CD-I entertainment

before he goes through that great stargate tn the sky.

— EIGHTYNINE-
VERA SHIRLEY. White raising her lamify in Amersham
(turn left at Watford), Vera started a software service from

her cottage. The year was 1962. and she had gone end

invented the networked GLOBAL OFFICE. Her employees

worked from their own homes, linked up to mainframe at

Mission Control, and she employed only women. Today
F-tnlernational s worth millions, and her clients include

Mobil Oil and Lloyds Bank. If everyone tallowed her

example we could abolish the rush hour 1

-NINETY-
NIKLAUS WIRTH was a great admirer ol our chum Blaise

Pascal (see number Thirty). In 1970 old Nik was working

away m Zurich on a new language lo handle complex

programs on micros, when he came up with a replacement

lor Basic. Naturally he named rt PASCAL and we can be
very grateful thai he wasn't an admirer ol George Farquhar

(1671-1707).

-NINETYONE —
CAROLE ELY & LORE HARP. These two Caiifomian

women can lay claim to double fame. In 1976 they gave

birth loVECTOR GRAPHICSm theirkitchen, and got'high-

school kids, infants, dogs and cats* lo assemble computer

kits m the bathroom. Ten years later they were employing

J00 bods and turning over £1 50 million, they provided the

ro*e model for the thousands of eager loonieswho tried lo

imitate them back m the days when anyone could set up a

computer outfit and make a buck or two.

-NINETY
T W O —

THE SISTERS GRIMM. Once upon a lime, In a land across

the Western Ocean, there lived a mummy named Leslie,

who had two little gins, Con and Cindy. They played with

computers instead ol dollies in the cradle. Ten years ago,

when their total ages added up to only 38, they invented

EDUCATION GAMES, and called themselves the Learning

Company. The interactive-reward system for all later

educational packages is based on their programs.

—NINETYTHREE —
SUE M ELROSE. After theUSA tost theVietnam War, many
of the maimed and crippled were hidden away in Vets'

Hospitals. Sue Melrose took on the task of helping blinded

Vietnam Veterans using Braille terminals and synth-vote

outputs. Her greatest breakthrough has been the

development of computer response to the user's spoken
instructions. Its greatest abuse has been to use it for

Sghter-bomoer computer control. Ho hum.

— NINETYFOUR —
JOHN BRUNNER is a sci-fi writer. He is 54 yeans oW. and

his address 15 care of the NatWest Bank. 7 Fore Street,

Chard. Somerset I thought some of you might want to

know that, because <n 1975 John was the guy who
dreamed up the software VIRUS. So <f anyone out there

has, for the sake of example, an Amiga suffenng from AIDS

nght now, you know where to find the culpnt. Personally I

think he's a gen*us.

—NINETY
FIVE -

JOSEPH WEIZENBAUM. No matter how they are tarted

up. whether by optically stored video images on CDs,

holograms or electrodes plugged straight into your brain,

computer games are still gong to be derivatives ot chess

or pmg-pong. Mixtures of strategy and reflex action. But

this is moreor (ess how we live our real lives, and we cannot

expect more from computer simulations. The next step >n

home micro entertainment is gang to be PSYCHE-WARE,
which was invented in 1964 by Joseph Weizenbaum at the

Massachusetts Institute ot Technology, He called his

program Eliza, after the George Bernard Shaw character

who outgrows her human programmer. Users of the Ehza

program started treating 'her' as a real personality, from

the word go,

—NINETY
SIX-

KATHY AND JAMES JOHNSON One ol those

smartassed American couples, she's a research

psychologist, he's a clinical psychologist, who have taken

Psyche-Ware to the masses, Wa the* HUMAN EDGE
SOFTWARE CORPORATION, The Johnson's are

Califomians, needless to say, and have perfect teeth. Their

Mind Prober is hideously accurate and is being used by
muiti-natcv> the military and for all I know my tax

inspector, to suss out the poor bleeders who come under

their scrutiny. You have been warned.

—NINETYSEVEN —
TIMOTHY LEARY Uncle Tfn was the geriatric dippy-

hippy guru who turned several million young people onto

drugs dunng the 1960s. But I cannot be too hard on fwn

because he says that his favourite computer game is

something called Deos Ex Machma by yours truly. Doctor

Leary is now a software guru, and has developed SKlPl,

which is not a cocaine derivative that makes you jump
ropes while sngmg nursery rhymes, but stands for Super

Knowledge Information Processing Intelligence, It allows

the user to reprogram her/his own behaviour, and scares

the willies out of me,

—NINETYEIGHT —
RON LEVY of Cabonics Inc. USA has taken Psyche-Ware

a stage further, his software does not allow you to

reprogram your behaviour, it reprograms you! Bystrapping
biofeedback electrodes to your head, programs like

1

Cairn

and Clear* effectively hypnotise the user. No doubt some
bnght spark has already written a program called

'Homicidal Maniac',

—NINETY
NINE -

WALLACE D. LABENNE The gentleman is a

psychotherapist, or maybe that should read Psycho The

Rapisl. His programs have titles kke Expando Vision and

use subliminal messages which are illegal when used tn

adverts or TV programs, but here ts no legislation to cover

then when it comes to software. Let me quote you a few of

the hypnotic messages it stuffs inside your brain;
1

let us be
naked', 'sex ts OK\ 'explore bodies',

l

iet us make loveV

Yours for £40 available for the V»c-20 upwards. Ahem.

— ONEHUNDRED —
WILLIAM GIBSON, If you are m any way concerned with

the future of computing as opposed to its past. William

Gibson is the most important young writer in the world. He
ts Amencan. He is the last of my 100 All Time Computer
Greats. In his books Neuromancar and Count Zero

Interrupt he tackles the implications of our computerised

future. Games software, simulations, psyche-ware,

software viruses, electronic sex, drugs and violence,

artrficial intelligence, totally organised total chaos. Go out

now and read his work. NOW, I said.

In next month's ZZAP! Mel Croucber stops delving into

the ghost of computing past and whips out his crystal

balls!'1988 ... and counting!' takes you gentty by the

brain and leads you year-by-year to the end of the

millenium. And the most frightening of all is that the old

fool's predictions will probably all come true. Don't

miss it!
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DLDIERS OF FORTUNE

ftO^ HIGMTMARE NOW FOR Y(
Nk

5 ).

'AM

GRYZOR

Ihe coin-op smash hit from

Konami now for your home-

micro. This fantastic

conversion with all the

original play features takes

you into a thrilling alien world

negotiate force fields

and take on fanatical

guerillas as you infiltrate their

headquarters.

Split second timing and

nerves of steel are a must for

this fun packed program

where addiction will always

bring you back for more!

Survive to become a captain

through the toughest training

academy. Konami's arcade

blockbuster has already

reached No 1 in the Gallup

charts with this superb

conversion for your

home-micro.

5
Featuring an the game-

play of the arcade

original. Combat School

offers a real chalenge

to the toughest thoroughbred

gamester.

Seven grueling events, plus a

penalty stage and il you don't

you're out!

COMBAT SCHOOL HE

STORE HOW.
EACH AVAILABLE ON DISK AND CASSETTE

SPECTRUM COMMODORE AMSTRAD

C7-9S SMS CHS
DISK+3 DISK DISK

ALSO AVAILABLE

FOR
PC+COMPAri8LES
AND ATARI ST

£14 -95 £12-95 £14-95

Ocean Software Limited 6 Central Street Manchester - M2 5NS - Telephone 061 832 6633 Telex 6699/7 OCEANS G



AT LAST/

TAPE LOADING PROBLEMS
NOW ELIMINATED

WITH
oiA D
IT

• LED. LIGHTS FOR ELECTRONIC TUNING
PERMANENTADJUSTING KNOB

ACHIEVES 100% LOADING
SUCCESS EVEN ON THE MOST

OBSTINATE TAPES

LOAD IT GIVESYOU:
* 100% LOADING SUCCESS

PERMANENT HEAD ALIGNMENTADJUSTMENT
* LED. LIGHTS FOR EASYTUNINGTOOPTIMUM SIGNAL

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

ONLY

£39.99
INC P & P

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME:
MILLS ASSOCIATES LTD
WONASTON ROAD
MONMOUTH
GWENT
TEL: 0600 4611



BUDGET TEST

ZZAPI's monthly round-up ofbudget software

SCUMBALL
Bulldog, £1.99 cass, joystick with keys

A horde of nasties, headed
by a horrible green slime
creature has overrun the

sewers. The player controls
UNDA. a dedicated and danger-
ous disposal droid who's assigned
the task of flushing them out; eight
grenades scattered around the
sewers are recovered and used to
destroy the nasties' lime-coloured
leader.

Different enemies have pre-
determined effects: some destroy
UNDA outright, while others sim-

ply drain her power source.
Objects such as batteries are
found to replenish her energy.
Contact with water, spike pits or

pods results in immediate dissolu-
tion. The player begins with five

droids. but extra ones are col*

lected in the sewers along with
bonuses and mystery objects.
An information bar at the top of

the screen reveals status levels,

droids remaining, grenades to col-
lect, current score the number of
the present location.

The inspiration behind Scumball seems very much
to be the classic (now budget) arcade adventure,
Starquake- The alien atmosphere, highly-detailed
graphics, busy sprites, appealing character and
large area to explore are all very similar. Nonethe-

less, this is an entertaining game In its own right. There are some
neat traps - some of them very frustrating - but there T

s a good
deal of fun to be had from just bouncing around! The instructions
could be a bit more informative; they set the scene, but don't tell
you precise details about what you need to do or what the status
bars mean. Still, it isn't too difficult to work out how things work.
It may be derivative but It's neat, attractive and fun to play*

This unusual little

game is a pleas-
ant mix of genres
and Is very
reminiscent of

that old favourite Starquake -
even the hero (or In this case
heroine) reminds me greatly of
BLOB! Graphically, Scumball is

very good: bright, colourful
sprites move smoothly and
quickly around an equally
pretty background. Sound
consists of an incredibly up-
tempo tune that blasts away
throughout the game, but
unfortunately It repeats far too
quickly for extended listening
periods. The action, too, tends
to wear a little thin after a few
heated plays. Still, Scumball
mokes a great budget game
and is all the more enjoyable If

you ilked Starquake.

PRESENTATION 69%
Uninformatlve Instructions, but
clear screen display plus loading
game.

GRAPHICS 70%
Not as jolly as the game
demands, but detailed and col-

ourful nonetheless.

SOUND 81%
Rapid and enjoyable sound-
track, sadly repeated a little too
soon.

HOOKABILITY71%
Approachable and appealing
gameplay is partially spoilt by
poor instructions.

INSTABILITY 80%
Plenty of locations to explore,
and the game's cutesy atmos-
phere proves quite attractive.

OVERALL 79%
A playableand attractive arcade
adventure in the Starquake
mould.

PAUSE MODE

SNOOKERAND
POOL
Gremlin, £2.99 cass only, joystick with ke

Gremlin's addition to the
range of green baize
simulators includes

snooker and pool on opposite
sides of the cassette, although
control methods and options are
the same for bothgames. From the
title screen, a one or two player
mode is selected, with the com-
puter providing an opponent at an
adjustable skill level from amateur,
novice or professional. A practice

mode is also available to sharpen
potting skills.

Both games are viewed from the
standardoverhead viewpoint, with
two-thirds of the screen displaying
the table and the remaining third

containing an information panel.
This shows the players' scores,
the current break and highest
break, the current ball in play and
on-screen instructions.

Even at the best of times I find snooker a very slow
and tedious game, and this latest budget offering
from Gremlin has done nothing to change this opin-
ion. Graphically the game is okay, with a reasonable
representation of a snooker table dominating the

screen and small but clear balls. The familiar control method is
reasonably comfortable in use, but when the desired ball Is
struck, it spins around the table In a most unconvincing manner.
The harsh sound effects only help to dampen the already wilting
realism. Even with the addition of the practise mode, I would
advise even the budding snooker players among you to take a
good look before you part with your readies.

Snooker simula-
tions have never
really worked
well on the 64,
and this is no

exception. The lack of realism
is both striking and annoying.
Graphically it's pretty poor: the
brown border Is horrible, the
balls aren't particularly bright
or large and the whole game
has a simplistic, coarse feel.
The sound Is abysmal: the
noises fail to mimic the deli-

cate click of Ivory and subtle
sounds of ball striking cush-
ion, A serious flaw Is the small
ball size which renders the
angles of collision imprecise -
it's too often a case of luck
rather than judgement and the
speed with which balls move
after collision is frustratingly
inaccurate. Not a very worthy
purchase, I'm afraid, even for
the blue chalk brigade.

PRESENTATION 44%
A useful swles ot options and
reasonable control method,
although the instructions are a
little lacking.

GRAPHICS 29%
Purely functional, not very
smooth and rather sombre.

SOUND 9%
Totally unsnookef -like sounds
grate afte* only a short while

HOOKABfLITY 35%
Ease of play contributes to the
initial appeal, but the unconvinc-
ing movement is oflputting.

LASTABILITY13%
The lack ot realism and the frus-

trating computer opponent nul*

lifies the enjoyment factor.

OVERALL 29%
An unrealistic and annoying
simulation which requires too
much pmcticg to overcome rts

faults.

Even Steve Davis would have
trouble potting these colours!



BUDGET TEST

ROLLAROUND
Mastertronic, C1.99 cass, joystick or keys

The objective of Rotlaround is

to complete an increasingly

difficult series of levels by
collecting a required number ol

crosses from six different colours
of square.
Each level is divided into a three

by three grid of screens, each con-
taining up to 100 individual

squares, many of which have
unique effectsupon the gameplay.
There are also a variety of aliens,

and contact with these, falling off

the edge ofa landscape or downa
hole, results in death*

The playing area presents a 3D

isometric viewpoint, with informa-

tion registers at the top and bot-
tom of the screen showing the
player's current score and lives

remaining, plus the elapsed time
and number of crosses to collect.

The ball travels by rolling in any
of four directions, or jumping, in

conjunction with the fire button.

The latter is also used to avoid
aliens or clear holes.

When a grid is successfully

completed, the player enters into

a bonus section where extra

points or lives can be gained.

This Is very much like Spindizzy without the Inertial

control method: dangerous landscapes wtth
objects to collect, creatures to avoid and puzzles to
solve. Similarly, your character is a little tricky to
direct, but after a while It becomes more a matter of

timing than skill The sound Is very appealing with a Jolly title tune
backed up by some Boulderdash-style effects. Graphically, ifs a
bit basic, and although the grids are quite small, they contain
some extremely awkward routes; some of the later screen
designs are particularly devious! Fortunately, you're given plenty
of lives. If you liked any of the Marble Madness genre and you're
feeling a bit starved, this could be the game for you.

Puzzling isometric action in Mastertronic '» budget Spindizzy
variant

I've been pulling my hair out in clumps over
game, It Is so frustrating. Mastering control of the
ball is a real headache, as most of the action takes
place on platforms suspended In space: one foul
move andyourpoor ball falls into oblivion. However,

after several heated sessions I managed to gain control of the
sphere, which greatly Increased my enjoyment of the game. The
sound is inoffensive, and the gameplay is fast, colourful, and very
smooth In operation, as, indeed, are the majority of the recent
Mastertronic efforts. A very 'cute* game that is infuriatingly

addictive. Go and buy it third, or even forthwith.

TURNYOUR COMPUTER INTO ANARCADE WITH .

.



PRESENTATION 43%
Good instructions. Informative

and uncluttered display but no
real options.

GRAPHICS 61%
Spartan, but extremely effective,

with smooth and precise ball

movement.

SOUND 62%
An appropriately jolly title tune

and average spot effects.

HOOKABIUTY81%
Once the slightly awkward con-
trols have been mastered, the

action Is frustrating but compel-
ling.

INSTABILITY 87%
The appealing puzzle factor and
increasing complexity prove
highly addictive.

OVERALL 82%
An entertaining and engrossing

puzzle/dextenty game.

COMP

COMPETITION
SIMULATOR
Code Masters, £0.00, postcard or sealed envelope

Acouple of weeks ago, Mike
Clark ot Code Masters
fame popped Into the

ZZAP! office tor a chat and a spot

of lunch.
During the afternoon he reached

into his voluminous Code Masters
holdall and pulled out an absolute

stack of cassettes - the whole

Code Masters range, no less, plus

a few extras.

What could we do with all these

games? They could go to further

clutter our bulging software

shelves , . > No: why not give them
away as part of a budget competi-
tion? Great!
The question was, what test of

mettle should decide the lucky

recipients of these fab games?
Many man-hours were devoted to

this task, but nothing was forth-

coming. It took Paul's keen Geor-

die wit* to eventually come up with

the patently appropriate question:

How many 'Simulators' have
Code Masters actually produced,
and what are theirnames?

Suitably correct answers are to

be placed Ina targe receptacleand
the first one drawn wins the Code
Masters range. Second and third

entries are to be the proud owners
of five Code Mastersgames each.

Write your answeron a postcard

or the back of a sealed envelope,

and in bold letters on the other

side, put: COMPETITION
SIMULATOR, ZZAP! TOWERS,
PO BOX 10, LUDLOW, SHROP-
SHIRE, SYB1DB.

Don't forget to include your

name, address and telephone

number and also don't forget to

post your entry. It should get to us

by April the 8th to stand a chance
of winning.

* Paul's words, not ours , .

.

arnov, the 4

well-known* fire-breathing

illkrussianjs running, jumping, climbing,

swimming and flyingafter the lost treasure

of Babylon. Countless wacky monstersare out

to stop him . . . ever snuffed it at the hands ofa

skeleton on an ostrich? incorporating nine

levels of gameplay. karnov is a vast 4 way

scrolling gamethat combines both strategy

and fast action and inwhich there are many

routes to success.

'me f—l-

npiKt i iliti s-wits wiinvn

CommodoretH 128CasselUM£ (>W)aiidni5k(C14W|.ZXSpeciruni-JKK 1

Amstrad CPC Cassette |£9.«>9| and Disk (£14.99)

Mail Order: Aclivision IUKI Lid. Units i&i Lloyds (low. FiiudonRoad Ind

Northampton NN8 1FR Tel (K)3.* 7o7f>f> samm m\^M

TM & Data East USA, lnc All rights reserved Electric Dreams Software
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HELIDROP
Top Ten, £1 .99 cass, joystick with keys

ollowing a Moldavian coup.
V* the staff of the country's

embassy are under siege. As
Joe Starbuck, the player controls

a helicopter with which to collect

essential supplies and drop them
(by pressing the space bar - a fact

not related in the instructions) onto

Every aspect of this game is basic in the extreme.
From the title screen through to the highscore table,
everything is very pooriy executed. Gameplay Is ter-
ribly simple and echoed by the tawdry graphics:
monochrome sprites move in hopelessly predicta-

ble directions across aesthetically retarded landscapes. The
rotor blades offer about the only decent sound effect since the
explosions are stupidly inappropriate. Presentation is patronis-
ing, with its ridiculous pink hand indicating 4Drop supplies here 1

and a large arrow on the landscape pointing downwards. How-
ever, the major criticism is the inconsistency In the difficulty
level: it ranges from moronically simple to frustratingly impossi-
ble. This transforms an already weak game into an abysmal one.
If it's meant to be a semi-comical homage to some past genre, I

didn't find it very funny.

S-3 J

I don't know
whose top ten
this game is in,

but It's horrend-
ous with a capital

'H\ It would appear that some
clever fellow has managed to
find the secret to time travel,
and taken the poor games
player back about six years,
judging by the awful graphics,
which were the focus of some
considerable mirth among the
team. The awful matchstick
men, choppers and tanks
decorate a landscape that Is

Infantile and quite unforgiva-
ble. Sound consists of a weedy
tune on the intro screen, and
totally unimpressive sound
effects during play. The
gameplay itself Is minimal, as
even from the start, Helidrop
proves quite difficult to actu-
ally play and, in the light of the
horrible graphics, doesn't do
much to make the unfortunate
purchaser even try. Avoid this

game at all costs: even at a
coupte of quid you would be
wasting your money.

the embassy's roof. If the supplies
are collected but not delivered, the
mission is deemed a failure.

The screen scrolls horizontally
from right to left, displaying land-
scape features, enemy gun posi-
tions and helicopters. Contact
with any of these or any of the
enemy bullets results in the loss of
one of three lives. An information

panel al the foot of the screen dis-

plays the score, supplies delivered
and number of lives remaining.

PRESENTATION 9%
Inaccurate instructions, weak
attract sequence and no
options.

GRAPHICS 7%
Incredibly bad throughout.

SOUND 18%
Reasonable helicopter noise but
pathetic explosions.

HOOKABILITY 22%
Basic presentation and poor
graphics match the appalling
gameplay.

LASTABILITY 8%
Tedious and unrewarding
gameplay dispel any addictive
qualities.

OVERALL 11%
Dire.

BMX HYPER BIKER
SIMULATOR
Top Ten

t C1.99 cass, joystick with keys

Top Ten's BMX HBS otters
the budding biker the oppor-
tunity of racing against a

computer or human opponent
over six increasingly difficult

courses, which scroll from left to
right. Each course contains a vari-

ety of obstacles which are suc-
cessfully negotiated to allow prog-
ress.

From a main options screen, up
to four riders can take part, with
the races adopting a knockout

system: the fastest qualifying time
results in passage to the next
round.

Three control options are
offered, two using the Joystick and
a third, the keyboard. Additionally,

a game can be stopped or re-

started at any time-

An information panel above the
main playing screen displays the
riders' names, their current times,
the distance covered and the track
qualifying time.

This has unusually good pre-game presentation:
the option of two joystick controls and one
keyboard, comprehensive (if condescending)
instructions, and the ability to race against up to
three other opponents (although onlyone ata time)-

Unfortunately! the gameplay fails to match this polish, since rac-
ing soon becomes a joystick-waggling chore - especially when
the computer opponent is so unmercifully consistent. Thisgrows
annoying on the later courses, where so much precise timing is

required that it becomes virtually impossible to defeat Addi-
tional frustration stems from the graphics: the backdrops are
poorly coloured and feebly drawn. Likewise the riders are
extremely and unnecessarily basic. This is by far the worst BMX
bike simulation I've seen.

Completing Top
Ten's brace of
turkeys this
month comes the
long-winded title

of BMX Hyper Biker Simulator.

Like fts comrade, this game
has very little in the way of
redeeming features: only the
incredible instructions and
comprehensive options are
really noteworthy. The
graphics appear to have been
created by the same team that
did Helidrop, although a pass-
able attempt at parallax scrol-

ling and some animation saves
them from total disgrace.
Gameplay, however, Is awful:
the choice of control methods
(s rendered worthless
because none are really

adequate. I waggled until I was
blue In the face, but never
cameeven close to beating the
computer! A terrible release
which demands and deserves
no attention whatsoever.

PRESENTATION 83%
Good range of options, com-
piehensive front end andsuperb
instructions.

GRAPHICS 22%
Poor animation, horrible

expanded sprites and drab col-
oration throughout.

SOUND 25%
Reasonable in-game tune* but
no effects.

MOOKABILFTY 15%
An almost immediate feeling of
antipathy and the visual and
aura) presentation repel attrac-

tion.

LASTABILITY 7%
There are six courses but the
action is so unappealing that

you'll never want to see them

OVERALL 19%
An uncontrollable and visually

biktng wmulalion.

Top Ten's Imaginatively-named

BMX Hyper Biker Simulator

EUCNT RACE
QunLirv shoo

DH : SB

nullum



* Extremely compatible

* Xrellent value

* Compact size

* Low noise

* External 8/9 switch

* Rave reviews

* Attractive appearance
* Turoos. no problem
t One year guarantee
* Runs cool

* +Direct drive motor

OEOS
FEM

A superb bundling offer that combines
the critically acclaimed Excelerator+ with

the super sophisticated GEOS (Graphic Environment

Operating System) GEOS is the GEM-like operating system for

the 64/128 from which you can access geoPAINT. a full-ieatured graphic

workshop geoWRITE, an easy-to-use vVYSIWYG word processor and the Desk
Accessories which include Calculator, Notepad. Alarm, etc

Many more extensions are available, such as geoCALC. geoDEX. etc

my only complaint was
Thai the label on ihc tront of

ihe drive was put on crooked I

The Excelerator behaved

admirably throughout. It does

exactly what the 1541 does

the drive does have

dramatic improvements over

the 154 1 in quality and
reliability

This package formerly n

" £49.9
but you can obtain it

absolutely FREE with

purchase of an Exceler

I d rather buy an
Exceleratort than a 1 541 Cor
a 1570 or a 1571

I wish the Excelerator had come
out two years ago .

"

The E*celerator+.

seems to cope faultlessly

commercial software . .

though,

y with GEODEX
I I-

New lower price

Excelerator+

& GEOS
£129.95
Excelerator*
& GEOS, plus
Freeze Machine

£149.95

Geofile

Geocalc
Geodex/Deskpack
Writer's Workshop
Fontpack I

Geospell

New lower price
^

Available from good computer stores or direct from Evesham ft

Prices I'KliiiJp VAT fJelivervFRFF

Send cheque. P O or ACCESS'VISA detail-.

Or phone wttfi your ACCESS VISA No
Same day despatch whenever possible

Govt, educational & PLC orders acc

Callers welcome, open A days 9 30-5 30
Ne»i day delivery C5.O0 e<fa

epied
W

Bridge Street
Evesham
res. WR1 1 4SF
elex : 333294
: (0386) 7653



GAMES TOP 30
1 (1) CALIFORNIA GAMES (11%)
Epy*

2 (2) THE LAST NINJA (8%)
Systems

3 (A) BUBBLE BOBBLE (6%)
Rrebtfd

4 (3) INTERNATIONAL KARATE +(5%)
System3

5 (16) SHOOT "EM UP CONSTRUCTION
KIT(4%;

Outlaw

6 (6) WIZBALL (3%)
Ocean

7 (9) BUGGY BOY (3%)
Elite

8 f5; WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD (2%)
USGoWAccess

9 KIKSTART II (2%)
Mirtirtfcrtfl

10 (7 1) ARCADE CLASSICS (2%)
Rrebwa

11 (7) WORLD GAMES
Epyx

12(13) NEBULUS
Howson

13 (12) GAUNTLET
US Gold

U(15) DEFENDER OF THE CROWN
M*rrorsoft

IS (24) OUTRUN
US Gold

16(74; LEADERBOARD
US Gold/Access

17 (10) BARBARIAN
Palace

IB (17) ELITE
Firebird

19 {27; 720°
US Gold

2072£» MATCHDAY II

Ocean

21 (18) ZYNAPS
Hewson

22 (21) QUEDEX
Thalamus

23 (19) THE SENTINEL
Firebtrd

24(22) GUNSHIP
Micropfose

25 (30) GAUNTLET II

US Gold

26 (20) RENEGADE
Ocean

27 (-) FLYING SHARK
Firebird

28 (20) DELTA
Thalamus

29 (-) SKATE OR DIE
Electronic Arts

30 (-) HUNTER'S MOON
Thalamus



MUSIC TOP 1

0

1 (1) DELTA (16%)
Thalamus
Main Thome - Rob Hubbard

2 (2) ARCADE CLASSICS (14%)
Firebird

Main Theme - Hob Hubbard

3 (3) SANXION (7%)
Thalamus
Loading Musk: - Rob Hubbard

4(4) MEGA APOCALYPSE (6%)
Martech
Main Thome - Rob Hubbard

5 (5) INTERNATIONAL
KARATE +(5%)

System 3 Title Tune - Rob Hubbard

6(8) SKATE OR DIE (4%)
Electronic Arts

Title Tune* Rob Hubbard

7 (6) THE LAST NINJA (3%)
System 3
Tftte Tune - Ben Dagtish

B(7) WIZBALLf3%;
Ocean
Main Theme - Martin Gaiway

9(9) l
1
BALL^%;

firebtrd

Mam Theme - Rob Hubbard

10 (-) BMX KIDZ
Firebird

TrtJe Tune - Rob Hubbaro



rZZUPERSTORE
All the goodies any ZZAP! reader could possibly
want (or we could think of) by mail, courtesy
of Auntie Aggie and our jiffy bags

All proceeds go to the
NSPCC/RSSPCC

K1DSPLAY
Fancy getting Xeno, Spindizzy,

Deactivators, Bounces. Monty
On The Run, Barry McGuigan s
Boxing. Bounty Bob Strikes

Back. Starion, Electroglide and
Skytox in one brill Back Pack
compilation, and feel you're
also helping others?
Then grab this opportunity at

our great discount offer of only

£6.99 - £3 OFF the normal
£9.99 pr>cel Cassette only.

PLACE YOUR ORDER HERE!

Item Size Qty

POSTAGE AND PACKING

. p *flo* 3* Omy% «Qf tWW. MO (WWO IW (Win(
may am* Mpimiry CflASH H*si<x> Dinofrrf **fi not b*

CONTINENTAL EUROPE /

OVERSEAS ORDERS ONLY: I AM
ENCLOSING P&P PAYMENT
FOB ITEMS AT £2.00 EACH.

P&P TOTAL: £

Price

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED: £

JOYSTICKS
GALORE
Don't let those aliens get

at you - tool up with a brand
now joystick from our
selection to suit all needs

KONIX SPEEDKJNG
The joystick that actually fits

your hand, with a fire button
angiod tor your trigger finger to

ensure accurate high-speed
action. Solid steel break-proof

shaft with neat clicking sound
for every precision move you
make.

Normal price C1 1 .99 - OUR
PRICE £10.99

TERMINATOR
Built like a hand grenade and
just as lethal in action, this

totafly new Danish design

packs top quality micro
switches for top-notch control

and koo* high*scores.

Normally C19-95-ZZAP!
PRICE €14,95!

Score like a pro with Dynamics!

COMPETITION PRO 5000 (Normal)
Features arcade quality mtcroswrtches, dual fire buttons, robust
steel shafl and rubber return for smooth control and longer life.

Extra long I.5m cord-
Normally £14 95- ZZAP! Price C13+50

COMPETITION PRO 5000 (Clear)
Tho designer joystick has arrived' All the features of the Norma)
PRO 5000 but with the added thrill of its unique see-through casing

which offers a tantalising peek at the hi-tech innards.

Normal pnce £15.95 - Our price £14.00

Two winners from Euromax . • *

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL STANDARD
High durability, rapid response and uttra sensitive movement accu-
racy from this advanced ergonomic design Ideal for left or nght
hand play. 1.5m cord

£15.95

EUROMAX PROFESSIONAL AUTOFIRE

All the quality ol the standard, with the added bonus of the Auto Fire

Opton lof when the going gets tough'

C18.96

PLEASE NOTE:JOYSTICKS AND DISKSONLY AVAILA-
BLE IN UK AND EIRE!

IMKTKH&WVMTTO
r

POSTCODE
PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £

MAJMB NHnHtiiira*•ausa»aa»«* •••«••»———»«—mmm

^^D^DURESS HWttil WMiMWMMMmtttll lMMI

•>•••••***«*** »14aa*ri* P^JST^^^JI^E

SIGNATURE «

•*t ittn

EXPIRY DATE
PLEASE CHARGE MY ACCOUNT NO:

1
I I I I

SEND THISFORM TO
ZZAP!ZZUPERSTORE,
PO BOX20, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB

TO CAP THE LOT
Blue ZZAP! 'baseball* style

cap with white embossed
ZZAP! logo and adjustable

strap to ensureone size fits all

Fab at £3.951



THE NOTTRIVIAL
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
HALF PRICE
OFFER

Join in on the fun everyone's
having with Oomark's Trivial

Pursuit with this pursuabie
deal:

Buyacopy of the Trivial Pur-
suit start-up 'Genus' cassette
at £14.95 and get both add-on
packs ot questions FREE -
Saved 5.90!

If you already own the TP
Genus Edition - then buy both

add-on packs for £7.95: A sav-

ing of £7.95!

TRENDY NEW ZZAPI
DESIGNER T-SHIRTS
Three designs - three full-col-

our ZZAP! covers with logo.

Start your collection now.
Available in two sizes: Medium
and porky XX Large. 50% cot-

ton and 50% polyester.

Choose from WILD WARRIOR
(Issue 20), CALIFORNIA KID
(Issue 29). and ZZAP! ZZAP-
PING (Issue 25).

ZZAP! IN A BIND
Keep your mags safe in the rich

maroon binders with gold

logos. Each binder holds

twelve issues and comes with

plastic 'year' stickers to Iden-

tify the 'vintage*.

I4J0

Stop vacuuming your
machine with

ZZAP! DUST
COVERS
One day they'll ban dust, but in

the meantime It's one of the
biggest single keyboard killers

around. But don't worry! We've
had some super quality covers
made specially for your
keyboard- chunky fudge style

64. super-slim modem 64C or

128.

CBM 64 £5.00
CBM64CE5.50
128 £5.50

IfooAuffuai im
Noftftaptunbor lilt

No 9 Dwmb«» IMS

It* 10 r*faru*JY <»

Ho 12 Apni ime
lit I 0901 THREK fcnlmf 1<J|6 ZZAP< R+odota
Atvarda JUauUa* Uwdtmoor Preview' Wtfd 5ouruU

Ftom Your t4 - Dalai Digwlrum AND Sound Saraplor

FUvi0w*cV 2ZAPBACK» Woe* Pabuioui Cocneunoi

An 1

No HMo*/ 1M6
111 Foqoo* AHot tg'^ Gold Medal' TWO Suitor'
Tho D*Jy U*to»

*

Dwt O* AMinior* Infocom talatw Pon Paloco Sortoraro ttrtomewt Mlndtttiw
ConJaaa»nt ZZAPBACE" Imogim MMUMri Indo*

NoHJuo* IM
134 Pwh' Sptndtuy Ootd aloOaJt SIX fco-Ofli

Infocom Inunivw Pan 0' Bim Evana Iniomowi

BACKIMUMBERSf
No 33 Monti IIP
116 Pogoai TWO Stalora* Pofioi Rituw ' Barutbla

Siiftmia LoLorrtowodT 19M ZZAP* Roadoft
Awird* PaiuIu 1 Tho Androw Bjaybrnn* Diory -
Manial PiocraoUoo Pan One'

Ho 34 April \W?
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I would like to order the following ZZAP' 64 BACK NUMBERS
Please tick the correct box or boxes ,

.

PRICES
• ALL BACK ISSUES NOW £1 .20 EACH (including P&P)
• OVERSEAS ORDERS: E2.00 per magazine

Name

Address

Poslcodo

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to ZZAPI It is best to avoid

sending cash payments. Please DO NOT encloseANY order with mail to

the EDITORIAL side of the magazine as this will result in DELAYS! Send

your orders to tne address below . .

.

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £

Signature

Please Charge My Account No:

I

I

I

I

I
| I wish to pay by Visa/Access (delete as applicable)

C
I

I

I

I

t

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Expiry Date

Number of Issues ordered

Less discount if applicable

TOTAL COST C

I enclose a CHEQUE or POSTAL ORDER for the TOTAL

I BACK NUMBERS, ZZAP! 64 MAGAZINE,
I PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1 DB
I



TAPE LOADING PROBLEMS
ELIMINATED WITH £1 OFF ANY OF THESE GREAT GAMES!

Normal retail CKices are quoted, just knock

off the discount on the form below

:i iA D

LED LIGHTS FOB
ELECTRONIC TUNING

PERMANENT ADJUSTING KNOB

ACHIEVES 100% LOADING SUCCESS EVEN ON THE MOST
OBSTINATE TAPES

LOAD IT GIVES YOU:
100% LOADING SUCCESS
PERMANENT HEAD ALIGNMENT ADJUSTMENT
LED LIGHTS FOR EASY TUNING TO OPTIMUM SIGNAL
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

APPROVED BY LEADING SOFTWARE HOUSES

YOURS

£39.99
INCP« P

FROM ZZAP! FOR ONLY

Please send me a LOAD IT cassette deck as fast as you can! I have
filled out the coupon and enclosed a check/postal order for £39.99
made payable to Newsf ield Ltd.

Name Wl iH l l « |

Address >#*» «* *n»«mt —^^a**— ltI«»l*lttl(||ttlMll

Postcode

AID LOAD IT OFFER, ZZAPI 64 PO
BOX 20, LUDLOW SHROP-
SHIRE SY8 1 DB

THE TRAIN
Electronic Arts, £9.95

TRAZ
Cascade, £9.99

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED I

STRIKE FLEET
Electronic Arts, £9.95

4TH AND INCHES
US Gold, £9.99

DAN DARE II

Virgin, £8.95

SOKO-BAN
Mtrrorsofl, £12.95

[AND THEN THERE'S
FIREFLY Ocean. £6.95
DEFLEKTOR Gnjfflfcl Or*phte3.K 99
INSJOE OUTfNO The Edge. 1*9 95
720" US Gold. ttM
PLATOON Ocran C9 95
MATCWDAY U Ocean, £8.95
HUNTERS MOON Tnaiamua. S9M
TFTTO6 Mirnwoft £8 95

SIDEWALK Infogrames, C9M
TEST DRIVE Electronic Art*. C9 95
RASTAN SAGA tmapne. £8 95
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE Gremu

\

Graphics. £13 99
BRAVE5TARR GO 1

. £9.99
DEMON STALKERS Electronic Artt, £9 95
SJDE ARMS GO'. £9 99
GARFIELD The Edge, E9 99

ANY -n»0

PLEASE MOIBtMl offer fe only eubieci »S md 30 ol UAPl, and moit arc
to the discount* detailed above, no already available; v#» will detpatcl-
o+Horv will be accented euch ee Sub- orderi at eoon mm poaalble but you may
•crtberm* »itr* discounts, or tne normal Neve to weft longer then normal lot
ZZAPlMallOnterbulkbuylngdiecounU. Ihoae gamav wfttch haven*1 pet bear
All the above t**<e reviewed m laaue* refeoeed. mSPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER

I would like to order the following game(s) and understand that I may
deduct £1 off the quoted price for any single order, or C3 oft any pair of

games ordered (for example, I candeduct C4 from the total prices of three

games, or E6 from four games). I've listed them below, and enclose a
cheque or postal order made payable to NEWSFIELD LIMITED

Name JHSfc.

Address

Postcode

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT CV
I with to pay by Vim/Access (deieio as apphcable))

Signature Expiry Data

Please Charge My Account No:

TITLE

SUB*TOTAL

DISCOUNT CLAIMED

PAYMENT ENCLOS£D

NORMAL PRICE

MAIL ORDER, PO BOX 20, LUDLOW,
SHROPSHIRE SY81DB
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I'm afraid it's back to the normal amount of winners
after last months mega-results pages. Still, there are
loads of prizes on offer, and I've also got the results of
the Hovercomp which were held over from last month.
I've also included some of the piccies from that par-
ticular comp, as there were some excellent entries.

There have been a few letters regarding the printing

of answers to competitions, and I've decided I'll do
this occasionally IF there is enough room. So get read-
ing, and see if you're a lucky winner . .

.

DOMARK'S SHORT
STORY WINNERS

I really looked forward lo judging
this competition and wasn't disap-

pointed in any way. They were all

neatly presented (typed or neatly
written as asked) and the stones
were excellent. All entries were
read by the ZZAP! team, and the
decision to give the first prize to
Mike Jenner. Herts. ALIO OHN
was a unanimous one - you can
see his story below. He'll soon be
receiving a large parcel full of
signed Jeffrey Archer novels.
Read on to see if you are amongst
the following, who are to receive a
copy of Not a Penny More, Not a
Penny Less, courtesy of Domark.

F Cotgrave, Merseyside, L44
5RU; Christine Todd, West Mid-
lands, 875 6BT; G S Taylor, Hull,

HU5 1 0Z; Ian Butcher, East Sus-
sex, TN31 7UQ; Mark Neesam,
Rugby, CV23 ODE; Stephen
Yates. Middlesex, HA5 3XG;
Keith Evans, Liverpool, L14 OLU;
J Scott. Newcastle-Upon-Tyne,
NE2 2TD; Liz Wharf, Norwich,
NR2 3NE; Andrew West, Devon,'

EX8 3HR; Philip Morgan, Cardiff,

CF2 6TH; Bob Kingham, Lon-
don, E17 9EL; Mr S J Ayres,
Middlesex, HA7 3SE; Damon
Smith, Herts, WD2 6LE; Mark
Cross, Hants, RG25 1AE;
Andrew Love, Hertfordshire,
WD3 4EA; Robert Wallman, Sur-
rey, RH7 6QF; William Neary,
West Lothian, EH49 6LH; Bill

Henderson, Scotland, KY15
5DS; James Townend, North-
umberland, NE23 6JF; Cerl
Stagg, Hants, PCM SAL; Ian

Roberts, Southampton, S03
2SD; Lee Williams, Lanes, WN8
9DL; JJR King, Shropshire,TF1

0

9HJ; Stephen Murray, Tyne and
Wear, NE31 2LS; Michael Dyer,
Southampton, S03 2FP; Rahul
Joshl, London, NW10 3NU;
Richard Crisp, Bedfordshire,
LU7 8LD; Steve Colboume,
Brighton; Mark Barnsley, West
Midlands, DYB 5ED; Osman
Sidik, Blackburn. BB1 6EN;
Robert Manning, Suffolk, IP4
3QE.

WINNERS
THEDOMARKSHORT
STORY WINNER
HELL'S BELLS
The last man on Earth sat In silence

as he did every day, every month,
every year. He wasn't even sure

what date it was, nor did he care-
Time was just one more thing that

no longer mattered In his barren,

silent world.

The man had long since give up
hope o( finding anybody else alive.

At first , he had begun to search the

towns and cities but to no avail*

Over the years* his determination
to tind other survivors had been
slowly worn away with each new

t

empty city. As his loneliness grew,

50 too did his fear . Those buildings

which remained standing after the

holocaust became grey monolithic

giants which watched his every
move. Lifeless machinery took the

form of menacing metallic skele-

tons whose spindly arms reached
out lo ensnare him, And worst of

all was the silence, the unbearable
sound of nothingness. Only the

wind racing between the buildings

served to give the cities any noise

and even that sounded like omin-
ous laughter which mocked him.

And so it was that the last man
on Earth had imprisoned himself in

the building he had taken ashome.
There he sat with only vague
memories for company. Until one
day. the telephone rang . <

.

A cacophony of bells clattered

throughout the house. The man
glared in disbelief at the ringing

instrument. He began to think that

the years of silence had distorted

his mind. But it seemed so real.

Tentatively, he extended a
sweating palm towards the tele-

phone Hecouldfeelthevibrationa
of the bell in the air around the

phone. This was no dream - the
telephone was ringing!

With renewed hope and a sud-
den rush of adrenalin, the man
snatched the receiver from its era*

die and with almost uncontrollable

enthusiasm ail but shouted into

the mouth-piece
'Hello' he spluttered

A voice, the first he had heard In

decades, spoke clearly and pre-

cisely, Ms that 01 947 5624?'. It

was a woman's voice.

The man could hardly believe il

There was someone else aliveand
not only that, but a woman too. His

mind raced, suddenly aware that

he had no idea what to say. He
checked the number on the dial. It

wasn't the number the girt had
asked for but he didn't care.

'My God, I don't believe it.

Where are you for Christ sake', he
asked.

1

Er, I'm trying to reach a London
number, 947 5624 • . . is that

you?
4 came the woman's soft,

Inviting voice.

The man was taken aback . What
the hell did it matter what his

number was?
'No, that isn't my number, but

listen, I can't believe .

1

he was
suddenly Interrupted by the
woman.
Tm very sorry, I must have

dialed a wrong number' she said
and put the phone down.
The buzz of the disconnected

line screamed down the phone at

the man who looked at the receiver

in horror as the realisation of final-

ity hit him.

The last man on Earth sat in

silence , .

.

OCEAN'S PLATOON
COMPETITION
Alt you had lodo to enter this com-
petition was find out which route
led lo the bunker. Easy peasy
lemon squeezy. don't you think

1

?

There were loads of entries, and
the correct route was 'E'. But. all

you want to know is who was the
first person 'plucked' out of the

helmet. Well it was . . . patience,

patience, wait for it, Stewart
Kenny from Edinburgh, Scotland.

Well done. Stewart you're going to

be the proud owner of a Saisho
Video Player, the Platoon film and
a copy of the game courtesy of the
Merry Men from Manchester They
also want to give away a copy of
their new game to 20 runners-

up...

Gary David Salt, Cumbria, LAI3
OPY; Craig Poxon, Essex, CM2

6QD; William Kabumenos,
Liverpool, L17 2AJ; Colin Mel-
drum, Stirling, FK7 9LS; Mrs R
Boyden, London, E17 5HH; Fre-
derick Afford, Berks, RG6 1QB;
Yannick Townsend, East Sus-
sex, TN31 7EN; Oliver Galllenne,

Glos, GL19 3JS; Martin Wamett,
S Wales, CF1 9HQ; Paul Bahar-
rell, Milton Keynes, MK11 1NS;
24556195 L/CPL Harvey 5PL,
BFPO B07; Chris Phillips, Nr
Halifax, HX4 4PS; Dean Carter,
Dyfed, SA4 1TS; Nigel Booth,
West Yorks, HX2 9UZ; Cheryl
Beeby. Northants, NN1S 7DZ;
Roger Wardle, Shropshire, SY12
2JU; Robin Badcock. West
Yorks, WF2 6AF; Stewart Valen-
tine, Scotland, AB2 8FB; Reuben
Senior, Sheffield, S3 9HG; Tina
Porter, Norfolk, NR13 5AE.
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HOVERCOMP
Another company being very generous at Christmas was Electronic
Arts, who ottered to take two readers to Brands Hatch Hoverschool
to compete in a race with two of the ZZAPI crew (God help them if

it's the boy racers Julian and Steve). All you had to do to enter this

competition was design a futuristic Hovercraft, and there were
some really Impressive entries. The best two came from Robert
Ivan Farley, Northamptonshire NN14 1PD and David Stewart,
Wiltshire, SN13 9JD, who'll both soon be on their way to Brands
Hatch.
There are also 20 runners-up prizes of copies of PHM

Pegasus . . .

Spencer Kelly, West York-
shire, BD193BD; Chris Nelson,
Scotland, PA2 BOS; The Rat,
Coventry, CV2 3JU; K Spurdle,
Essex,RM111JP;MrAHealey,
Lanes, BL3 4NE; Egon Hansen,
Hull, HU10 6NF; P Hansen,
Hull, HU10 6NF; Tony Hughes,
Manchester, M27 3HD; David
Wilson, Perthshire, Scotland;
Tim Harrisson, Norfolk, NR8
6PP; Peter Taski, Glos. GL11
4QF; Lee Crawley, South York-
shire, S71 2JW; Chris Nelson,
Devon, EX10 9AH; Paul Sprag-
gons, Middlesex, TW1 1ER;
Timothy Berry, Cornwall, TR1

6

5HR; Gareth Pitt, West Mid-
lands, B73 6EL; Ian Miller,

Eastbourne, East Sussex; Will-

iam Ferguson, Hants, P09
2UQ; lain Coflield, Scotland,
AB5 2RG; Graham Stevens,
Essex, SS8 9RP;

&VR'§'^»T
s
Shlr, „

HEWSON
WORDSQUARE
Here's another seasy (easypemon
queezy competition for everyone
to enter. All you had to do was find
the ten Hewson games in the
wordsquare. And no. Hewson
don't have a game called 'Sorry
Folks' or 'Hoodunit'. but they do
have games called Zynaps.
Ranarama, Exolon, Uridium, Lunar
Attack, Nebulus, Eagles, Parad-
roid, Southern Belle and Evening
Star. All those who found all hid-
den games had a chance of win-
ning a Compact Disk Ghettoblas-
ter . . . buttheluckyblokewhowill
be listening to his favouritesounds
is Carl Goodwin, Leicester, LE4
00N. There are also copies of Four
Smash Hits compilation to give
away, and they're currently wing-
ing their way to the following
people . .

.

Anthony Godlewskf, Surrey,
RH1 6NX; Paul Bailey, Merse-
yside, L37 6EY; Colin Taylor,
Liverpool 4, L4 5TP; Barry

Brailsford, Staffs, WS15 20P; D
R Dickerson, Cambs, PE1866N;
Lee Harrison, West Midlands,
B91 2EU; Alan Robertson, Glas-
gow, G66 7EN; Adrian Llndley,
West Yorks, BD4 9RP; Paul Han-
km, Stafford, ST16 1LQ; Danny
Dignan, Manchester, M9 UP;
Andrew Reynolds, Surrey, KT16
9JJ; R Blandford, Notts, DN22
7EB; Anthony Quansah, West
Yorkshire, WF2 OAA; Neil Cloke,
Kent, TN23 2UH; Stephen Har-
ris, London, SE21 BBS; Brian
Newnes, South Wlrral, L66 1RP;
Darren Richardson, Belfast, BT8
4RJ; John Glasgow, London,
E16 3AG; Shaun Reynolds,
Hants, P012 2PL; Jason Handy,
Gloucester, GL2 OAH; Alan Par-
kinson, Cheshire, WA4 1XA;
Carol Sharp©, Cambs, PE1 5JG;
Carlos Shead, London, W14
AOU; Peter Simpson, Co
Durham, DL14 OPR; P D English,
Southampton, SQ2 6JP.

Here's Paul Mason of Klndstanding, Birmingham, who won a bril-

liant synthesiser in the Rastan Muslcomp

READERS AWARDS
TEN WINNERS (£30 worth of soft-

ware plus ZZAP! t-shlrt): Ga/y Will-

lams, Runcorn, WA7 6AN; Robert
Johnson. Pontypool, NP4 ODF;
Stuart Mugford. Stevenage. SG1
5JH; Peter Younq, Amble Mor-

peth. NE65 OLX; Greg Asbury.
Wolverhampton. WV10 7HE«*

Simon Evans, Kings Lynn. PE32
IAA; Conrad Patton. Portadown,
BT63 SSY; Wayne Ward. Wol-
verhampton.WV10 7TL; Ian Moria,
Ascot. SL5 9HX; Dean Moxhay.
Brighton, BN1

Well that's It me old matey* - we have come to the end once more,
but before 1 go I want to say something to all the girlies out there, IF

there are any. Why don't we hear from you? I realty dont believe that
there are so few girlie computer users out there. Lloyd tells me he
hardly gets eny letters in the Rrap from females, and I hardly get any
competition entries- so whether you're a Mum, Sister or Niece who
uses the trusty old Commodore 64, or if you actually own your own,
kffs hear from you.
OK, that's It If you want to write, it's the usual address: GLENYS

POWELL ZZAP! 54. POBOX 10. LUDLOW. SHROPSHIRE. SY8 1DB.
TTFN!
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AMAZING
AMIGA
EMULATOR
An incredible 64 add-on which will

undoubtedly change the face of the

Commodore computing market
overnight reached the ZZAP!
office mere hours before this issue

went to press. Norwegian hard-

ware design house, Blue Tec, have

just announced the Amidator-

After spending the last 20 months
analysing the functions of the

I -

MM llhMMHlMMiMMij

Amiga's four custom chips, {the

'Fat Agnus
1

animation chip, Dc
nise\ the graphics chip, *Paula\
the sound/peripherals chip and
*Gary\ the control chip) they have

managed to put together a system
which plugs into the user port of a

Commodore 64 and gives it enough
16-bit power to emulate Amiga
performance. A mammoth task

>3 P» ^ — * W I

PLAY IT

AGAIN,
SEVERIANO
Hul on the heels of World Class

Leaderboard comes the first vol*

umc in l he World Famom Courses

scries.

Although adopting the same for-

mal
i
viewpoint and control method

as previous Leaderhoards, World
ttunous Courses sports a much
lower pnee iag t and budding club*

swingers have the opportunity of

strutting their golfing tackle around

112 ZZAP! 64 April 1988

iour new courses: Pebble Beach,

perched on a cliff-top; the virtually

unbeatable' Colonial; Royal and
Ancient's Muirticld, and the tortu-

ous, watery Glenmoor. designed
by those devilish fiends at Access.

The package does not require

any existing Lcaderhoard prog-

rams, and comes at the generous
mid-range price of £4.99 on tape

and £6.99 on disk.

indeed, but the Amulator'% replica

chips have now been perfected and
from what we've seen, Blue Tec's

endeavours have been successful.

The unit comes complete with a

mouse and 5I2K of RAM with the

Kikstart boot-up system built in,

ostensibly making it compatible
with all A500 software. The pro-

totype pictured here came with

some supcrcompactcd sample pro-

grams on 5V* inch disk, readable by
standard 1541 drive, but the basic

Amulaior system supplied to the

consumer would require the

Amiga-style 3V4 inch disk drive to

run memory-guzzling commercial
software. However, plans are also

going ahead to market a bundled
package comprising the Amulator
unit, a suitable drive and a slightly

upgraded version of Amigados
vl.2, The Amulator alone is soon

to go on sale in Norway for 2199 Kr
(around £189). with the Amulaior
and disk drive package going for

3299 Kr (about £280). A British

company is currently being sought
to distribute the Amulator* and
we'll be reviewing it as soon as it

becomes widclv available.
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PREVIEW

COMING SOONTOA
MONITORNEAR YOU
Sandwiched between the highly
successful Defender ofthedrown
and the forthcoming SDI is

Cinemaware's latest 64 program.
Sinbadand the Throne of the
Falcon, Inspired by the character
from the 1 5th Century Arabian
classic. The Thousandand One
Nights and the subsequent
sequence of cinematic
derivations, it promises a host of
interactive scenariosand plenty of
puzzling action.

On his deathbed, the Caliph of
Damaron has been transformed
mysteriously into a falcon.

Realising the dangers thatmenace
a kingdom without a monarch,
Sinbad leaves for Damaron
immediately to restore harmony.
At this point, the player takes over
the role of Sinbad and marshals
the Caliph's forces to guard the
city, watch over the pnnce and
princess, and undertakea perilous
journey to discoverhow the Caliph
can be restored to his former self.

The game combines elements
of strategy, adventure and arcade
sequences to create an overall

impression of interactive fiction.

Sinbad is presented with three
basic scenarios: a map of the
world within which he can move
with virtual freedom, an hourglass
which brings his mission closer to
failure, and a city scenario, which
displays the fluctuating state of the

Caliph's dominion.
The greatest opponent against

Sinbad is the short time allotted for
his task, but other hostiles take the
form of a series of characters,
creatures and elemental hazards.
Hostiles encountered Include the
Prince Carnaral, who provides the
greatest danger as he follows in

your footsteps waiting for a
mistake, the foul Pteranaxos and
the legendary Cyclops. More
dubious characters include the
terrible Libitina, renowned for her
dark powers, but who's vital to
your success. Similarly essential
are the faithful Genie, the Gypsy
who only responds to those with a
sympathetic ear and the Shaman,
whose exhortations need to be
noted.

Cinemaware seem to have
captured the spirit of the piece, as
you can see from the
accompanying screenshots;
whether the gameplay will fulfil the
prophecy is another matter. Watch
these pages for an impending
review.
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In the true tradition of horizontally

scrolling shoot 'em ups comes
CRL's Road Warrior, from the
designers of Plasmatronand
Discovery. Loosely derivative of
ihe ageing Spy Hunter, it boasts
intense action and addictiveness
set over a series of increasingly
difficult levels. All cars are deemed
hazards and are destroyed. When
a predetermined number have
been blasted away, the next stage
is tackled with tougher opponents.
An early version is pictured here,
so we'll have to wait until the final

product arrives in the office.

Electric Dreams have just

announced the conversion of Data
East's coin-op. Karnov

t
which is

very much in the same mould as
Ghosts and Goblins, casting the
player in the role of a gymnastic
bulging biceps-type who battles

his way across a perilous
horizontally scrolling landscape.
The ultimate goal is the castle of a
cruel and terrible king who has
been making miseryand wreaking
ruin on Karnov's people for no
better reason than self-

indulgence.

To help combat against
animated Statues,sword -wielding
Zombies and enormous Dragons.

yyy

Electric Dreams' up-and-coming Ghosts W Goblins variant,

Kamov

I * Coming soon from US Qold: Laser Tag
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CRL's latest game presents some pleasant graphics within a

sideways Spy Hunter format

useful items are gathered along
the route.As you can see from the
screen shot, it bears close

comparison to the arcade original,

with pledged oameplay to match.
For more details, see the review of

the coin-op version in Issue 30.

otherwise wait with sweating
palms for the forthcoming
comments in ZZAP!

Officially licensed from the popular
children's toy, Lazer Tag issoon to
set your screens alight.

Set in the year 3010, the player

takes the role of a RookieCadet at

the LazerTag Training School and
seeks promotion from lowty
Neophyte to legendary Duellist
over six stages of furious blasting
action.

Features such as reflecting

prisms and revolving terminals
enhance the basic shoot 'em up
structure. Intense adrenalin-
pumping action is promised;
whether or not the potential is

fulfilled will be revealed in a review,
coming soon to a newsagent's
near you . .

.
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A DREAM COME TRUE!

Hi

YOU HAVE BEEN SWALLOWED! EATEN ALIVE BY AN EXTREMELY HUNGRY TEN MILLION TONNE MEGA-BEING THE SIZE OF THE MOON
ON A JOURNEY TO EARTH FOR ITS MAIN COURSE'

NOW TRAPPED WITHIN THIS RAVENOUS MONSTER FIGHT ITS ANTIBODIES TO GAIN ACCESS TO THE MAIN FUNCTIONS IN ORDER TOSHUT THEM DOWN - AND THAT S NOT EASY! THEN BUILD A SPECIAL WEAPON, BREACH THE DEFENSIVE DOORS
. . . JUST FOR STARTERS'Ocean Software Limned 6 Central Street Manchester M2 5NS Telephone 061 832 6633 Te*ex 669977 OCEANS G
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IT'S THE ONLY

Every move
you make

every step you

take, they're

watching you

Fi3ht your way

through the

precinct - the

back alleys, the car

parks, fight your way

through the villainous

community, the skin

leads, the Beastie Boys

the bouncers. On a hoi

steamy night in New York

this is just the tip of the

iceberg on your chilling

luest to confront "MR. BIG".

A spectacular arcade style

awl with many hoodlams and

hellhounds to encounter -

this is target Renegade -

if it moves, it hurts!,


